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INTRODUCTION

1

The researchers of reading, working at the research instituted of
librarianship in socialist countries, met in Budapest between October .15-18,
1974. The -conference was organized' by the Centre for Library Science and
Methodoldgy at the National Szechenyi Library. Researchers from 8 countries presented the results of their empirical - sociological, psychological
and pedagogical - research in five subject areas:
Library and society
2. Library and social strata
3. The effect of the Library'
4. Th9, reading of educational literature
5. The reading and reception of fiction
1.

22 papers submitted in advance were orally supplemented and discussed at

the conference..
Q
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OPENING ADDRESS

IRCZ, Peter /Representative-of the Mini
of Culture iii Budapest/
/ it was Mihaly Vorosmarty, the gre t,Hungarian poet, a contempor Ty of Sandor Petal., who put the question 1 e this: "Can Books make the
\V rld step forward?" The answer he gave so e 130 years ago was of course
in the affirmative,, but, owing tp the social ine unties, he could not hope
fo a general con
ation. lu our time, t
to the socialist revolution,
th, social transfo ation, and the realization fs the'
cultural revolutiOn,
cut, e - along with is main'offspring, book p
.ling
- became public propert . Seeing that reading has become a mass heriomenon,
it deserves a sq:ent is investigation: As it is known, the rapid growth of the mass media
has
not shattered The "Gutenberg Galaxy"; it is ju-t the use of leisure time that
be
e more richly varied.
I

Scientific activity in this field must f
of all be extended to an
inve tigation of the social laws of reading, and rst
and eading habits. In Huhgary that kind of wor of the readers' behaviour
began comparatively late;
none the less, the little team in charge of the r search
boasts with good_achiev ent s by now.
1 consider it as a most important fact hat our achievements concernin.g the research of the reading of the world g
did not remain
dead material: they have been realized in gener 1 measures, too. Conclusions drawn from the facts gained through read g researches have been
taken into accotmt by the Central Committee of t e Hungarian Socialist
Workers' Partx, as it is shown by the text of th Party's resolution on gemeral education, published in summer, 1974.Escarpit has also acknowledged the out
achievements of
reading research experts working in the socialis tanding
countries. A hard-won
prestige, however, involves obligations, too. Pr m a Marxist's point of
view, research and its.oproduct cannot be contras d to adaptability. To
bring an example: no far, we succeeded in drawin a map of the surface of
reading, but we have not Yet completed our geolog cal map. We know the
amount and the kind.of various people's readings, but we know much less
about the individual reader' s, reading efficiency, nd about all the "Why"
questions in general. We :Mist admit, at the same time, that, in spite of-all
the achievempnts of reading on a mass scale, there have remained some
problems in popultirizing reading. At the time of a supervision of Hungarian
schools, carried out by the,Huhgarian Socialist Workers'
some of
the participants emphasized the,problem, that teachers alone a y,are
tly.are
not able to carry out the whole (work of popularizing reading. Th
as why
the question of school-libraries gained prominence, land that is y we
took
up the idea of summer reading-camps for the young.
9

illiteraq.t'but there a
As for the grown-ups, we have put, an end tofoune,
s of reading
know
no
more
than
the
very
still lots of peopld who
spreadi ,s-and pOpulari,7Airig
out'efficient
methods
for
and writing. Working
reading is in fact .
reading,is'another task for researchers. Investigating
section
of
reality
itself.
nothirkg else than investigating a.
expec,tations in co,lturalBesides research interests,also'perform
we must satisfy
\
a
role
not negligible in.gadrepolicy, too. Our researchlittle
teams
research
team has by now grown into a, biggish
training. The originally
is of utmost
research
methods
and
achievements
organization. Discussion of
will perhaps offer new opportunities ,in this
importance; our conference hereinterest
is the investigation of connections
field. Another topic of common
work. Obviously, the
the expenses of researchexpensive
between the efficiency
and
it, must .be.
research
volumen
is,
the
more
more widespread a
that
reading
research
and
this
in
itself
proves
Expectations are increasing
from it. A
face
all
the
consequence.s
arising
has grown up; therefore it must
taken,
for
a
'sufficient
popenough effort is
general mist/Ike Of ours is that not
of the conference are expected
ularizaticm of our achievements. The members
a com-,
are expecting proposalsAfor
to submit. proposals in this respect.'We
cooperation
international
cooperation,
too.
prehensive organization of the significance within the ever widening cultural
of that kind would be of unique
relations of the socialist countries.

A.
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KOLODZIEJSKA, Jadwiga

THE ROLE Oti PUBItIC LIBRARIES
IN THE''POPULARIZATION or READING

An attempt to define the
of public libraries as-regards the popular,ization. of reading can only role
be a formal process, and that for sevrif.a.l.
reasons:

.

1. Reading is usocial
and as such is subjected tole: number
of historical and contemporaryprocess
conditionings.,
...
,2. The foundations for readingAre
sc.hooloutside the library institutions. 'being ltd mainly at home and at
it,.
3. A variatpf libraiwies /school; university, specialtzed/
as well as
publiclibraties educate thce peop e through
contact with printpi texts,
4. Readlng may 4,4-ealize not
in libraries bill also through bookshops distribution of reading mattt r, subscriptiOn,and
by borroiang books
from acquaintances.
.,

0

Outside these factors - whichdikrfetil possibilities to make public
braries exclusively responsible
the papuldrizatiert of reeding- thereliare
also other factors dependent on for
the library itself. To these direct, complex
factors, which promote the development
of reading, the following are related:
'-'the organizational shape of the network of public
- their cooperation with other libraries as well as librarieS,
cultural or educational institutions,
- thek structure of book collection and the principles of book publishing,
- the forms of the popularization of books, the professional qualifica-

tions of libraries, etc.

.

The organizational aspects in the activity of public libraries are deeply connected with the historical, political,
and cultural circumstances of various countries..lf we declareeconomic
that
public
libraries help eliminate illiteracy, we are aware of the fact thkt their activity
can be effective
only in certain political, social and cultural conditions. Within
public librut
ries the principle of free access to the bookShelves is widespread
mostof the country. Hence free access should be ensured to all thethroughout
book collections of ltbraries, enabling 'all the citizens to develop their individual
interests in reading. Thus, it seems to us that librarians should
especially on those social circumstances which exert a decisiveconcentrate
the scope of the social functions of books and which should also influence on
fluence on the general and special pririciples of libraries. The exert itS in;
difficulties in
the popularization of reading in public libraries are closely connected
with ,
the lack of homogeneity of characters of libraries. Wheri
about
.
school libraries or specialized professional ones, we haveweinspeak
,which, to a smaller or greater extent, serve certain specific mind institutions
made up of school youth or sp,ecialists. The definition public communities,
libraries em-

5.

brace's in*Our times such rural libraries as well which serve only several
hundred readers. At the same time it embraces also the New York Public Iribrary, one of the largest in the world, which has 4,5 million volumes and
2,000 purr t periodical titles, and serves the, whole academic world.
ntiationyof the social range of influence exerted by public liA diff
from other libraries, the
braries is th main feelture which sets them apart
p.rinciple of universalism in giving access to their collections, though the
connections between public libraries and phenomena occurring in science
and technology are being thrown into relief more and more and much points
to the fact that they will gain momentum. In countries like the United.States,
Great Britain and the Soviet Union libraries are more and more connected
with the national library and information system, too - especially the system.
of scientific and technical information - as well as 'the collection of technical
literature and renderiti services for industrial and trade institutes and the
specialists of various branches of science. The public library as a bridge
between the world of technics and the humanities is adopting giore and more
distinct organizational forms in our times, though the process of these transformations often cause4 conflicts and is not clear and obvious to evert library. The more so, since, in addition to the necessity to 'develop services for
scientific and technical grou0 thdip.ublic libraries are more and more often Vluded in organizational iorms the purpose of which is the development of miss culture. The gro wth of the rolekof the state in the development
of culture and the planning of science, is just like in the general educational
and cultural programme. General educational 'activities and cultural "activ.ities are created by the governments of various.'countries. '
The dynamic development of public libraries and reading in the second
half of the 19th century were accompanied by intensive dethographic, industrial and educational development. According to D.Riesman's opinion, development was most outstanding in the United' States where the developinent
It created condiof trade, transportation and services becanie predominant.
tions for the development or a consumer society and contributed to the initial
demographic decrease. The development in the field of the productive and
technical possibilities of the printed word wan'so large-scale that a surfeit
of the printed word was beginning to be felt - this, of course, refers to
children's environment in the first place - as well as a surfeit of mass media. These observations are in accordance with the results of polfs.ceniducted among readers:. The polls conducted in the United States and Great Britain revealed a decrease In the traditional interest in bookn, moreover a con-,
. sifierablelpercentage of people did not read at all .a
%,

A

F

"

". According to the reading survey in Italy, 1962, 40 per cent of adults
either never used to read or had stopped reading.
According to the results of the survey in Hungary, 1964, 39,4 percent
of a total of 2,777 people did not read.
In Slowakia, 1970, 21,2 percent of the sampled people did not read.
The French Institute for Public Opinion Polls,. fOuncl.n 1967 that 53
'
percent of 6,865 people, did not use any literature at all.
a

+ Clovek a kniha. Bratislava 1972. S. 19.
14

The sttuation is the totime in Holland as well, where 40 percents of
the respondents in, 1960 admitted that they did not like to read.
I

'

Poland; the Central Statistical Office conducted

a survey of this
kind in 1 2 which concentrated on the ext to which the population
conslimed cu rural goods. The number of peopWegin the sample was 25,539 the
lower age leVel being 15. According to the ireormation revealed by the data
39,5 percent of all the respondents did not read a single book in 1972 while
only 6,8 percent did not view television. ++ Poland iastill far from satisfying the needs regarding books ;newspapers and periodicals. Other social

reasons; characteristic of, socialist 'countries, exist besides which try to
resolve the problem of-in ais raiding, especially in the countryside where
as
many as 56,7 percent ,of adults of various trades did not read a single book;
At the same time, thiakproportion was 26,4 percient in towns. All these factors point to the fact that educational level of rural population lower-than
that of urban population, the-organization of work is still far below
the present level. It is at the expenSe of .free time, of course, in the countryside'.
Those people who.work in the industry work even in-ahe fields in addition to
travel and work at their working places. These reasons'abdn' tie all exert an
influence on the popularization of reading culture among rural population.
In our opinion the perspectives for the development
educii-'!
tion are the following: more opportunities must be providedof'general
in villages and
.,
towns for reading the level of which must be raised.
.

On October 13, 1973, the Seym /Parliament/ of the Polish People's
Republic adopted a resolution ctracerning the national educational system:
Universal secondary school education in a general 10-year secondary school
must be provided for every citizen. Besides, the progranunes of institutions
of higher education must be changed as well is the possibilities of higher education must be broadened. Mitch attention must be devoted to centers of
permanent. education as well as those institutions which promote a variety of ..
forms of individual self-education, Also the
libraries belong to the
litter. Our decision to treat public librariespublic
as
an
integral part of the entire educational. system within the countvy'is fully justified
since they exert
their influence on two thirds of the citizens who in their responses stressed
their contacts with books. This means that mainly in big-city centres only
few readers satisfy their reading requirements-by buying books or acquiring
them from other sources.
Children and youth constitute a very large percentage of readers' tit
libraries. Their interest in reading-and activity Lome to an end aftengradu-

14

ation-from school, they become estranged front books, The development of .
the school network creates undoubtedly fertile ground ftor the 'development of
reading% but does not bring it about automatically. R. Escarpit confirmed
that the lost of active contact 'vfith books among adults takes place at, school
or even earlier in the family. "The problem of- reading habits is being solved", writes the author of The Revolution of the Book "actually already in

+ R.Escarpit: Reading habits and book hunger. Courier Unesco
1972. January.
++, W. Lagodzinski: Uczestnictwo w kultnrze.
Wiadomosci statystyczke 1974. nr. 1.
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the nursery school." As was stressed time and again, the clrild who comes
across the book for the first tim.,when stai'ting school, usually cannectS
the habit of reading books with the school. If the child has trouble with
learning or it does not satisfy him, this may discourage the child to learn
and he stops regular residing as soon as he leaves school. Thus it is ex-'
tremely important that the book should reach the.child'before sch7o1 age
and for an integral part of its everyday occupations and games.
..

Escarpit's observation is correct, nevertheless it seems that a radical division line is drawn between spontarlou,s reading /poetry or other/

and .what is obligatory in school. This is felt .especially, by those children
who have already been accustomed to books at hone. Tile habit of buying
books for small children has become mar" -e widespread especially in villages
only since the existence of Peon le''s Poland. Nevertheless, the institution-,
which-teaches the majority of children and maintains the relation between
'' -them and reading and stimulates various kinds of interest in them is the
'school. Instttutionalized reading at school is of obligatory nature it is the
most 'necessary didactic process. But there ribuys exists the danger that
children will not be interested in reading poetry. These .piocesses must be
rkflected in the work of libraries.

' Children and young people account for almost halrof the reading clientele in public libraries. In 'some countries this percentage is even higher,
e.g. in the Unite&States. According to the survey conducted by L.A. Mar-

tin in Chicago, 1962; 62 percent of all the registeredreaders were under.
20. Almost half of thp young people /47,3 percent/ were secondary scho-ol
pupils and students of higher schools: A part of the Child readers in the
Chicago Public LiTrary also told that 550 primary schools_in'thia city had
no organized school libraries. In this situation the pubN libraries have to
perform these functions until the time the School libraries have reached an
appropriate, organized level.

,'

.

According to 1971 statistical data in Pol'and youth constitute4 52,1
percent of the total number of the readers in the public library networks. --+'
1n-cities such as Warsaw, .1.6dz, Cracow, Szczecin and, Lublinthe structure
'
of library readers is Similar. Young people, Mainly university and high
School students, prompted by the organization of their own schools, segsiOns
examinations, holidays, determine the rhythm of the work performed bylpublic, ibraries. Hence one of the fundamental dilemmas in the organization of
cont mporary libraries is to Maintain the balance between the needs of those
Who are studying and the requirements of the urban population in general.
Ignoring the fact, of the insufficient equipment of school libraries and their
poor supply with books, children and young people go to public 4braries ac.
cording to their interests. The surveys revealed that obligatory school
reading matter and the material the children read was not the same. The development of the imagination, sensitivity, dreams of adventures are satisfied
,+ R. Escarpita op. cat .
++ L.A. Martin: Library response to urban change. A study of the Chicago
Public Library. Chicago, 1969.
+++ Biblioteki publiczne w biczbacj w 1971 r. Warszawa 1972.
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L..)
euus i c naliug th& u
the-pubtrc libraries. The function'of
school libraries must be considered in this context:
Is the school library obliged to perform this task*as well as to provide opportunities
for spontaneous
reading?

At present the second function is being performed by public libraries.
Therefore they may be treated as institutions
which carry out
education in a variety of, forms, which effaces the division linepermanent
school and extra-curricular studies. Thus, everybody may add between
to his knowledge and refresh it at every stage of his life. Accordingly, those
guiding
principles must be drawn up on the basis of which the.mutual relations
between mainly school and public libraries may be established.
Workers account for 10,9 percent of the reading clientele in public
libraries. The situation is not much better in this respect in other countries.
Reading habits among workers in Great Britain are also rather limited, despite the fact that in this country librarianship'and workers' movement go
<4ack to the remote pcist. According
to surveys, conducted by B. Luckham,
skilled workers accounted for 16 percent
of the total number of readers of
public libraries. Surveys conducted
among boys attending a vocational
school in Great hlritain revealed that in many workers' familieis
reading was
' still treated as a loss of time and
not
a
real
hecessity
of
life.
"
That
is why
pupils, above all boys,rarely visit bookshops though booksellers organize
even exhibitions and visit schools as well. It results from these and many
other facts that the popularization of reading,is-very significant in every
'context. It is similarly significant to fulfill
the conditions of accessibility in
secondary and high education.
In addition to education, an extremely important factor which promotes
reading is the modern organization of 'work, which brings in its wake the development of professional management, the necessity to raise qualifications
as well as the reduction of the simplest forms of physical works. Professional skill can be increased only where The modernization of industry. is not a
mere slogan but reality. A. Gladysz wrote: "Technical, economic and social
reality in many production. enterprises still is far for the ideal or for the
time being far from fulfilling these aspirations..."
It follows from the
'foregoing that the activity of the public libraries must be made effective. It
must be effective so that work of. libraried should be connected with broader
' social motivations that will promote the cultural activation of individuals and
, entire groups. Criteria of professional promotion must play the role of priMary stimulation in this, process. They will give preference to efforts to
raise certain qualifications, the undertaking of further studies and a raising
of the general cultural level.
+11. LUckhain: The Library in Society. Lcmdon 1971. p. 26.
++ P.R. Mann - J. Burgoyne: Books and reading. London,
1969. p. 7.6.

+++A. Gladysz: ,Robotniczy a ksia,zki. 'Katowice

1972. p. 76.
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The results of sirevey$,;conducted in variotw fields are the following:
different language courses - altso because of the inbfease of possibilities to
travel abroad - are very popular, e.g. learning Russian and English.
In other words public libraries will achieve positive results in the
popularization of reading only if reading will constitute a socially functional
value for individuals and groups..Namely, reading considerably differs from
the reception of contents. As A.Kloskowska states, .reading signifies con'scious participation in $ulture of all those to whom cultural activity has become an absolute need. The broader the social scope of such participatilan,
the closer the implementation of the model of ,socialist culture, destined for
the thinking, reflective individual,' the possession of general and professional
knowledge, sincerity, complete mastery of the mqiher tongue as well as the
knowledge of important foreign languages. He is aware of the place of his
country and the appropriate mays of its development, aware of the history
and culture of his country.
.

The mass media, televiskon,.radio and film, are most significant
for the dissqminatiori of science and raising the educational level of the broad
masses of,the population. Many successful attempts to utilize television and
radio to arouse various interests have been- made. But this does not mean
that televi§ion and radio can fleplace books and become the main culture-creating element. "It should be borne in mind'that books contain words which,
in certain, conditions of poetic creativity, are also images. Thus, between
the .image conjured up 1?y a book and the image one sees on the screen thLtre
is no basic difference, and actually only one, but a very essential one, because the image on she screen does not leave any freedom to the imagination
- it is what it is. ",+ Several important surveys testify to the fact that readers are the exclusive consumers of the radio and television culture because
radii) and television treat' different Aocial, local, professional problems and
their critical influence is greater. 4. This is a statement extremely import tant for libraries. One of the conditions for the populariNtion of reading among the population is the expansion of the library networks.

If We are (o characterize libraries according to the roles they
played in the popularization in reading and the results they achieved, this is
primarily dependent On the .spatifil extension of a wide library network. On
this aspectcsurveys Vere,.conductet3. among others in the United States, Great'
Britain, Italy and ?Oland, too. In the Polish countrysidethose who live farther awayothan 3 km from &library singly do not visit it. The majopty of
&asters live within a radius of 1 km. "lefolloyis from this that the library
'network must be expanded with a view to make it advantageous for every reader. This was realized well by Sbvtet librarians Who set up pmallar libraries
even in-the smallest ,settlemegin Ole twenties. Some librarians 'are inclined
number of readers is primarily dependent On
to assume that the growth of
the spatial-extension of the library network. Naturally this-is only one cif the
many reasons. If does not sAem us less important that librariahs should-pi**.
+ A. KlaskOwska: Powszechnosc i piekno. "Kultura' 1964. 'nr. 8.
,

++ A. Moravia: The Image and the World. Couriei-' UNESCO 1972. January
++-+ B. Luckham: op. cit.
++++-J. May - J. Wolosz: Charalcterystyka obslugi bibliotecznej gromedy.
Warszawa 1966.
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more attention to the lending and the u
Actually, the principles of lending
books have not changed for years. The oldest
and most universal form is
lending out books to be taken home or reading them in
reading room. In
both cases the reader is compelled to go to the librarythe
for the book. In rural
communities or the outskirts of cities this problem is
more grave due to the
distance to be covered.

For lack of the appropriate
the-public libraries.are unable
to satisfy increabed requirements. resources
More
contacts
ought to be estabIllhed
with other types of libraries. The up-to-date transformation
of the internal
organization of the library should increase the possibilities. the
popularization
of books within the library to a great extent. Work must be
such library procedures like classification, cataloguinfi andorganized better,
lending must be
accelerated in order to allow more time to care for the reader,
to give information quickly and accurately and, last but not least, for
the self-edit:Ca-,
tion of the librarian himself. Research is very important
for the results, yielded by it, are comparable with the in public libraries
experiences gained in
the course of research in foreign libraries.
The improvement of library services depends on the qualification
of"
librarians. The profession-al training
librarians is still a problem to be
solved, therefore library and researchofcentres
should
contribute to its solution. All the efforts for the organizational consolidation
should be aimed at the popularization of reading, at the of public libraries
of conditions in which the socially universal aspect and intensitycreation
in reading would be
the criterion for the level of socialist culture in our country.
a

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT

Those who know my paper will perhaps con er me a pessimist
in valueing the present estate of libraries. My pessimism,
is of °
course nht wholly genuine. Every library has gone thro Weven
a slow evolutional process in history. When emphasis on the
signifi
e of edirogition
became more apparent, the social role
-libraries also changed. Today fifty
percents of the bobk-reading public areatyoung
people. This being the case
In public libraries, one may eismane that sichool
libraries do not work properly. E follows that spontaneous
intermits of our children must b,e satisfied
in public libraries, In small towns
and villaies their tasks are increased
even by aupplYing Materials that are needed for the course of school education (compulsory and'Imaie readings).
Adult people, "visit public libraries to a lesser extent. My colleagues
will ghee the reasons( for ft; my intention was to say .some words about
organizational question? ...in my paper.
Public libraries undertake several pedagogical duties, too. For the
time being, they are Mit, unable to cope with so many tasks.
The best solution would be, first of all, an Intensive development of the school
library
sYstem; there a most favourable opportunity offers itself for establishing an
immediate and organized relation .with the children and the youth, the book-

reading public of the FaureLately an ever increasing number of young people asked for the
help, of the informative services of the public and reference libraries: it is
apparent that libraries must adjust themselves to the changed
demands,

)
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WALIGORA , JQhanna.

ADULT USERS OF THE SERVICES OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES
IN THE GERMAN, DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

INFORMATION'ON THEIDIQUIRY

based on a research study that was
The results reviewed here'are
ftir Bibliothekswesen, in'19T0. The aim of
carried out by the Zentralinstitut
of the demands directed to public librathe inquiry was a qualitative analysis
ries'. The inquiry did not aim at finding out the potential demand for library
-services in the-pop_ulation as a whole. We wanted to know, however, what
to the librasection of the society in the present period of development went
ries with their.demands and at what kinds of literature and services.these

dent-grids were directed.
The).ata of the study Nitere collected by means of the general recording
of library use in nine medium-sized libraries during one calendar week: main
5-50,000 inhabitants/
libraries of district towns of different size /about
to the composition of the colshowing far-reaching similarities with-regard
by means of
lections and the services rendered. The towns were identified
the library during the pe
a controlled rando'm sample. Any user who visited
riod of the inquiry was given a questionnaire the moment he left the library,.

The questions related to the borrowedliterature, the purpose of borrowing,
survey had open access
the services made use of. AU the libraries under
there were
shelves and only small closed cgllections4; if at ell. Moreover,offer
other
no reading rooms in the libraries in question, yet they had to
recreation and work facilities within the open ece,4s area.

N
RESULTS

,

-here.t.rere 1,66 librarfac- .
a/ During the period of the investigation
libraries
./this figure does not include
tivities per user in the premises of the
This average varies latgethe activities "book return" and "book -charging"/.,,
ly among the different user groups, Most activities were carried out by pupils /2,11 activities per head/ apprentices /2,08 per head /, professionals
The lowest values were
/1;99 per head/ and students /1,-92 15er head/.
head/, housewives
scored for non-working groups /pensioners 1,5.1 per
/1,65 per head/. The, different modes bf behaviour became clear even through
these quantitative results.
Now we shall consider a group of activities thatsw.e shall describe as
"active library use". Such activities imply more familiar relations to literthe servature and libraries and simultaneously tend to an extensive use ofactivities:
ices rendered by the library. These 'groups include the following

18

/I have/
- used the catalogues
- placed an order for interlibrary loan,

- made inquiries ktbout new library materials,
- asked for information,
- used the reference collection,
- reviewed periodicals,

'?

- read over an article,
- reviewed books,
- worked with the literature in the library for a time. These items record a total of 0,77 activities per head. What aboht the pro-

pOrtion of other user groups?
"Active library use" and user groups by occupation are the following:
workers/clerks
0,74 activities per person
,professionals
1,00
..
students
0,90
apprentices
0,91
.
p pils
1,06
usewives
0,41
ensioners
0,34
The highest level of activity is shown, by individuals engaged. in education and by members of the intelligentsia. It is not necessary to list the
figures by age-groups to prove that "active library use" decieases with
age. The classification by educational levetS yields similar results:
finished
8th grade
0,48 activities
per person_
,,
10th
"
1,98
- ,. 12th.- " - .
0,95
The extraordinarily high proportion of secondary school students
from the lower grades /ten grades/ shows that many users, still go to school.
The respondents had been instructed to mark the educational level they strive
to reach and will certainly reach, Both the keen interest in literature and 6
the higher amount of leisure time might play a role here., Moreover "active
library use" is important for the classification of users by adult education'
activities outside their jobs:
.
correspondence students
, 0,96 activities per person
evening school students
0,90 - " continued professional training
0,89 - " Obviously there is heavy "active library use" in all the groups engaged in educational activities. The correspondence students are supposed
AO be skilled workers, i.e. the members of the working class.
01.

IP

NMI

.
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b/ Catalogues. Every library with a full-time librarian is obliged to
keAp ward catalogues /alphabetical, systematical and titles/. The present
inquiry did not examine w h a t catalogue had been used but i f, catalogues
as a means of orientation had been used at all: Altogether a total of 9,9 percent of the sample indicated catalogue use. It is characteristic ..,what users
marked this item.
Catalogues were used mostly by
Percentage
students
19,5 V
apprentices
14,6
14-15 years old
15,3
18-25 years old
13,7
12th grade
correspondence students

-15,2
13,7
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aatalogues were used less by
Percentage
1,8
over 65 years
23
55-60 years old
2,8
60-65 years old
These results correlate to the similarly low values of housewives
and pensioners.
Catalogues are used preferably by young people and those who are
engaged in education while non-working groups and older people are less
active. We have to consider the following explanations of this fact:
- an educational situation or the cultivation of special interests requires a complete record of the collections The open access shelves which
are never complete do not meet the demands of a purposeful selection of ma-

terials.

- young people had been acquainted with catalogues through systematic introductions to library use. Moreover, it might be expected that young
people rather take pleasure in searching by themselves and self-orientation.
- it ought to be asked whether other means of information on the col.
lection than stationary card catalogues could better meet the demands of
user groups which do not look for the literature deliberately.
The following conclusions for practical librarianship ought to be
,taken into consideration:
- what means of information on the collections are necessary to
meet different user needs?
- what measures could be taken to introduce users better to catalogue use?
- how could these groups of the population, which need a complete

record of the library collections, be won as library users?

c/ Consultation and reference -service in the library. In this field
there are totally different relations among the different user groups than in
catalogue use.
The two items
I consulted a librarian in selecting literature, and
- I used the reference service
were included in the questionnaire in different forms because they refer to
two different kinds 'of services.
A totarof
27,1 percent of the users consulted a librarian, and
11,8 percent of the users the reference service.
The number of users having a conversation with the librarian for consultation is thus much higher than the number of users marking the item "reference".
\id personal
New we shall combine both values to identify the total vdlilme

'services:

The librarian was most often consulted by the following:
Percentage
50,4
evening school students
47,8
correspondence students
47,6
60-65 years old
44,3
above 65 years
49,1
less than monthly
46,1
use library only if required
22
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The librariap was consulted lass by the following
Percentage
pupils
35,2
14-15 years old
35,4
use library fortnightly
35,2
living within a distance of
,
:

.

,-

5-15 min,
35,7
It is easy to explain why individuals who visit the library seldom and
only if reqUired consult the librarian
freqnently than individuals who
live nearby and come more frequently.more
The latter do not always peed the librarian's guidance, it can be seen, however, that those users are at the top
of the column who are engaged in education outside
their Jobs.
.

.

What about the relation between "consultalion" and "i'eference'in the
individual user firoup47 The figured' of the following scale
indicate the 'per:.
centage of "reference' in die catdgbry of "consultation":
.
'

'''

Maximum values

.

cOntinued professional training
cd espondence students
ev ning school students

18- 5 years old,
15-18 years old
professionals,

1,

\ Percentage
.

,

102,5

,

63,5

..

57,5
80,5

60,5
- 77,5
students
58,8
..,
pupils
57,6
apprentices
56,0 .
By far the lowest figures are represented, by the nonworking groups and
users with primary qualification /8th grade/. "Consultation" is exceeded by
. "reference' in only one case: this is the group of individuals engaged in continued professional education. Older people and non-working groups make
more use of consultation than reference service. Distribution by age which
is not fully listed here Indicates an increase of "consultation" with age and
from the age of 25 onwards a continuous decrease of "reference", The results show that a 1 1 the users need the librarian in the circulation service
in the sense of extensive communication. Though the differentiation of user
demands the activity of the librarian becomes manifold and there are more
opportunities for communication.,

.:,
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d/ Among the services used also the interlibrary loan service must
be mentioned because it represents a request which cannot be met by the
local library itself. However, interlibrary loan orders are accepted only if
socially important requests are in question.'Within the actiVities, carried
out in the library during the, sampling period, "interlibratTloan orders'
were placed by only 0,8 percent. of the users. For the ace7..tate evaluation
of this figure we have to refer to dnother complex of the Lai utry. it related
to the total use of the interlibrary loan' service irrespective of the orders
placed by individuals belonging to the sample. The questions if interlibrary
loan, service was used, was answered in the affirmative by b,8 percent of
the users. In both complexes the following groups are remarkable.: the
group' of workihA pettple, among them the intelligence stressed groups; students and people 'visiting the,library only if required. Interlibrary loan
therefore ought to be regarded as an'important service because it represents
one of the boundarleS between the publicibrary network and the whole tr..
brary system. The groups that make use of it have to cover long distances
. and visit the library seldom or only if require
.

,

.
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SUMMAY
of the present state of
The present study Improves our knowledge
characteristics
of individual servservice,
the
specific
e:riciency of library
It is possible for us to prove
of
different
user
groups.
i, and the features
purposeful library service requires. the
taat readers' are not the same and
tedge of the specialities of individual groups.
distinguish
The results of the analysis of the total use of services education
and
ocwpation
stressed
resp.
no..x..tively between young people
give evidence of the effects of the unified sostressed groups. The results
This
provides users still going to school with a
:..:altst educational system.
Individuals
in continued professional
larger amount of leisure time. members ofengaged
the working class and the profes-.'
education are for the most part
other hand,
socialist intelligentsia. On the
sionals are already part of the
allowed to
capitalist
society
had
not
been
older people grown up in the
Some dealso affects their library use.
acquire much knowledge, this fact
intellectual
education
and
both
material
and
mands arise objectively from
A 11
production which users show only in the relevant periods of life.
services.
the
right
to
make
use
of
the
necessary
users, however, have
library vere analysed,
In this study only some of the services of the development.
The imcertain
tendencies
of
but even these services indicate
ideological
The
results
indicate
that
the
portance,.of library use is growing.
is much higher than indicated by cir'anclseientific efficiency of the library
look for materials
culAtion figures. Users come to the library not only to
The library is develand
to
communicate
there.
but also to read, to study
centre. Each
oping from a mere "book-:change c,entre" into a real community
literature,
methods
of
the
extensive
supply
of
service belongs to the system
The library
and activities for the propagation of information and knowledge.
meets not only partial needs but the full, objective needs of the socialist
personality.
ADDITIONAL STATEMENT

that each patron' has
Pact of our work is to give an library.
evidence
Thanks to the longer leiher
unique
attitude
towards
the
his or
bookof young
sure time and the 'higher educational standards, Ittheisnumber
not only the number of
GDR, too.
readers has been increasedhas
in the
been Increased, but the group of those
those newly entered which
to spend a
demanding varioiris services as well. Young people are aptdifferentiated
and
longer time in the library, consequently they demand more
more modern library services.
habits in the future
We must help them to keep their book-rregding
habits. We must
Investigate their specific
and therefore we must
our libraries, adopting
the holdings
carry out a planned development of
new
generation.
them to the needs of the growing

,/

o
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VANCURA, Dalibor
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THE EDUCATIONAL EFFECT OF LIBRARIES IN THE
FIELD OF WORK WITH PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE

If we are to reflect upon the task of libraries within the systems of
institutions engaged inJadult education /the research tasks carried out so
far dealt with persons over 15 years of age only!, we are compelled, at the
very start, to pose the question, what a library, its place and role in society are in fact. At ifrA,sight this may seem redundant, In the minds of most
people the librar,yiS a cultural institution the main task of which is to lend
them books for reading or study, this function being at the most limited by
certain regulatiOn'S that hinder the reader in getting ,tkie booI
his choice.
The roots of thi. opinion ought to be sought in th'e 1tit century, when it was
fundamentally a progressive point of view corresponding to the situation of
that age at least as far as society and later public libraries were concerned.
The reader at that time went, to the library to get a ',book and take it home,
nothing more. This image still lingers on not only in the minds of many readers but unfortunately, of some librarians as well, although it has long since
beenoutdated by the needs of registered and potential readers and the rapid
growth of social needs both in this country and throughout the world. The assumption that the only role of a library is solely to lend books is no longer
acceptable.
But let us return to the original question, If we ask what a library
is, and what its role and meaning are, we must necessarily conclude that its
basic and inherent quality is its social influence, without which a library
would not be a library but rather an institution existing for its own sake, and
for which we could hardly find either place or justification within the framework ,of modern society.

The establishment of direct social relevance is thus the basic common feature of all libraries. This holds true of those libraries where, in ti,
past, this function yas not emphasized but, on the contrary, even denied.
This function-cotnes even more significantly to the fore in the case of research libraries open to the public and libraries of cultural and educational
nature 'where cooperation with the reader has had a longlasting tradition and
"N... has achieved much of value.
Along with the eii,oluticrn of the place and the fun9tion of the library

in society and the attitude. towards it, the theory of libraijianship also underwent a change. The other functions of libraries, such as their social role,
their share in the development of science, in broadening and promoting of education in the democratization of culture and in forming the public opinion
came ever more strikingly to the fore.
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origines of modern librarianship with
0. S. Chubarjan+ relates thelibrarianship
as a social phenomen in
Lenin, who consistently looked
upon
social
development
and
the economic and cultural
connection watt the overall
conditions of society.
From Lenin' s principles it is also possible to derive important subis
methodological conclusions stating that the evolution of librarianship
and cultural progress. In this
ject to general laws of social development
of the
connection, the social tasks of librarianship have formed the basis
In this way librarianship, its methodological
modern theory of librarianship.
are contingent upon society,
basis, problems, nature and research methods
social
sciences,
making use of simi"Librarianship is thus a branch of the
the
structure
and
nature of library
-rules
lar research methods; It studies
procedures as a form of mass communication. It is not a formal but a social
problem closely connected with the whole process of 'social development and
demands a deeply scientific approach.",
of

of the field
11 we recognize the theory of librarianship as partlibraries-,
one of
acknowledge
the
social
function
of
the social sciences and
implementation
libraries
will
of
necessity
be
the
the foremost tasks falling to
or
of cultural and educational tasks, be it purposeful and firm of purpose
socialist
is
paid
to
this
fiinction
in
spontaneous. Considerable attention
become
countries, above all; the implementation of Lenin' s principles has
systems ailed advancing the activities of
the leading policy in building library
fields. In the CSSR, for instance - as well

e

libraries of all types and specialthe principles are incorporated in the Lias in other socialist countries
brary Act /Act No. 53/ 1959, The Unified System of Libraries /Libra7 Act
of July 9. 1959./
In a period when the ongbing scietttifj,c and technical revolution is

,making unprecedented demands on cultural education,, when the need or the
courses to extend and deepen
development of various forms of refresher
a perqualifications is growing, when the information explosion paralyzes
it is necessary - as a counterweight
son' s ability to absorb new knowledge,
moral and esthetic spheres of
to this pressitre - to emphasize emotional,
comprehensive
influence and developmental
education in order to maintain the
unity of personality and to avoid distortions which would arise from a onesided specialization in the educational process.
The signifiC"ance of t10 human factor for the successful progress of
is also emphasized in the important
the scientific and technical volution
Civilization at the
study by a, group of authorl liOaded by Radovan Richta,
narozcesti; Praha, Svobo
It

.

1

Crossrondf:/Richta, Radoirafi a kol.: Civilizace
from this book: "At a certain level of
da, 19694,4.13.p./ Let us hubte heredevelopment
of man, the growth of his
growth itOpecomes obviou that the becomesthe most
effective method of genfaculties and his creativ
erating the productive fOrces of society and individual human life..." /page
"If we understand the concept.
44. / This thought is then*ucidated in detail.
long ago, as the cultivation of human
of culture, according to :Kant's maxim ofand
t;echnical revolution might be
abilities, and forces, then the scientific Culiniral
revolution in history because
identified inthls sense pith the greatest
of
life
dire4tly
into
its centre. And it is
it shifts' 61ture from tl* margins
within the system of sci+ Chubarjan, 0. S.: Tlie Science of librarianship
encei. The material for the 36th session pf IF LA /Commission for theory
and research /. Moscow 1970.
26
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exactly at rhfs level of the scientific and technical revolution, that is' at the
higher level of the cultivation of the creative forces and talent of the working people of which only a,tiny part has been made use of so far that the only real opportunity of surpassing capitalism is hidden." /page 176. / Also
the Soviet author G:N.Volkov in his stimulating book entitled TheSopiology
of Science /Volkov, N.G.: Sociologia vedy/ Sociologicke uvahy o vedecko
technickej Cinnosti/. Bratislava, Pravda, 1971. 375 p./ arrives at a similar conclusion. "The theoretical maxim of Karl Marx, which states that man
is the "basic capital" of society, the basic pillar of productioniand
is, under present conditions, making itself felt as an exact econOmicwealth,
tendency both within a given society and in relations' between countries. To many it
may now seem quite obvious that in economic competition the system to win
will be the one which will not only ensure greater production but also create
betfer conditions - both material and spiiritual - for the development of personality. The factor of stientifieducation is no longer a simple economic
factor, but is tending to become one of the most decisive economic or rather
"posteconomic"factors." /page 334.!
From all that has been said - and without much difficulty, much more
evidence could be provided - it follows that the present stage of the scientific and technical revolution places great demands on education and through
this on Ill:Arai-1.es as well. It is also indispensably necessary torcreate conditions facilitating the overall, development of man's personality. This task
is very exciting exactlyThecause of its complex nature and because it requires a differeni approach to a number of pedagogical problems, it reveals
new points of view and compels us to abandon traditional forms of work and
thinking that have become rigid through long and oft -repeated stereotype
practice.
Within the system of means ainied at adult education /in carrying
out the research we have confined ourselves to readers over 15 years of
age!, the book, is of exceptional importance. It can discharge its function to
a higher degree than we sometimes realize because it may affect both our
reason and our feelings. It may als,p serve as am important instrumenttof our
rational mastery of the world; it is a culmination of the practical experience
of Whole gerierations and at the same time it shapes man and helps create.his
personality, This 15 true of both imaginative and professional literature even
though ,in each pf them& different component will prevail. If we confine ourselves here'to professional literature,it does not mean that we underestimate
the importance of imaginative literature. It is,impossible, however, to deal
with the whole range of_problems id one paper nor would it be desirable at
a 11 .

J

When speaking of the educational influence of libraries on the reader, professional /i.e. non-fiction/ literatUre has played an important role,
particularly in the sphere _of shaping world views and in acquiring and
iz,ing new knowledge necessary both in the professional and leisure activities
of man. The research into the social function of libraries, which we carried
out inrecent years, has provided interesting data that were published in the
books "How people read in villa jges and Libraries"' and "Readers in Towns",
which are still available. /Vancura., Dalibor-Matejkova, Vera - Velinsky,
Mirko: jak se Cte na vesnici. Praha, Orbis 1969, 338 p. VanCura, Dalibor
- Velinsky, Mirko: Knihovny a etendri ve mestech, Praha, SPN 1973, 126
13

Therefore I shall only briefly mention some partial conclusions
27
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tei out so far. In its first stage, devoted
following from the research
village.libraries,
it
appeared-that non-fictidn read by vilto problems of
questioned/
wab predominantly of practical nature
lagers /one third of thoge
as minor
and more than half of it concerned their main field of interest, such
professional
those
who
reacinon-fiction
for
repairs and housekeeping. Among
purposes, agricultural literature came first, followed by technical, socialpolitical and natural science literature.
The readers' main source of information on professionaNiteratureIn
is personal recommendation.
and the most effective form of its promotion
of the
this respect the library manages to keep informed only a small partbooks
from
readers.
The
readers
who
borrowed
whole population, mostly its
who
needed
them
for
professional
ptirltbraries were predominantly thOse
the conRoses. 4his suggests that libraries are more capitble of satisfying
information on 'scientific literature.
crete 'saves of readers than of providing
servr,s brought about the need to develop bibliographical and information
is building stocks and extending acquisiices. The decisive task, however,
libraries is undergoing a basic
ttons. Currently the satiation in village of
libraries which make
change due to the gradual establishment community
possible greater access to special literature in smaller communities as well.
The question as to whether the 'stock of non-fiction met the needs of the inin the affirmative
habitants in a giiien cpmmunity was, in villages, answered
by one fifth of those questioned and the percentage in whose opinion it was
only partially adequate was about the same. Thus reader satisfaction is in
direct proportion ,to the amount of stock arthe disposal of the users. In urban libraries'thefe are other factors of great importance, namely', the wide
assortment of journals and the higher standard of the information system of `'
these libraries, even though alio it required further improvement.
We have poi1led out that libraries play an indispensable role in the
field of education' and culture and are capable of developing them further.
of exResearch into the social Yt unction of libraries has provided a number This,
and'urban libraries.
amples of good results achieved by both village
forms a solid basis for accoMplishing new tasks our society sets to libraries.
Congress of the Communist
If we reflect upon the conclusions df the XIV&in
we
Party of-Czechoslovakia will their application the sphere of libraries,
both young and adult peoRle,
can no longer overlook the fact that they concern
they consider ideological and professional education and leisure activities
implementation of the, conclusions
as well as the formation of,life-styles. The
certain
changes in the organization of
of the XIVth Congr,ess will necessitate suggested
by 'the methodological inlibrary networks and. their services as'
CSR /The Tasks and Acstructions issued by the Ministry of 'Culture of the
Concerning the Prothotion of
live' Aid of Libraries within the Unified Systemand
Final Statement of the
Results and the Implepentation of Conclusions
XlVth Congress of the Communist Party Of Czechoslovakia, Ministry of- Cul,

ture, Prague 1911./
In this connection it is necessary to look for the most suitable ways .
best ways to intensify their
for libraries to participate in education and thesuitable
forms to disseminate
.

ideological influence and to determine the most
time, howinformation of all sorts to any reader who requires it. At the samereader
in a
not to drown the
ever, it must be emphasized that the question ishardly
find his way but to proflood of diverse information in which he could
needs it and in n form he can make
vide him with relevant information when heprinciple
which we apply in lending
practical use of. Basically it is the "same
books: we do not lend just anything to just anybody but, in a given situation,
28

and in view of the particuiar'needs, we provide ,what is suitable and useful.
With the development Of-social

communication, the basic functionnof
libraries gradually changes and expands.
Libraries adapt themselves
,growing demands of social communication by building their information to the
stocks
by introducing a number of inforniation
and organizing bibliographic
and information services; bibliographicfacilities
information activity, which is
becoming an increasingly important pail and
the work of a librarian in small
libraries, requires a specialist in large of
libraries. Its importance is gradually growing, as new and different types of
information sources appear whicl;
,on the onehand, enable the transmission of alreat amount of siieCial
information,"the effective use of which, hoWever, requires an overall insight
into all the information sources and the most suitable information strategies,
that is the knowledge which a layman usually lacks.

'This problem is made even more intricate by the fact that,
enormous variety, of information needs and the enormous quantity ofgiven the
information which a library is pot'entially capable of providing,
library can be
self-sufficient in satisfying the information needs Of its no
readers. The only
Solution available would consist of organizing bibliographical and information
services for the whole system of libraries and information centres. By developing a system of interlibrary, lending services and the building of the syStem
of bibliographical and information services the libraries will render
the desired services, above all, to specialists working out of reach of information
centres, and will make possible the access to the necessary scientific and
professional information.
The establishment and completion of an effective and reliably functioning information system in libraries is thus
of the vital tasks of the
Present stage of development of libraries withinone
the unified system. This is
why the scientific research carried out in 1974--75 on the subject "The
of Librdries in the Process of Implementing the Cultural and EducationalShare
Function of the Socialist State" deals with this problem. /Van.eura,
Dalibor
- Kabele, Jiri; Projekt vyzkuniu bibliograficko-zpravodajske a informaani
peace knihoven. Statni knihovna CSR, Praha 1974.. mimeographed./
The
trtle, however, implies that the questions of bibliographical and information
library woFk are not investigated as isolated problems but as an integral
part of the whole activity of a library, of its cooperation with the reader. I
consider it dseful to give here some basic informatiarti on this research.

The main target of this research to solvebasic questions for libraries arising from the principles of theiscultural
policy and to create theoretical prerequisites for the optimalization of the library
network and its
sem-ices. It should, above all, gather together the knowledge of the state
and
level of bibliographical and information work in libraries /regional, district,
urban and community librariesY and to provide
for the improvement of
the present state of affairs, Ona more generalstimuli
level this research should

contribute to the diSsemination of knowledge on the rise of information needs
throughout the population and the satisfaction these through formal information channels. Among the data under surveyofconsideration
will be paid to
the statistically significant relationships according to the working
hypotheses
of the research project. The foremost question will be not only to determine
all the significant relations among and within individual groups of data
under
consideration but, above all, to determine mare precisely their nature and
thus fulfilling the preconditions for their deeper
unterstanding. The scientific review commission not only approved of the submitted research project
.
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it also contributed to the further classification of our tasks:the commission
recommended that the work should continue within the framework of the State
Program on Basic Research for 1976-1980. The fact that our task has been
integrated into the state programme on the Fundamental Research facilitates
the,development of theoretical work in our department, that is the Librarianship Research and Methodology Section of the State Library of the CSR and
in all branches of Librarianship in the Czech Socialist Republic alike. At
the same tune it fulfills the conditions for the continuation of applied research
tasks aimed at fundamental questions of practice as well as. tasks coming under the jurisdiction of the ministry or the institutes.
A significant contribution to this 'scientific research task is the
.1.;reeinent between the State Library of the CSR , the Librarianship Research and. Methodology Section - and the State Public Library of Saltykow.
Scedrin in Leningrad, signed at the end of 1972 and specified during tlie
istt of the mtzmbers of the Leningrad Library to Prague in 1973 and 1974.
tie of the main tasks of the Leningrad Library is tb deal with similar prob..erns and in the course of problem-solving mutual consultations hnd a joint
onference to be held in the first half of 1976 in Leningrad will make possi'.10 the comparison of the achieved results and we beleive it will cot4ribute
o solving the problems of information work in libraries in both the CSSR

and the USSR.
Important social char.ges in the structure of our society, the growing
deniantis of the public in the field of culture, the development of mass media,
ed to uge the
:lie change in the means of production and an ever-gro
logy are the
results of scientifit knowledge and the development of
striking features of the development of oursocialist so ty. This rapid social movement, the changes in political, economic and 'cultural life also call
for basic change in understanding the role and the contents of the activity
o

.

of libraries. The first and foremost task is to bring the activity of libraries
'and the actual needs of society into harmony. This naturally presupposes
'he laving down of long-term conceptions of development and successive tars which would take objective conditions into consideration and rely on the
,.11o9...ledge of the needs of the whole'society, understanding man as reader;
individual needs, interests and opinions concerning literature, reading,
.i5rary and its information activities. The research into the social function
of 'libraries, carried out by the State Library of the SR in the most recent
period, was-intended to analyze the present state from all points of view and
to provide for the governing institutions sufficient objective information in-.
,Iispensable to informed decision - making, which should lead to the desired ."
objective with the highest possible probability, eliminating as much as possible the chance facpar as 'well as subjective views and opinions. At present,
we naturally approach the solution of partial problems with a-view to pros ide deep probes, to reveal the more thorough knowledge of specific spheres,
Fhe prognosis cannot be made without the collection, classification and evaluation of data on the basic qualities of individual phenomena. It is therefore
necessary to lay great emphasis on the further development of theoretical,
scientific and research activities in the sphere of librarianship and also to
fulfill the conditions necessary for them.
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ADDITIONAL.. STATEMENT

th..i;aur earlier surveys wo were interested in the following
questions: who are reading, what are they
reading, to what extent are they
reading in the villages and town's. Now we are engaged in
sing the utilization of library informative systems. Our works surveys analywith those of the Leningrad Saitykov- Shchedrin Public Library:run parallel
Later on compare our achievements. It Rill be In 1976 that the we shall
Leningrad
research conclusions will b. evaluated. This cooperation is
a much promising one; we are looking forward to similar future cooperations
with othel
countries too.
.
The basic question of our surveys consists
level for the given library's information services. Of of seeking a proper
course we would like
to make use of our achievements
practice. By the time of the next conference perhaps we shall have theinpleasure
of
giving
an account of this
practical utilization.

'-
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COCHINESCU, Ilie

METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE
SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF READING

The Communist education of the masses, cirried out concomitantly
ea is,
with the technical and material development of the country, has been,sand'
the constant task of the Roumanian Communist Party. Education as a
development of the
process and contact extends its sphere of activity to theguts
it becbmes the
scientific and cultural creative 'activity of'the masses,
living condition of every individual and the determining factor of social evolution. "the programme of the improvement of ideological activity of the
Roumanian Communist Party is aimed at the raise of the level of the general
knowledge and the socialist education of the masses in order to lay down
basic principles of our scuthe socialist and communist ethical and equitableCentral
Committee of the
"
worked
out
at
the
plenary
sesgion
of
the
ci
RJlunanian Communist Party in November, 1971, and accepted at the central
meeting of the party in July, 1972, as well as the programme of the establishsocialist state and Roumania' s progment of the comprehensively developed
put in issue to be discussed by the
ress towards communism." The draft was11th
Congress of the Party. It sets
whole people and will be accepted by the
and clearly outlines the sothe targets of the PolitiCal-educational activity with
the true Labor Code, the
cial and human characteristics of the new man
mode of life of the Communists, the revolutionary youth, the whole people.
The cultural education of the masses is an essential part of the communist
educational process in our country, thus laying the scientific foundation, and
sets the firm directive .of the theory and practice of the cultural educational

process.

Starting from these circumstance, scientific research /sociological,
psychological, pedagogical, ethnographical etc./ has developed in recent
in scienyears in a degree never experienced before. This progress, made
tific research is,owing to the uniform theoretical programme of the Council
practice
of Socialist E ucation and Culture, on the one part,and the scientific
centres, cultural-educainto which t professional institutions, research
been drawn who work in various
tional insti ons and those specialists haveand
implementation of rqsearch.
fields of the bcial sciences in the planning related
to the social, unction of
The reading of, the masses or other problems
libraries are arranged in this general framework of iesearch. The valuable
research connected with the concrete activity of cultural and educational
work, which obviously involves the reading of the masses, the effect of books
libraries and needs the participation of nfnerous specialists in this acpedagogues, ethnographers, lawyers
tivity /sociologists, psychologists,the
most correct knowledge possible of
etc. / on the one hand necessitated
strata, on the other it
the cultural needs of various social and professional
called attention to the methods and technique of sociological research and its
utilization with a.view to the effectivity of the cultural and educational fields
under survey. The deep and 0complete recognition of the cultural and educa32
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tional process necessarily involved not only the intensification of research
bufalso its regular implementation so that the validity of results, effectiveneSs of tlje proposed solutions and,the justness of the applied methodsAhould
be truly recognizable. In recent years some path-breaking cultural unWs hav,e
been organized with a view to experiment with new cultural activities and to
encourage the beneficiaries to search' for the most attractive cultural values
and to supervise some hypotheses themselves. At the same time the pathbreaking units make the formation of complex research possible, primarily
with the help of sociological experiments. From among investigations the
"participation" method was regarded as most important in the sociological
study of the cultural and educational method. This method was successfully
applied at the sociological school of Bucharest between the two world wars.
This method was developed further and is known as "research-activity" today. In this method the partiCipation of the individuals under survey exceeds
that of simple informators since they are drawn into the investigation of the
problems in question: they became the,active participants of the research
groups at every stage of the research from setting the objectives and wov.king
hypotheses to drawing the conclusions and their application in the culturart
activity proper. At this last,,stage the research workers themselves expceriment with the conclusions drawn, organize several activities together with
the competent local authorities and apply the modes and methods of cultural
and educational activity.
The practical examination of the conclusions drawn from the research and the application of the best models immediately improve the work
of the various cultural and educational institutions, 411 attention to the best
methods and lay the firm foundation of their generion. "The participation" research, used by the Roumanian sociologiafTaatrie Gusti and in other
countries by Kurt Lewin, Dumazedier or 'Fe Play, was supplemented by the.
requirements of a research method and.achieved the best results possible.
As far as cultural and professional activists are concerned, including libra-

rians as well, they could ascertain in their activities that their cultural and
educational results depended on the active participation of the masses in the
organization and direction, the participation of workers and peasants wise
in experience in this work. The propaganda of books, the initiation of the
broad masses of the population into reading thus'has a much more .concrete
character, the needs and the interest of the different categories of read-ers
can be satisfied more easily. As a matter of fact, the gradual accumulation
coincided with the more extensive study of mass reading in our country, e.
g. the conclusions of the investigation, entitled "Reading in villages in the
vicinity of Bucharest" /1964. The authors dispute even the values of the
applied methods, especially the elaboration and verification of the tests as
well as the instruments of obserhtion. The same problems have been raised
by the investigation carried out by the Central State Library of Bucharest
some years later. The investigation was carried out in tWo rural communi-

ties of Moldavia and the towns of Medgidia and Deva.

The aspects of the utilization of some epistemological methods
applied in the complex and systematical examination of cultural and educational phenomena makes possible the outlining of some methodological principles, which lay the foundation of every research in this field. in the first
place we want to ascertain that the study of sociology of reading - in whiCh
we rely on the principle of the existence of functional connections among all
the educational factors and the modes and instruments of cultural and educational activity - is carried out within the extensive framework of the study of
,
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related to the
the whole cultural and educational activity. The conclusions
specific
motivation of
books
in
social
life
and
the
educational role played by
from this point of view. Thus,the
the reading of the masses have been drawn
one-sided constricted outlook related to the motivation of the reader's
the other hand,
wishes and the results achieved in connection with books. On
be
elucidated
athat
the
concept
of
the
library
had
to
it hap been found out
and edircationel process, its functional in
gain in the totality of the culturalof
the effectiveness of other faCtors education, with the help of manysided
local cultural and educational 'institutions,
and constant cooperation with the
population
and the mass media.
the public organizations of the
This is the interdisciplinary approach to the'reading of masses and
libraries on the basis of the methodological principle which may be applied
the cultural phenomen-a. After a series
at present in every manifestation ofcarried
out recently in several communiof multidisciplinary investigatthns
ties the following may be enumerated: Tinca-Bihor, Sard-Bistrita, GiubegaArgesi, Brebu-Pra.hova /ruDot), Boca-Neamt, Ruginoasa-Iasi, Leordenila and Vulcan /urban/. Sociolral/ and Cimpina, Petrosani, Lupeni,
Petri
and librarians took part in the reogists, psychologists, cultural activists
requirements were the following:
search groups and the scientific
listed above with a view to the
- the coopefation of the specialists
from
various
points of view; to be apstudy of the reading of the masses
proached from a unifprm starting point:
the whole group after all
- the acquaintince of every' specialisttoand
be studied, the special maniwith the totality of the educational processes
festation of every cultural and educational work as well as the way in which,
cultural and educational problems are connected with the social-ecornaic
reality of the community under survey;
- the utilization of a whole series of methodological and technical
instruments, since the instruments are the methodological reflections of the
totality of the phenomenon under survey.
The heuristic /discovery/ value of this latest principle has led to
the transformation of the methodological,aspects of some investigations awho regarded one method or the
mong those cultural activists or librarians
statistical
data or questionnaires - and
other as of full value - especially
thus restricted the real recognition of several aspects of reading and the
necessity of communication. The value of free or controlled talks from the
especially the simultaneous
point of view of recognition, the experiments,
application of these methods which would have made possible the study of the
phenomena' in depth, were neglected all. The investigation conducted recentand
ly in the library of Constanza was directed at the circulation of social
the reading clientele of the library, and we could aspolitical books
certain the effectiveness of the comparation of data supplied by different
experienced in various
methods. Thus,the quantitative analysis of needs
fields of social policy reading matter and, the explanation of the data - on the
basis of the results achieved by the quedtionnaires - showed that the readMore internal talks with several readers were most interested in history.
really
hierarchic order of succession
ers led to the conclusion that in a
documents and party literature stand first on the list. It is not our intention
to demonstrate the results of the whole investigation in a simple form, we
science methods and techniques
want to prove that a whole complex of socialconclusion.
From this methodologwere used to confirm the above-mentioned
ical point of view we examined -the accurate place and role of the other
sources. The effect of reading matter of this kind is greater than that of oth34
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er mass media, especially the effect of party documents in the complex of
social policy literature.
Without entering into particulars let us'remark
w a e fully aware
of the fact that the library under survey is not the s. that
source the acquisition of social policy books. The readers buy or borrow soda .olicy books
from relatives and acquaintances in a similar degree, they may turn to social
science cabinets which take over a part of the tasks of libraries in order to
farm a more stable and specialized connection between the readers and social
policy books. It may also happen that they borrow these books from other
municipal - school, trade-union, university etc. = libraries. It is impoilant
to note that those having their own libraries do not feel the need for using
other sources still they uphold relations with the county libraries. The individuals in this category Argue that the books in their possession comprise
the theoretical basic /works of party literature, social policy, but they must
acquire current information from the county libraries. It was revealed among
others that a great proportion of readers including workers and technicians
as well sought for not only party literature but their interest was great in'.
socialist legal literature which reflects the former documents. The internal
conversations revealed a problem belonging to the social psychology of this
category, the, dynamics of their needs which shows the concrete and direct
recognition of social and political activity more clearly, i.e. the way in Whiclf
party documents are concretized, the legal form of several central decisions
which directly influence social activities. In general, the applied methods
largely depend on the field under survey. E.g. in the psychopedagogical examinatioii 'of the reading of general literature and.belles-Inttrep - e.g. the problem mentioned in the papers of this meeting - in addition to the study of the
reeding clientele such analysis which may lead us to the possible aesthetical
manifestations of the readers. From the sociological point of view we think
that also certain study of the contents make constant analysis possible. However we shall not avoid the literary criticism of the works, with the help
which we can determine the intellectual content of the work, the degree ill. of
,
which a work of art is derived from social life, the extent to which the events
of life aretransformed into artistic value. The mentioned sociological method
makes possible the expression of the connection between the apprehensiveness
of the broader strata of readers and the structures with more accurate concepts, the techniques of up -to -date works of art and the comprehensive dialectical development. The difficulty of the method rests.in the expression of
those obvious elements which are quite stable and unambiguous but, transformed into symbols, they express the intention of the work or the unavowed
ideas of the authdr, the typical behavioUr of the central figures and the value
judgments expressed by theth. The arrangement and classification of these
symbols and the determination of their structures as well as the frequency of
their occurence in the analyzed work belong to the rules of the well-known
sociological technique. The comparation of the conclusionsArawn from the
analysis of the literary work to the text of the literary criticism; which involve "social direCtion as an expression of social order, the socialist necessity" may Lead us to such value judgments which strictly determine the value
of the work/s,/ and consequently its extensive dissemination among the reading masses. On this basis we may draw conclusions From the reel coordinates
of the process and the artistic sensitivity of the readers; the propagation of
modern art may be developed.

a

As is well-known, the sociology of literature - the modern branch of
sociology becomes an independent science - has developed neither the strict
system of concepts, nor the independent method which comprise the method's
T
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and technique of research and are capable of grasping literary phenomena in
their entirety 7rom their creation to their social result. Simultapeously with
these the theoretical and concrete resea. eh of the problems of the sociology
of literature increases. It is well exemplified by a number of the papers read
at this meeting, which we have followed with interest exactly from this point
of view because the applied methods and technique make it obvious, that
methodological aspects must be emphasized more without neglecting the unity
of theory and method,, the essence of the development of every science. E.g.
from theoretical point of view we strive to define the basic concepts frequently used in out investigations more accurately and comprehensively: community, reader, regular reader, literary publication; reading matter, book /on
the leVel of mass publications/; private library and so on. E.g. general
sociology contains the scientific definition of the concept of public, in the
sociology of literature we are guided by the principle that 'ithe community is
the world, namely the degree and level of consciousness, intelligence, practical experience, sensitivity to culture, the infinite version of systematically
developed or anarchically accumulated testes efc", however, in concret9 investigations one may find a number of vdrsions of the concept of the general
reader . Therefore we think that research into the reading of the average
man and ths sociological and ppirchopedagogical methods of libraries need
improvement and the difference in the techniques of this field greatly promote
the success of our activity. In this sense, the exchange of opinions and the
dissemination of the experiences of research workers in the socialist states
at this meeting will benefit future research.
My paper was aimed at emphasizing same aspects, namely: persons
under suryey and research workers alike ought to be initiated into the organization of path-breaking units, theoretical, methodological comprehension
and social, cultural activity, i.e. theory as well as practice, thus connecting
the "participation" technique with sociological methods: the study of reading
must be realized in an interdisciplinary way, taking into consideration the
complex interaction between the educational factors. 'Consequently, research
methods must be harmonized so that we could obtain a deeper knowledge of
the phenomena under survey. However , these methods, must be applied according to the speciality with which they comply with social policy phenomena
and in the last analysis consequences related to reading may tiot.be determined on the basis of the simple connection between the reader and the
library under survey but on the basis of a much more complete connection in
which althoughthelibrary in question plays-an important role, it is not the
sole factor in the determination of the level and needs of the social groups
under survey. According to the guidingprinciples of the 9th Congress of the
Rounianian Communist Party, to be held in the immediate future,the foundation
of the -cultural-educational activities must betlaid on the basis of the activities aimed at the improvement of economic and social life.

O
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TSATSRAL, Orshoglin

INFORMATION ON LIBRARIANSHIP IN MONGOLIA

Since there is little kriown about librarianship in Mongolia, I
want
to tell you something about the library where
I work. As you know, Mongolia
has a rich legacy of religiousculture.
In the course of its many thousand
of history, the Mongolianpeople. has created and preserved a great years'
number of cultural values. It was
generally a custom in Mongolia to guard books
with great care, neither in
the middle of the country, nor in the outlying parts
hardly a single family
that does not possess books. The first public libraryisdesigned
for the people
was established in November 1921, i.e. ten months after thegictory
of the
people's revolution. This, library became the basis of the Sate
Public Libra-.
ry later. From this time on the stock of the library has grown, just
like readers have grown in numbers and several forms of the readers'
developed. In consideration of the quintity of the literature and the service
supply of readers, our library is the largest in the whole country. The library
sto 4a4 con-.
sists of more than 2.5 million books and
Books in almost 11 the
languages of the world may be found here.manuscripts.
As
for
its
composition,
the ock
may be grouped in six classessr-Mongolian, literature, European 14eraturet,
Eastern literature Tibetan' hapks newspapers and pekodicalsanit stock
to .
be lent. The most important aim of
libfaryris.to make the works it had
assembled 'public property, In the library
there are a
al and a scientific'
reading room and the branch library of the scientific insgiTitiorti
of the Vongotten Academy of Sciences. In consideration
of the reade,s,' demand's, the
whole of literature may be found in the building. The libilary"hooks'order,id
froth foreign and Mongolian orders alike and these
are received within thi
frardework of interlibrary loan. Photocopies and microfilms
made on request and sent. to the places of residence of the readers ;heare
may
freely use the manuscripts, printedpublicationsi newspapers readers
and the microfilm equipment in the reading rooms. Apart from reading, -readers
in the library may see book exhibitions,
,of photos and posters-, lectirre's ..
are held in the scientific, Culturalexhibitions
and artistic
results of the world.-and they,
may pprticipate in readers' discussions. The department,
of intonation and
bibliography helps readers search and choosethe literature
of diverse sub:.
jects. The recording bibliography of the whole literature of the
republic has
been published since 1960. The department keeps files of the,articles
lished in periodicals and newspapers' and bibliographical. indexes ,are pubpiled. The staff of the department answers the questions of readeis comand institutions'. Nowadays, averagely more than one htesdred thousand-readers
go
to the library a year. About 200 thousand
newspapers and periodidals
are barrowed.,Lasst yetir the composition boOks,
of literature lent to readers was the
following: 42 percent social-pplitical, 27 percent
'scientific-technical, 31 percent fiction, medicine, agriculture and arts. Natural
lent by our library are very significant in raising the genei'al popular books
educatioh and
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the readers is the following:
cultikre of workers. The ?octal composition.of
intellectuals - 20 percent, employees 30 percent, workers 10 percent, pupils
I
and students Z-0 percent. ,
An alphabetical and a systematic catalogue are at the disposal of the
readers and the library staff. Librarians are on duty by the Catalogues and
baok exchange comprises
lend a hand in literoure search. The continuous
20 countries, among them also the li
of librafies and scientific institutes ofSze-chebyi
Library and thLibrary of
brarids of your country; the National
'Nowadays we, librarians, tire tackling ,
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
such important problems like the harmoniiation of the library work with the
raisins cultural levet of the poptilation_and the increasing role played by
of the form and methodolbooks in the life of the modern man, the improvement
work. Cooperation in the inter;ogy of service, the modernization of library
national division of labOur is extremely important:from this point of .view,
just like the collective solution of the library problems encountered in the
friendly socialist countries.
Finally 1 should like to express my hope that cooperation among
our countries will strengthen and develop.,I wish my dear Colleaguei significant success in lyoPlc and good luck 'in life with my whole heart.

"4
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`Leader of discussion: PAPP Istvan

P APp Istvan

The papers and additional
raise important questions.
Let me outline, in brief, the most contributions
significant questions:
Surveys of the library's social relations.
- What kind of a notion does the society form about its own library?
- The library's place in the hierarchy of cultural institutions;
The question of historical aspects;
- The formation of complex cultural-educational institutions
and joint
institution, groups;
- An.optimal utilization of economic opportunities;
,Surveys concerning the library's functioning:
- Investigation of readers' activities performed in Libraries;
- Investigation of small groups within libraries, which came to life
on the basis of common interests;
- Increasing the library' s efficiency.
The librarian as the subject matter of, the research:
- The relationship between reader and librarian;
- A psychological investigation of the librarian's profession.
Objectives of the research:
Library planning;
The formation of the organizational structure;
- The role of the libraries in the future /What should'a library of
the future be like? /

Methodological questions; _
- The requirement of comparability;
Questions concerning,th'e terminology.
inology.
KOLOVZIEJSICA, Jadwiga

There are various social institutions waiting anaw,er from us to
their question which runs cis follows' : "liovi big is theaneffect
of the libraries
within the sphere of cultural life'?" My Colleague VanCura outlines in hie
patter the model of the traditional library, and points out as its function to--preserve and to lend books; Besides these, 'all the activities a'l'e parts of, a
new, modern library, which gres' beyond the traditions. We must firt an
equilibrium between traditional and modern functions. We must take ca e
that education work should be always built on the library material.
Just
ine a meeting organized for a writer and his readers, when the reader 4agnot get-the quoted books from the librarian! Surely, our efforts are fruitless
in such cases,.

..\

At the present time, the holdings of the libraries cannot satisfy the in
creased demands. We must count for an ever -groviing number
of middle schoot
and college students:, The standards of entrance examinations and of school.
39
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work in general show a rising tendency, and there are alter more people who
beSide their compulsory readings, demand sign ifieant supplies of special lit-

erature, too.
A library is regarded a good one if it is able to give theliterature

deimanded for. We shall not be able to change public opinion about libraries
uritilye can not satisfy those higher demands.
.

DOBRYNINA, Natalia

In the Soviet Union libraries work with different success,' therefore
those surveys which were carried out in the Estonian Republic must not be
regarded as bases for valid conclusions throughout the Soviet Union. Re-

cently, however, we carried out a survey, and its results reflect a generally valid picture indeed. We investigated the sociology of reading in Soviet
villages., The strategy of our research was that of a system-orientated ap'

proach. We were investigating the following themes:
- The' rural library and the school;

The rural library and the cultural centre;
- The rural library and the political education;
- The rural library and the training of skilled workers;
Beside these, we made researches in:
- The dynamism of demands among rural readers;
- The efficiency of the librarians' book suggestions;
- The means of propaganda; the interrelation, between the means of propaganda and the mass media.

Our researches concerning the librarian's personality:
- The librarian as a reader;
- The librarian as a book-supplier;
- The libtarian as a catalyzer.
We had to face various general problems; among others the question
of the libraries' holdings and of the librarian's intellectual level. Presently''
we have got severe shortcomings in these fields: holdings are not satisfactory and sometimes the reader is more-informed than his librarian.
SZENTIRMAI Laszlo

I would like to deal in my surveys with the effects of libraries exerted on the public and the system of information in society. In our researches,
going on, we want to explore the didactic demands of the high schools concerning the libraries. In another work of us we are investigating the effects
of public and trade union libraries exerted on the workers. '
K AMAR AS Istvan

I should like to put a question to Mrs.icolodziejska, in connection
with the activities of libraries concerning the adult education programme. In
Hungary there is a discussion about the tasks of and relationship between the
library and the cultural centre. The main standpoints' are the following:
- Let each institution do its own work, on a possibly high level;
- the library may shoulder tasks in adult education;
- each activity of the cultural centre should be based on The library;
- such complex institutions are needed, which can hold both the library and
the cultural centre, anti their cooperation, beside an architectural unity,
mint be manifested in their actual work.
My question therefore is: What attitude do experts, take in this question in Poland?
*40
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KOLODZIEJSKA, Jadwiga
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For the hem being, we are not dealing with the question. We have no
research material which could prove the necessity of such complex institu-'
tions. All the same, one must not forget that it was as early as at the turn.,
of the cenutry that experts in Polish public libraries were doing such "modern" activities beyond storing and lending. From the sides of libraries there
were amateur theatre groups and folk dance ensembles. At that time those
were the only possibilities for a participation in cultural life whatsover. Today the primary transmittels of culture are the mass media. Ninety percent
of Po lands' population are TV7viewers; readers are not more than 20 percent; the number of those frequenting cultural centres and club; is much ?
less. Evidently, the passive receivers of culture outnumber the others.
Creating a complex institution wciuld be but a formal solution; I do not believe that a joint library and cultural centre could do anything to increase
the number of those who wet to take an active part in culture.
MITOV, Zdravko

I would like to offer a few remarks on the question of complexity. In
Bulgaria there were founded various reading 'circles as early as at the
middle of the last century, and in these circles reading and adult education
existed side by side. This form did not cease toexist. There are seminaries,
language courses and folk dance ensembles4orking side by side withthe
libraries. It seems, however, that recently library activities have somewhat been overshadowed. Leaders of reading circles arbitrarily draw the
line between the librarian's and the adult educator's work. Librarians are
sometimes demanded! to do things that do not fall within their competence. We
know 9f course about positive examples, too; -sometimes the librarian's work
is but assisted by other activities. We must, therefore take a middle course.

KAMARAS Istvan

Let me ask Oitr'Rumanian colleague if he would mind to tell more about
their methods?

COCHUVESCU,

In our investigation, we did not use one single method, to be followed;
instead we were naing a group of methods. We conducted an investigation on
the-circulation of books on politics tuld'sacial sciences in the Constanza Public Library. We distributed questionnaires, and made deep interviews. We
concluded in pointing out that the best read books are Just the works written
on politics and social, sciences. Readers show a peculiar interest towards
documents and books an the history of the Party. We also gaged sources of
supply other than .the library. We pointed out the role of mass media in
arousinggublic interest. The library is by no means the only or the primary
source of supply. Buying, borrowing from acquaintances and sociological
cabinets, as independent units, play a considerable role. We attach great
importance to an investigation of the sources of supply, because, byldoing
so, we can see where the work of libraries need to be' improved, or ifrhere
a good cooperation is needed.
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PAPP Istvdn
Let me present some suggestions concerning the recommendations to
lie made. A methodological coordination is obviously of the_ greatest importance in our work; it would be therefore, equally, important to make a lister,

of the technical terms in the fields of reading researches, and their possible
interpretations. We ought to examine some other questions, too. Namely: By
what factors are habits of using libraries being formed? /An exact location
of the TV's impact demands laboratory woihk/. Is there a probability of a V
rise of the quantitative and qualitative indexes of libraryAttemlance? How
can the individual reading experience be collectively processed, within the
walls of the library? What is the catalyzer role of the library like from the
viewpoints of the librarian, the surroundings and the holding? I suggest ek.,
comparative research of these themes.

II
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DRESSLER, Irmgard
PUPILS AS LIBRARY USERS
`Results of an investigation of the use of library seriricea
of the public
,libraries'in the German Democratic Republic by pupils attending
the
5th to 10th forms
An, accurate knowledge of children's and the youth's
demands on itbraries, their behaviour within,the
library and their

brary forms, the basis of improving library work with attitude towards) the lichildren and young
.people. It had been the starting
point of a,rwijor investigation Of library use' .
in 1972 among pupils attending the
5th to 10th forms in public libraries.
In the process of this
all the visitors twenty libraries
/ten children' s and ten adultinvestigation
libraries/ in ten places for ainweek
provided
they were pupils of the 5th to 10th forms - were
asked to fill in a -questionnaire on their library visit and the books they borrowed.
The answers were
given by making crosses.
pupils filled in the forms independently,
forms were distributed andThe
collected by students of librarianship so thatthe
library staff could perform its
work undisturbed. The selected libraries the
were
central main libraries for children
and adults in regional towns of different
size with 10-50.000 inhabitants, distributed
over
the
territory
of the Republic, selected on the basis' of.a checked random 'choice.
have open access shelves, the obligatory catalogues, All these libraries
reference stocks accessible for readers and'the trained staff, i.e. they correspond
to the aspires standards for professionally
managed public libraries in the G.D.R.
In the questionnaire the questions related
to the borrowed books and unfulfilled requests were followed by the question
related to the behaviour of the
pupils in the premises of the library.
The following-had
to be answered:
1. What do pupils do in the library 'in addition
to borrowing literature
for home use? ,

\

.

2'. To what extern do the adolescents maketuse of the
information"giVen
by the library on the 'books?
3. Which groups of readers are particularly active and what
influence
do factors outside and within the library exert?
4. What kind of difference is there between a children's
and, an adult
library?
The total number of the completely filled in questionnaires,
included
in our interpretation, amounts to 1769, i.e. 1769 pupils of the
to 10th
forms whose image of their library visits had been outlined. In 5th
reply to question 3 related to the use of library
and the behaviour in the library
premises altogether 4.497 crosses services
/multiple answers/ were made. Thus, it
is an average of 2,5 crosses for every
pupil.

:11

,.
Consequently the following picture emerged:

Proportion of the visitors who answered
the question in the affirmative in
relation to the total number

Kind-"of usage

/pre-shaped Possi-

bility of answer..

Today in the library
1 have also

Partial results

Total result

only 8th to
10th forms,
.
adult

only 5th to
7th forms;
/

", 1. returned books
or journale
2. chosen somettlin

for loan from t,
shelf*by myself
3. got the ;librarian
to clioos'e /recommend/ books for
loan to me .4

children' s
library

library

63,1.

72,9

'51,1

81,3

88,8

71,6

21,7

21,9

21,2

24,1

'21,2°

4. apkea the libra-

rian for.infor.P
elation
5.:'ehosen books from
the catalogues or
in4e)fes

12,5

12,9,

11,9

stock

7,6
10,3

5,6

10,2

11,7

2,7

2,7

6. used the reference
mewed a loan

8. Rlaced a raerva-..
tion Order
9. placed an order
-

°

for interlibrqry

loan
10. eat-olio:1'in,

-0,2

4,6

4,-4

27,1

29,3.

8,6

,

.

.11. read fOr a longer
RetRod,ln th'e

premises of the

library, browsed'
among books or

periodicals
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ON THE.iNt LUENCE OF SOME SELECTED FACTORS
ON THE USE OF 'LIBRARY SERVICES BY PUPILS

,0

D.
Before examining individual services in detail, in the following
part
we. shall illustrate some selected factors
example, the influence of the
abe of the services by pupila', the certainby
factor that affects the various
services -end their use quite differently
between the uses of individual services.and thirdly the interaction existing

,

n/ SEX, A comparison 'of the use of .library services by boys and girls
shO.Oed that there was hardly any perceptible difference, i.e. divergences
ranged below the significant limit.
Also the number of readers showed that
the two saxds were, almost balanced:
49,2 percent of boys and50,8 percent
of girls. There is a, certain divergence
between boys and girl only in the
10th form; in particUlar in the preparatory classes for the secondary
school, which shaws that girls consult the librarians
somewlxat more frequently.
°

b/ FORM. There is an obvious difference between the behaveour
of those
pupils who go to children's
libraries and those who belong to `adult
ries. In tag case of pupils of the 5th, 6th
7th forms the proportion of
the individual selection of literature to be and
borrowed and also the consultation with the librarian 7recomraendations and
reference work alike!' is
higher iltan with the pupils of the 8th to 10th forms
arc served areeady
by the adult library. Obviously, on the one hand thewho
mbre thorough know.ledgeoiLthe library stock and its arrangement on the open access shelves
becomes'apparent here, but on the pther also the familiarity of long yedrs
with the children's librarian.
c/ NUMBER OF BORROWED BOOKSPER VISIT. The intensity of
tFig is expressed in a certainay
in the number -borrowed books.readThere,fore the number of borrowed books per visit wasof
related to the behaviour
in the library premises and the use made of the library
services though the
number of books borrowed on this occasion was determined randomly
in a
certain degree. 6.1 percent of the visitors borrowed no book. Of these
visitors 50 percent had been working in the premises of the library for a
longer period. 27.8 percent wide use of the ,reference stock, 32,4
consukted with the librarian. Consequently these readers made usepercent
of the
library ohly in its premises. 93.9
percent i.e. the great majority of users
borrowed books. In .this connection the use of library services in the
premises increases parallel to the number of borrowed books; with thebe borrowed books the proportion of ...ok return and individual choice exceeds
the average; with four borrow books also the higher proportion of recommendation; catalogue
renewals of loans are involved; with five
borrowed books also the va ue ofe consultation
and the placement of reservation orders exceeds the average. The mere use of the reference stock
and - what goes almost without saying- the proportion of enrollments is
not
included, it does not reach the average rate. Consequently one may conclude
that more active interest revealed by the higher number of borrowed books
entails a higher number of additional activities 'in the library,prelnises at
they same time. Consequently,

higher rates -of loaths are accompanied by
'greater demands on the use of the readina room with the reader's number
remaining constant.
4.
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Among others,the questionF F.QU/ N:Y OF LIBRARY ATTENDANCE.
visited the library on their own: about
reveraed,
how
often
pupils
naire also
requfred.. A comparison
fortnightly, monthly, less than monthly and when
that the g,roup of .visitors comlibrary
premises
showed
with behaviour in the
use of the servweek is especially active inrdelRiag
ing to the library once a'all
stock extensively /11,8 they
use
the
reference
ices on the spot.. Above tthird worked within the library for a longer period
percent/ and more than a
loans and reservation orders
/35.3 percent/. Consultation, renewals of also
the renders who come less
group. But
were abode the average in thisaverage:28.0
percent
consulted the librarian,
ihatononthly diverge from the
/16 percent/ and stayed
reservation
orders
they placed considerably more
However, less familiarity
period /32 percent/.
in the library for a longer
which
was expressed in the
with the library was evident at the same time selected books from the shelves
proportion of visitors below the average who
on their own,
.
required who similarly
The same applies to readers coming when
above the average.
guidance
and
feconunendation
needed, the librarian's
^

BORROWING
BOOKS AND ADDITIONAL
e/ POSSESSION OF PRIVATE
owned many books and/or
In
general,
pupils
who
FROM OTHER SOURCES. from classmates or adults, parents or brothers/
borrowed books in addition
under survey seemed to read
and sisters. or other libraries during the month
the
library
and its resources, they
familiar with
very much. They were moreinformation
libraries. Without doubt
given
by
the
made more use of it and the
the literature availthey did so because of their more thorough knowledgeofofbooks.
alieady
knew
a
grdat
number
able to them since they

ri
.

ON THE USE OF INDIVIDUAL LIBRARY SERVICES
BY PUPILS

I
of the pupils who
the behaviour observations
In the following part"we shall discuss
of
this
connection
only
In
use the library and its resources.
deviations in the behaviour
quoted,
especially
major
essential quality-will be formed froin various points of view in comparison
of the groups of visitors
to the total result.

FROM THE OPEN ACCESS SHELVES.
a/ INDIVIDUAL BOOK SELECTION
open access libraries with systematically

The libraries under survey were
classification
was according toofthe
arranged book stocks. The arrangement
this system are .
education,
the
main
classes
used by libraries of generaladult libraries alike. In children's libraries
identical in children's and
and
separated in order to facilitate selectionlibooks for younger childrenform
are upwards
children's
the whole stock of aThe
orientation. From the 5th pupils
size of the
without any restriction,
brary is .accessible for the between
volumeS, that of the
7
and
22
thouband
children's libraries ranged
15 and 50 thousand volumes; so the stockswere reladult libraries between Altogether
liter81,3 ppreent of the pdpils chose
atively easy to survey.
wish the librariu'h, ,
/part15, in consultakion
ature individually at the shelves
the prOportion
etc./. In this context, however,
with the use of catalogues,
i.e._88.8 percent,
libraries
than
in
adult
libraries
is higher in children's
bad chosen books on
in the 5th to 7th forms 85 to 90 percent of the readera
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their own in each case. In this proportion the familiarity of the pupils of the
5th to 7th forms with the stock of the children's library is expressed. From ,
the 8th form upwards pupils are confronted with an entirely unfamiliar stock
in the adult library. Moreover this 'stock is more voluminous add difficult to
size up. But 71,6 percent of the students of tee 8th to 10th'forms chose literL
ature at the shelves unaided. The necessity of using other aids in the library
to find a necessary book is increasing and in fact catalogue use becomes more
important in the 8th and 9th forms.
The fact that unaided choice at the shelves is in close connection with
the, higher familiarity with the library and its stork, is confirmed by the
visitors who come to the. library weekly or fortnightly and select books'unaided at the shelves, averagely to a larger extent. Moreover this proportion
is-steadily on the rise with the number of boolss borrowed per visit, namely
more than 90 Percent of the visitors borrow mote than three books. Furthermore it may be stated that the pupils who chose literature by themselves at
the open access shelves, In general spent more time than the, average in the
library. The structure of loans /the distribution of the borrowed books by
the individual groups of classification/ is essentially determined by individual choice.
b/ CONSULTATION MTV THE LIBRARIAN. The interpretation applies to
the following questions:
/Have you/ "got the librarian to choose/recommend books for loan to you"?

/3. /, and
/Have you/ "consulted with the librarian"? /4. /. These questions are not
so clear-cut as for their boundaries, in partic:ular, in the children's library. The result in both cases is the same, namely, the influence exerted by
,,

the librarian on book selection.

The proportion of the refults is almost identical in the case of Troth
questions, i.e. recommendations amounted to 21.7 p,ercent /21,9 percent in
children's and 21,2 percent in adult libraries/ and consultation amounted to
22,8 percent /24,1 percent in children's and 21,2 percent in adult libraries.
A comparison of the results yielded by individual libraries showed,,. however,
that the proportion of the readers who had recourse to the librarian's hetp
was higher in percentile terms in smaller libraries than in larger ones.
Without doubt, it depends directly on the lower absolute number of readers
to be served by a librarian. The proportion of, recourse to 'the librarian's
help decreases in connection with transition to a new library, namely in the
case of the pupils of the 8th and 9th forms an against the values in the
children's library. It begins to increase only from the loth' form upwards.
The pupils who borrowed more than three books on the occasion of
the visit in question consulted more with the librarian than the average. It
applies also to pupils who had borrowed books from other sources, too, during the preceding month. and, moreover, to the group of pupils who said that
they often came to the library. Hence active and keen readers turn to the librarian more often than other users. The proportion of those students who
consulted with the librarian, did not borrow books for home use and worked
in the premises of the fibrary,ranged- above the average. The structure of
loans /distribution of borrowed books by groups of classification by the
groups of visitors who had consulted with the librarian /recommendation and
/or gufdance/ differs from the total result as raore non-fiction was borrowed
by these readers in percentile terms. Furthermore it is obvious'in this
group that considerably more books had been taker; home for home lessons
-z
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and additional itiformatiou on a subject of instruction than in general. This
shatis partly- the influence of the librarian's guidance, partly the subjectoriented interests of these pupilsrand the'' need for special reference works
originating outside the library so as to obtain literature urgently neededlor
school. At the same, time it is also apparent that among the unfulfilled
quests of this group there were also titles given by the librarian which° could
not be used since they were on loan. This emAksizes the importance of welljudged and realizable recommendatiOns by the librarian.

%

c/ USE OF CATALOGUES AND BOOK LISTS. In the public libraies of the
G.D.R. the following readers' catalogues are obligatory: alphabetical cat-.
alogue, systematical catalogue, title catalogue. These are card catalogues,
the printed' catalogue cards in then; are annotated, produced at national level
and subscribed to by libraries. Moreover bibliographies and among others
printed indexes on individual subjects are 'compiled centrally. Of them the
centrally, edited "Illustrated Bibliography of Children's Books" is very popular among children's libraries. The classification of the systematical catalOgue is identical with that of t e open access shelves. Fiction is arranged
alphabetically on the'shelyes si ilarly to the alphabetical catalogue,. Browsing among the shelves therefore i-s often preferred because it gives immediate
orientation. The number of visitOrs who used catalogues is almost identical
In children's and adult libraries: 11,9 percent in adult and 12,9 percent in
children' slibraries - the total heizig 1245 percent. There are marked variations from library to library. The use of catalogues, is therefore greatly dependent on their propagation enabling the readers t5ruse them.
I
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The use of catalogues increa.ses in the 8th and 9th forma that is
after the transition of pupils to the adult library. We have already referred a
to the fact that the reason for it may be both the size of the stocks and the ity..,...,
creased demands made on the pupils by the school and this shows the endea
our for better orientation in an unfamiliar library. The group of readers b
rowing more than three books on the occasion of the visit in question uses'
the catalogues above the average. It also applies to the group of readers who
own a number of books, the groUp that rtsits the -lihrary for a longer period'
and finally the group of pupils who borrowed books from other sources is addition to the library under suivey during the preceding month. As can be.
seen, also the better familiarity with literature stimulates catalogues use.
In particular eager readers with special interest in literature.use the cdtalogue more,.frequently than the other visitors . Without doubt, however, the
better,ltnowledge of books require s a more extensive. search in order to find
an interesting and still unknown book. With regard to the structure of loans
the visitors using the catalogues showed no difference. But the proportion (4
the unfulfilled requests was higher than the average among those readers who
used the catalogue..
1

,1

FINAL REMARfS
.

The present ihyestigation has confirmed not only a series of general
values of experience but also made us aware of certain phenomena at a higher
level of generalization for the first time. Thus, it suggests possible ways bf
the improvement of circulation in general and new aspectb for enabling pupils
to use the library properly in connection with their ,intrpduction to as well as
instruction in the use of library tesources.-Xn essential result of the investigation is the fact that better familiarity with the conditions of the library
50
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results in more extensive use. Thus the importance
of introduction library
use is increased. The investigation revealed the other factors whichtoobviously influenced the better use of services and moreover the libraries
espes.lally good results had been achieved. A further investigation andwhere
iinlion of the methods conducive to these results could considerably generalpromote
the improvement of library work.

The investikation showed that transition from one library to another
/from a children' s library to an adult library/
is a process of long duration
during which pupils become dckuainted with the unfamiliar library only
step
by step. The necessity of the systematical introduction of pupils' of the 8th
form to the use orthe local adult library is corroborated this way. -Furtherrtfore, conclusions may be drawn from thein4estigation concerning the circiliation work carried out by librarians, especially as far as recommendation
and guidance are concerned: Finally the investigation confirmed that the behaviou of the pupils in. the librafy hnd
the use of thd library services
them is ap complex process,, affected by a variety of factors within and by
the library. The consideration; of these factors and a, close cooperationoutside
among
all the participants laFTtre-education of the youth is necessary with
a view to
the achievement of the commor4,,goal: to enable pupils to make proper
use of
libraries and books.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT

The bases of one's beet:wiling a regular' reader must be
In
one's childhood. All .librarians agree in this respect, and yet, there laid
have
been made comparatively few surveys among children. Such n survey would
entail some methodological problems. A pessibility of surveys based on
questionnaires is limited. Children are net good In giving the exact reasons
for their approval or disapproval. Another difficulty is made by -the tact
that fiction and non-fiction can hardly be distinguished
in the rig-edm of juvenile literature. In the case of somewhat biliger school children, however,
we could make good use of our questionnaires. In the present survey we
sought ons,..ers to the following quostions: What bqoks do children select
for their school work, and what books for their individual interests? What '
kind of relationship ban be established between the child's choir
and the
guidance rriovided by the librarian?
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KARom. Agnes

'TEACHERS AND THE LIBRARY

-

"'"

litera.7
The basis of the present paper is the research into the special
entitled
The
report
defiling
with
thts,,sibject,
Lure supply of teachers:
"Teitchers, information, library"., by Agnes Kdrolyi, was plEbIshed, by the
Centre of Library Science and Methodology of the National Szrchdnyi
in'11973.

WHAT WE MEAN BY LIBRARY ATTENDANCE AND LIDRARY
LIBRARY ATTENDANCE LIKE /1STANI5ARD,OF"
CULTURAL VALUE LIBRARY ATTENDANCE AS A PROCESS,WHAl2 LIBRARY ATTENDANCE DEPENDS ON

"Do you beldng to any library?" It is the matt common qbestion'in every
investigation of library sociology. It is a)so-called easy and controllable
d; In the, case of teachers this
question, surely the replycdn be certifi
unambiguous.
We get a different kind of
question, however, is not completely
"What
library
do you belong to?'!or,*
indexe, if we put the questiOn like this
library do you use?" E.g. 72 percent of
with a slight difference, "Whatlibrary
users and only 42 percent are enrolled,.
country assistant masters are
a segment of teachers /57 perThe reason for the difference is the following:library
deserves the denominacent/ works in such a school where the school
library."
The
libraries
of country secontion "library", moreover "special significant, role in particular.
The
dary schools of long standing play a
/potentially every
teacher does not regard himself as an enrolledotember
teacher is an enrolled member of the schbol libirary/. Therefore in ouy
of school librariep and the
vestigation we have treated the question of the:use
Quite another matter is the
role of public and special libraries separately.
extent to which raiders use or can use the library in which they are enrolled.
How frequently they go to the library, what-kind of .services they demand,
what 'kind of activities they carryon there. We shall revert to these questions further -on,. We regard attitude to libraries as a socially significant,
chardc-terrstic,fbature of the objective value of reading culture.
Examining the library attendance of teachers it is observable that the
schools /554perhighest is the proportion of teachers in country primary
the capital as
cent/, this proportion gradually decreases as we approach
well as.ipeccmdary schools. Does this line of facts mean that teachers in the
level of reading
capital as well as assistant masters are ,on the lowest
ture? Breaking down and further analyzing the data demonstrated the great
significance of the quality of library attendance, whet.her it was a public or
52 't
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a special library, or possibly both. /The other libraries
generally one
special library and
public library, rarely two public are
libraries one of
which is the county one
libriary.
The
majority
of
the
latter
pable of meeting even demands made
are now already caon special libraries,
too. /
Members of several libraries:

/Broken do' to types of schools and
settlements/
=Teachers in country primarY schools

/Percent/

4
Country assistant masters
Teachers in the primary schools of the capital
5,5
8
Assistant masters in the capital
14
Members of a special library:
° /Broken down to types of schools and
Teachers in country primary schools ' settlements/
/Percent/
2
Country assistant masters
7
Teachers in the primary schools of the capital
,
10
,
Assistant masters in the capital
12
This is an already familiar order of
succession
at
the
extreme
-oPwIrich there is the village primary, school,
ends
as well a the secondary school
of the capital unfortunately
donsistently..In'the
middle
c.htegories the teachera in the primary schools ,of
capital and the city secondary
school's, the
vocational secondary schools the
or
the
vocational
ital appear, alternatively. So it can be 'seen thatsecondary schools of the capbrary attendance cannot be regarded as-a kind in the case of teachers liof measure of cultural level.
,-The interconnections
complex. Attendance of several libraries
within this the use of aremore
and
special libraries, the
demand and supply,
in a.word!ca t t
d e 'to the library give information
a certain, seemingly acceptable
index. At tthe same time we can also state how
significant role is played in
the life of &country teacher
by the public library, which provides,
the teacher with "pieces of reading" at present, but could be
made suitable for providing him'also with special literature and transmitting
educational information. It is also clear. from our data that the role of
special libraries increases together with the size of the settlement which
natural, surely there are special libraries in2larger can be regarded as
cities only. The fact
that out of our 92 significant
special libraries /A category/ 82 operate in the
capital is very disadvantageous
from the viewpoint of the teacher, though this,
situation is very unhealthy for that
matter. Only 11 libraries are in large
cities and one in the country. This extraordinarily
uneven distribution is
counterbalanced neither byV:e fact that approximately
60 percent of the less
/B category/ special libraries /which total 511/
are in the capital. Neither
the fact tRat the majority of the libraries of
country secondary schools rival
those of the capital makes the situation satisfying.
In the course of the survey it raised difficulties
that the register of
. library readers in libraries' and
special
libraries
in particular is less
ferentiated. In general, we got toltnow the
number of teachers after thedifexamination of the cards of all the readers,. If the libraries
themselves paid
more attention to the composition of their readership,
a sociological survey
would be easier and more successful.
We regarded.attitude
a,process. We did not only investigate whether the teacher to the library as
was a library
member at present but^also his past contacts
for possible disengagement or alienation. with any library and the reason
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Data characteristic of library attendance as a process:
19 percent
never a library reader
32
percent
.
library reader only formerly
49
percent
library. reader at present
was higher than expected. Considering the imThe proportion of.droTo-outs
examined thedaportant consequences of library policy of this question, we
readers
more
closely.
ta of "ex" library
/Percent/
Library readers only formerly:
28
, Teachers in country primary schools
28
Teachers in the pimary schools of the capital
37
' Assistant masters in the capital
42
Country assistant masters
than that of those Who
The number of drop-outs is considerably higher
persons working in country
indifferent
for
that
matter
among
are absolutely
It is a typical case: after the completion of
primary schools in particular.
smaller towns arid broke away from the university
,, their studies they moved to
versions, too:
Of course, there are otliftr
and the library simultaneously.
by the library, the
with
the
services
rendered
he may have been dissatisfied his home or place of work, it may have been
library may have been far from do not knoW how th home library as well
because of lack of time, etc. We
or left.
the library th don -out had lost
as the school library substitute for
of deepdid
not
think
tha
the
proportion
At programming the computer we
possibly supplemen-z
outs was so high, so the modified procesVing of d 'ta and
the most feasible arare
necessary
in
order
to
propose
...tory investigationssolutioil.oPthe question. We know less than necessary arangement fqr they
turn, we have ample data
bout why someateacher is not a library member, .41
.,
.
,,,
'
attendance
depends
on.
concerning what librax,y
,,
i
regardiid as of decisive init.
We have not examined subjective factors
considered as
bf the objective moments we primary
portance on the other hand. Out
or sec"where"
/city
or
the
country;
most important the following
interviewed
subject/
and
"since
when
the
ondary sch000l /"what"/i.e.
e
his weekly workt"ainteaches. Besides also the following wereheimportant:
participates
in
extension
t
/devoted to teaching activities/,,whether
We have m de
ing, whether his book demands are satisfied in his opinion. periodical. ,
/knowledge
Of
languages,
reading
of
also other comparisons
interesting - matters of detail; they ave
etc. / however, these are - though
and
may
be disregarded for this once.
not set particular problems
infer
On the basis of the very simplified table on next page we may
what library attendance depends on most.

Oel
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HOW T'RE PROPORTION OF LIBRARY READERS CHANGES IN INDIVID-

UAL GROUPS OF TEACHERS?

Percentage of library, readers
of the whole sample: 49
,

',,,

'

Distribution by' settlements;
Budapest
Country
Distribution by schools:

47 percent
50 perc.eut

-Prim' ary

51
45

Secondary
Where and what he teaches:
Lower forms
humane subjects
modern languages and sciences

49

.

58

"

59
43

0
0
0

-.49

"-

Since when he teachds:

years
7-15 years
16 years, or more
6

52

,

30 hours, or more
,
He is satisfied with book and periodical ,supply

"

52
0

.Yes
No

,

0

43
43

other subjects-

Weekly worktime at school:
under 30 hours

0
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'
The table calls for ho particular_explanation. We have already mentioned
that there are more library readers among those who work in primary
schools., It is ,striking, however, that a mach higher proportion of those who
instruct humane" subjects use library services than those who instruct :Rodern languages and sciences. The data related to the duration of teaching
the proportion is decreasing parallel with the increase of term of office
corroborates what has been said about drop outs. The indexes of worktime,
in turn, demonstrate that lack of time, to which a number of people are
willing to refer, is not a drawback to intensive library use, contrarily the
highest is the proportion of Chose who are most occupieT.

The question of satisfaction mentioned for the last rime is albrary readers satisfied or dissatisfied with library services.
so interesting. The point under discussion is n ol the percentage of 1 i ,

We want to know the percentage of library readers among !those persons
who are satisfied a'S well as dissatisfied with book supplyNamely, we have

+ other subjects: mainly drawing, singing-music and workshop practice
are intended by these.
N,
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14,

51,

experienced that there is a number of persons who - though they are not library members, at all, - are satisfied with book and periodical supply. Because of the methodological lesson we shall review the replies to the question concerning teachers' opinion of the extent of their own supply. The
question was, the following: "Are books and periodicals necessary for the preparations for the lessons available? /ClOsed-ended question/, possible ne-

plies: yes - no - in part.

The interviewed persons were satisfied in general. 80 percent had
access to the necessary books and periodical's. Only 20 percent said that
they were not 7. or only in part - supplied with these instruments of labour.
This means that we need not be concerned with the majority, at least the
situation of 20 percent must be raised to the general level, and then this im
portant field of special literature supply of teachers /preparation for the

lessons/ can bensidered as satisfactory. However, if we get a nearer

view of the situation of the dissatisfied 20 percent, we cannot but see that
they are pr-ovided with books and library services on the highest letrel.

UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS THE NUMBER OF THE DISSATISFIED IN
CREASES AS WELL AS DECREASES, HOW THE AVERAGE 20 PERCENT
PS, MODIFIED

Dissatisfied with the services

20 %

19 "
23 "
15 "
24 "
16 "
19 "
16 "
25 "

teaching, in

a primary school
teaching in a secondary school

never a library reader
reader in a public or special: library
home stock under 100 volumes
home stock over 300 volumes

.

daily preparations one hour or less
daily preparat ns three hours or more
/i.e. fo ext day's lesson/ .
the teacher r ry of the school has
volumes
less t_
more than .500 volumes

..

13 "
28,,'
"'" ..

The line of data clearly demonstrates that satisfaction cloaks the lack\
of demands. In turn, dissatisfaction with supply increases parallel with beN. ing well-informed. Let this be a warning: appropriate measures cannot be taken if we start from demands only. In connection with cultural demands, it
may be mentioned that - apart from an insignificant minority - those persons
frequent libraries, most /1-2 times a week/ who have a number of books at ,
home and whose significant book source is also the school library. The following clear-cut conclusion may be drawn from the investigation: cultural
demands imply intensive library use.
Als far as home libraries are concerned, we must mention at least
that their importance and volen /number of volumes/ showed a striking increase between 1962 and 1912. Their importance grows mainly in the prepaFafions for the next day's lessons, as for their quantification, they generally outnumber the home libraries of intellectuals of other professions
56

/e.g. teachers spend mo e on books than
physicians though their salary is
considerably less /. 47 p rcent of the interviewed
has about 500 volumes or
more. The data of the
position of home stocks are
similarly favourable.
ADDIT NAL STATEMiLNT
A frequently quoted..

fact is the utmost' importance of
childhoOd acid 'adolescence. We
in
must, therefore, investigate the reading
a medium of culture. Let me quote,
teacher as
as a supplementary fact, *one
item from among ant research achievetnents.
It was in M62 and insurprising
respectively, that. according to the same viewpoints,
1972,
ne 1.skecl" the teach'ers.about hbw they were -making
use of the

In their preparations for the lessons, in
gerVices offered by libraries
-their ext nsiOn-training,. and
in their research work. ,A teacher's activity
it any.
is
kind of work, but in this case we limited
n In. itself a creative
our
into
ests
to
research
In the stricter sense of the
work
word. Within ,ten
the rate of teachers
engaged in research work grew^
from
six
to
twenty
scientific work demands
percents. Seeing that
energies for absorption,
just like any
educational work of high tremendous
level, the growth may not
necessarily
as a pleasing fact. We went nn, therefore, 'with
considered \
we got to know that research work and educational
our Investigations. Thus,
case compatibile, latter having been
activity mere in each
strengthened by the former. We do not
speak here of any kind of half-teachers,
from the imprisonment of the classroom: weor of men of genius, suffering
are thinking of "a new type of
educatdrs, of creative, expeiimenting
peorle, performing a careful educational activity In favour of the future generation.
services to their needs, with will not be an 'We,
easy librarians, must adopt our
.

\

a

C-

job for us.

fT
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SASVARI 'Ilona

SURVEY OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF PLACES
OF ENGINEER AND TECHNICIAN
OF EMPLOYME
HUNGARIAN
:CENTRAL TECNICAL
READERS IN
DOCU1YIENTATION.
aEN1TRE IN 1970
LIB ARY
The scientific-technical revolution, the characteristic process of our
age on la global scale, which comprises everything as far as society and
technology are concerned, means a continuously surging and ever- increasing flow of information for libraries_inter aliav This especially applies to
technical libraries which are reached byhlmost the "first wave a the
flood", . How effective is the work of a technical library in point of numbers?
We have attempted to establish such indexes on the basis of library data
' through which the, relationship between library work and prbchiction, i.e.
the relationship between indexes of national economy could be demonstrated.
The basis of these indexes has been furnished by the number of the engineer readers of HCTLDC /Hungarian Central Technical Library and Documentation Centre/ as well as the composition of their places_ of employment
by branches of industry since effective engineering work is an essential Condition in our developing industry on the one hand and - regarding the library
as 'a source of information - the capability of the engineer to transmit information means the direct connection between the library: and production on the
other. Thenurnber of engineer readers - supposing practical library use
and effective engineering work - is not at all a negligible factor from the
point of view of special information. The question is whether this supposition can be confirmed' in practice, whether identical trends may be observed
between the number of engineer readers and the indexes of production of
respective brandies. if not, then either this hypothesis is incorrect, or the
library work connected, with' the branch in question or the efficiency of engineering work in the same branch leaves much to be desired. Perhaps there
of the,
are also other factors whose impact can be felt /documentation centre
branch, branches havingwell-supplied private libraries, company seat in
the country, etc. / We'haye tried to approach these factors in our analytical
work. If we investigate this question from the viewpoint of the extent to which
a branch, requires innovative- engineering work, then several viewpoints must
be taken into consideration:
a/ contemporhry industrial structure of our country,
b/ the trend of the development of the branches of industry,
c/ the number of specialists with higher technical education.
The special feature of each branch is besides determined by how
quickly innovations may be realized, how effective they are, i.e, how much
they contribute to the increase of productivity. There is a close connection
between technical development and intellectual creative work related to
technics. Inventions and innovations are the outward. forms of technical creative work. In our country 2 million innovations were realized during the
period between 1950 anti 1970 and 21.100 patents were approved, the esti+ BlIJTA.S Lrisz16: Taldlmanyok, "know how"-k, t.jitdtok eredmenymega'llapitrisa es elemzese.lEstablishing the sucaessfulness, and analysis of in-'
ventions, know-hows and innovations/ Budapest. 1971.
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thousaticia Forint. These
mated useful value of which may be put at
data prove that the influence of engineering york,is significant even on the
level of national economy. The conscious creative activities of technical-ape.
cialists comprise',a considerable reserve of the material-technical enrichment
of our, country, From among the many kinds, of factors we have chosen the tn.dex of those technicians with university and secondary education who are regular readers since the other !actors cannot be influenced through the library.

Our work comprised the following analytical tasks:
1/ We have tompared the nuinber of specialists enrolled in the
HCTLDC who have-university or secondary technical education with the number of engineers employed in individual branches of industry, as well as, with
the production indexes per employee in individual branches.
2/ We have compared the bodkstodc and the number of readers of
firm libraries of individual branches of industry with the number of engineers
employed at the same place.
3/ We halre made a survey on how many of the readers of the
HCTLDC worked at research and planning institutes and we have checked
this. number' with the number of people employed at industrial research institutes anti with expenditures on research.
4/ Finally, we have examined how many of the engineer and technician, readers of the HCTLDC belonged, to the employees of individual firms as
well as branches of industry.
Table 1. rev.eals.th'e number andproportion of engineer readers of
the H CTLDC in relation to technicians employed in individual branches of in-

dustry and the production indexes. There is an interesting coincidence between the number of engineer readers and the data of technicians and production, indexes. Consequently, preciSion engineering, telecommunication and
electromechanical engineering rank first in all the three columns. The relationship between the reading density of specialists and the development of
the branch of industry is corroborated also by the undermentioned data of the
increase of produdtion. The increase of production inprecision engineering,
telecommunication and electrrechanical engineering is eight times the inThe proportion of the increase of production
crease machine industry.
within the branch'is the following:
Electromechanical engineering: telecommunication: precision engineering
1

2,5 : 4,5

It is little surprising now that also the examination of the development of industrial production showed that the proporp.on of products manufactured bx+-the machine industry for three years at most confirmed the same
re sult
46,0 percent
Precision engineering
51,3 "
Telecommunication
3877-Machine industry
28
Vehicle industry
28,,87
,Electromechanical engineering
,27,3
Metalware industry'
+ 25 years of industry. in Hungary. Budapest 1970.
++ Az ipari termeles szerkezetenek alakulasa 1970-72. /Development of
the structure of industrial-production/. Budapest, Stat.K. 1973. 13. p.
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In table },chemical industry auks seCorfd, there are 8;6 engineer readers
enrolled the HCTLDC
100 technicians employed in the Vime industry.,
Thethigh level of our
industry and within this that of pharmaceutical
industry is well-kno . It is cal
obirious that the literacy of the, workers of this
industry and the co, equent high level of their technical
ly proportional t. he results yielded by this industry. education is directIt is regrettable that
in food indust and light industry
- which produce a significant propqVtioa
of ottr expor - the number ,of engineer
,readers per 100 tachnicians 'employed by e industry is very low /1,6
resp. 1.5/. Accordingly, the producnon in es are only the half of the production
indexes of telecommunication
and ecision engineering. Within light industry(
textile; indiistry is an excepti which ranks seventh as filr as its engineer readers
are concerned. It
ould be important to disseminate the up-to-date
processes as widely as pos4ible within these two branches of industry. The lcy;.v
and mining are due to the fact that these brpnches of figures of nietallurgy
centrated in Budapest, so they are at a disadvantage industry are not conposed to branches concentrated in Budapest. In their as for ranking as opcase there is a double
impact observable: the accumulation of research institutes
and intellectual
energies in Budapest on the one hand and the planned
distribution of -places
of ploduction in the country on the other.
4

Table 2 shows the number of volumes and readers
in firm libraries
belonging to individual branches of industry.
there is an interesting coincidence in the order of distribution of the engineer
of the HCTLDC,.,
the readers of firm libraries and even the stock ofreaders
shows the number of readers of technical libr,aries firm libraries. The table
ployed. Here chemical industry ranks first: 730 per 100 techniciar0 ,etareaders per ,year, then telecommunication-precision engineering with 580 readers
industry with 400 readers per year per 100 technicians per. year and machine
employed each. At
the bottom of the column there is light industry
with only 41 readers per, 100
technicians. /We could not obtain jilLita related to
the
use of firm libraries in
food industry. / The bookstock of'firm libraries displays
a similar trend. In_
chemical industry there are 1800 volnes for 100
technicians, in telecOmmur
nication-precision engineering 1700 volumes, while
in.light industry only 225
volumes. A separate investigation attempted
reveal the proportion arborrowers who worked at research and planningtoinstitutes.
This can be found in
,Table 3. In the order of succession we have taken
into consideration the
branches of industry from which most research
workers came to our library.
The industrial research institutes form a separate
.group so as to check them
with the number, of specialists
employed in th.e field in question.
As can be seen Aim distribution of
our borrowers coming from research institutes by branches
'
of industry corresponds to the distribution of
employees of industrial research
institutes. Since the Statistical Annual.
treats Machine industry, telecommunication
and precision engineering cumulatively, we do so for the sake of compatibility.
ers Irvin research institutes of machine industry So the proportion of readis 42 percent as opposed.to
50 percent in machine industry. In chemical
industry 19 percent is opposed
to 20 percent. In power industrY the proportion
of reading is better, than
expected /8 percent as opposed to 6 percent of ttkose
industry!, while the proportion of readers from the employed by the same
research institutes of.
food industry is less than exp4cted: 3 percent
as opiSosed to 6 percent of the
employees of the same industry. Altogether 2619
of our borrowers-Work at
research and planning institutes. as well as national
instititions. The latter
have been stressed also by virtue of their
This number amounts
to 16 percent of all our enrolled borrowerssignificance.
and 35 percent
of our engtneei
60
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readers. In our opinion tliede figures d y demonstrate that the HCTLDC
tapes its share of the promotion of res arch and development work of the
cou,ntry. The technical library provi es the background of production and
research, he decisive role of eng eering
in Budapest is significant
in addition to numerical data, too exactly inwork
consequence
of the Budapest
seats of research, planning and tiortal institutions,, in addition
to industrial
',research institutes, there is expectable number of research. institutes
of
the Hungarian Academy of S erices /251 person!, the professiorpte of universities /484 persons/ an national institutions 434,3 persons /.'lt is needless to stress the role of use institutions in the direction of the clevqop-'
meat of ne sea r h in our 'country.

e dtstribution of specialists of fechnical university education was exam ed. The number + of
., of university education tan be broken doWn as follows: active tec.hcians
7 mechanical enginner
percent
,.
electrica4 engineer
.,t :' '40
16
II
architect engineer
11
chemical engineer
Is
9
- civil engineer
1,
.'
9
t
metallurgical engineer
7
mining engineer.
4 'o
other engineer
l 4 '"
Their number totalled 60.800 in 1970. It must be noted that one reason for ,
this distribution is that the education of mechanical engineers was
not did:partmentalized for a long time. The
of electrical engineers began.
only in 1949, so electrieal engineerseducalion
over the age of 40 were granted their
.. diplomas by the faculty of mechanical engineering. According to present' .1 day real distribution mechanical
engineers come to 26 percent while elec_rrte.al engineers'cose to 30 percent. About the,half of the active technicians
of uniitersity education work in Budapest, i.e. about 30.000 persons. With
regard to our Budapest, seat it goes without saying that onrreaders come
from among these engineers.
,
411

..

.

In 1970 there were about 170.000 readers enrolled in the
HCTLDC, 43,5 percent of them had university and secondary technical edu-.
cation. We found that 80 percent of our. engineer readers came from 232
institutions. 35 percent of 7414 engineer readers /2619 pe'rsons/ came
from research and planning institutes, faculties
of universities as well as
various national institutions while 65 percent /4795'persons/ were engineers
working in cdthpaniesi In certain instances institutions are not enuaterated
one by one but cumulatively /e.g. institutes of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, institutes of the Ministfy of Metallurgy and Machine Industry, .
institutes of the Ministry of Heavy Industries, etc. /. Briefly summarized,
the findings of our investigations' are
the following:
- More than.200 personS came to nun library, from among the employees of
.1
the following institutions: 4
Research institutes of the Hungarian Academy of 9cience.s,
Technical University of Budapest,
Csepel Works
,
.,

.

0

+

ds kOzepfoku szakemberek vdgzettstig
/Specialists
with university and secondary education, the szerint;
distribution of their
education/. Budapest, Stat.K. 1971.

,5

- 100-200 persons came to our library from among the employees of the following institution'
17;
-

United Incandescent Lamp and Electric Company'Ltd.
Hungarian State Railways
GAN Z-MAVAG Works

Research Institute of Electrical Automation
VEGYTERV

Institutes of the Ministry of Metallurgy and Machine
Industry
- 51-100 borrowers came from
19
institutions,
7
"
41- 50
25
"
31 -4d
.t
21- 30
38
11- 20
65

6- 10

69

We hope that the present paper hots duly emphasized our original assumption that library use is an essential condition of effective engineering
work. It may be taken for granted that the work of g.ngineer readers who visit
libraries is much more effective than that of non - readers. 'The increase of
the number of engineer readers must be inevitably accompanied by the improvement of the quality of engineering work annhe increase of its' efficiency. It shows also the branches of industry within which the acquisition of
professional literature must be increased fOr there is a social demand on it
indeed, as well as the branches of industry within which it is enough to content ourselves with the acquisiticin of the most important works for there is
no demand on an extensive base of professional literature. In branches lagging behind reader propaganda must be increased in order to change employees in light industry and food industry into active readers of technical lit-

erature.

Table 1.
Branch of Industry

Readers
of the
HCTLDC

Employed
technicians
no.
percent

Engineer
readers of
the HCTLDC
per loo
employed
technicians

+

Production
indexes in
relation to
the number
of employees

Teleoommunteation,

precision engineer7
ing, electromechanical engineering
CheM1 cal induetry

Machine industry
Power industry
Vehicle industry
Food industry
Metallurgy
Building material
Mining
Light induatty

1452
1008
97o

24.5o o

153

23.9oo 15,o
4.5oo 2,8'

517

16.2oo

10,3

9.500
6.000
12.300
19.7oo

6,o
3,8

11.7oo

7,4 ,

1-76---1-17soo----7-0
143
92
13o
293

Ipari adatt6r 1960-1970.
pest, Stat. K. 1972. 276 p.

6,o
8,6
4%4

15,5

7,7
12,4

,

368
2o4

135
174

3,4
172
1,6

151

156

1,5
1,5
1,1
1,5

13o
131

171

quick- reference book.)' 1. vol. Buda-

6
62

0

Table 2.
Branch of industry

Readers Nc.pf-empFirm libraries Firm library
of the
loyed tech- reader /year voL reader
/year
HCTLIC
nicians
vol.per loo
/dngineer/
amp. tech.

Telecommunication,
precision engineering, electromeeh.
engineering
Chemical industry

1452.
looS'

Machine ,industry.

Power industry
Vehiole industry
Food industry
Metallurgy
Mining
Light industry
Building material ind.
r

.

970
153
517
176
143
13o
293
92

24.5oo
11.7oo
23.9oo
4.500
16.2oo
11.000
9.500
12.3oo
19.7oo
6.000

143.o7o 417.000 53o 17oo
86.25o 211.000 73o. 1800
loo.48o 25o.000' 42o 15oo
.9.75o 29.000 217
64o
22.400 116.000 139
72o
,
no data
7.7oo 74..000
81
78o
7.000 32.000
57
26o
9.3oo 19.700
42
44
2.5oo 34.000
41
6o

Table 3.
The distribution of the places of emploYnaent
HCTLDC working in research institutes by of readers of the
branches of industry
Branch of industry

Telecommunication
and pr(c.engineering
Machine industry
together:
Chemical industry
Power industry
Vehicle industry,
transport
Research in water
conservancy
Metallurgy
Light industry'
Mining
Food industry
Building material,
.

Industrial research insitutes
Engineer reader No.of employeem
of the HCTLDC
in industrial
/employees in
res. instiindustrial res.
tute8
institutes/

Expenditures
mFt

257
500 r.

2.25

ta2 persons /42%/ 6.5oo
/5o %/ ili
22o
/19%/ 2.600 /2o %/
234
97
/ 8%/
76o'/ 6 %/ 99
81
// 796/
400 / 3 %/
79
/ 7%/
59
'i 5%/
56o / 4 / 66
49
/ 4%/
600 /4,5 / 6o
36
/ 3 %/
600 /4,5%/ 51
35
/ 3%/
78o / 6 %/ 75
24
/ 20/
212 / 2 %/ 65
' 1.162 persons

beE

wr

In industrial research institutes
industrial planning institutes
universities
institutes of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences
National institutions
Other scientific institutes
Total:
Tudomanyos k14.atiia 1970.

1.162 of our readers are emp.
257
A
484
251

2.619 persons

(Scientific research).
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Bp. Stat. K. 1972. 78 p.
163
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ADDITIONAL STATEMENT

:tail. reason for our surVey W119 a presuppositioh claiming a -rolationsh.p between the' riaamber of the technical. libraries' eriglneer-readers and
the production indexes of the branches' of industry repro. ented by them. In
,ather %auras, a'e wanted to discover the munsdicate "financial" effect dl the
library on production.

d.

r
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SZENTIRMAI Laszlo

READING HABITS OF UNIVERSITY
NTS AS
REVEALED BY A ONE-WEEK TIMESTUD
BUDGET SURVEY
Id April, 1973,

among the students of the Attila jdzsef University
/Szeged/; the structure of
activities of the way of life
the help of one-week

was examined with
time budgets and
framework of the examination of the standardized interviews. Within the
structure
of
activities,reading,
extremely important working phase and
an
activity of self- education had as
touched upon both within time and leisure
to be
time. After an investigation exploring the problem and analyzing the function
of reading a one-week
budget was made of 20 percent of the basic
time
population
of the Attila jcizsef
University between April 11-18, 1973. /This
is
the
corpus
of
Diaries of activities were filled by more than
our study/.
four hundred students.
The interviewers giving out the forms of
time budget and the guides
to filling in asked the students
only to fill in the appropriate
blank what they
did at intervals of 15 minutes. If
the activity in question did not
last for 15
minutes, then more of them could be combined.
ware collected, a 17 percent sample of students,When the diaries, of activities
asked' by the interviewers participate in filling e.g. 300 persons were
in the standardized interview form. The selection oftothe
sample
ical list was made of the names of all thewas simple and random. An alphabetstudents 'broken down into faculties
and years and on the basis of the above-mentioned
well as seventh students were in the
principle every fifth as
sample.

After ourearller
exploring the problem
function of some activities, survey
determining the
reading in the first place, theand
aim of oar two
"instrumental" /diary of activities
tivities
and
standardized
interview/ surveys was .,
to examine'the content of the way of life of
students with the help of the structure of activities, above all working rand leisure
to reading. The codes of our diaries of activitiesactivities with special regard
activities of students were divided into 7 broad were grouped so that the
groups and 65 kinds of activities, among them the making of notes
required reading and not required
reading were taken into consideration.on
The
standardized
all aimed at the exploration of individual
interview was above
phases of the working process, so
the making of notes on required reading. We
examined how frequently inchvidual working elements
how certain activities were
Jaccurred-on-the-days-of-tbe-week-afTdritiTiineTiia
repeated during term. One of our suppositions
was that students were not equipped with working
tools as required. The
supply of textbooks and lecturenotes was not
satisfactory. On one hand- certain textbooks-and lecture
notes
were
not
available,
on the other the students
of certain faculties ought to have spent
reat amounts on textbooks /in addition to dictionaries/ whiCh they couldso
not
Therefore a significantproportion of students went to -libraries /uni
stitutes and faculties/ not Just to read furtherersity library, libraries of inprofessional literature but because it was only there that they could get
access to certain working tools,
65,

,.,

/

i.e. textbooks, without standing in line. In our sample the proportion of women is higher, the time budget was filled in by 68.3 percent and the standardized interview by 69.3 percent. Of those students who did not com rom the
seat of the university more women than men lived in hostels. Among m n a
higher proportion lived in lodgings. The school - Leaving certifiEntes o women
ong
were better,. Among women there were more outstanding pupils than
men. Better school achievement may tie partly accounted for by the fact that
women there were more professional people.
among the pa,
Nearly the half of the students /48.7 percent/ came to the universityfrom small towns, 'while the other half came from big cities as well as county
seats or middle-site towns of equal size. We think that drawbacks caused by
settlement structure !Rust be pointed out. -its effect may make itself felt both
in school archievemetit and the structure of culture. In the analysis of the
university education of parents we have found that minimally 14 percent
/whose fathers did not finish the eight classes of the primary school or its
equivalent/ is at disadvantage with regard to the cultural environment of the
family'. When hereinafter we shall give the amount of time of the reading elements of the structure of activities, we always use average time. This was
obtained by figuring obit the whole time spent on the activity on the basis of
the time ,budget and diViding it by the number of students filling in the diaries
of activities irrespective of whether they read or not.
o.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF KINDS-OF ACTIVITIES IN THE WEEKLY 168HOUR TIME BASIS /NOT REQUIRED READING EMPHASIZED,.REQUIRED
READING IN WORKING TIME.I

Kind of activity

-

studying = working time
Working time restricted
to university
-Work-that can be done
at home

Hour,

21.28

12.7

25.14

Political, puplic activity

Activity connected with work
Traffic
Instructional excursion
Journey home

Leisure activities
Use of mass media
J '4.59
Cultur-e,
ter4aininent--- -3.33
READING /not required/ 4.66

friendly company, courting 11.10
0.52
Gainful employment
1.46
Sports
Miscellaneous employments 1.49
Scientific work /not
rpeqiiired
0.41
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Percent

decimal hour

15.0
46.42
1.71

27.7
1.0

3.57
1.56
1.87

2.1
0.9

'

1.1

2.07

'

27.26

16.4_

O

p

2.7
6.7
0.9
0.9
0.2

-

Kind of activity

decimal hour

Hour,

Passive spending of leisure

time
Domestic work
Time spent on physiological
needs
Sleep

9.32
2.54

5.0

16.69
57.70

10.0
34.3

168

hours

Percent

1.5

100.0
percent

It is obvious that reading of not required character takes on the average
4.66 hours'a week, this is -2.7 percent of employments of
the whole week and
within the structure of leisure. time is the second
time-consumineemloyment.' We shall deal with required reading in most
breaking
the working
e. We'have broken it down into mornings and afternoons,down
too. The amount
of
e spent in friendly Company or on courting in the mornings
cannot be
left ' t of consideration. This is not unconditionally
in a club orwalking, its ay mean reading periodicals or boolFs in two spent
in the parlour of the_
Univers Library.
DISTRIBU ON OF ACTIVITIES IN THE MORNINGS AND
AFTERNOONS
OF THE WE
/ONLY LEISURE ACTIVITY/
/IN THE PERC
AND AFTERNOO

Activity

TAL STRUCTURE OF ACTIVITIES IN THE MORNINGS
OF THE WEEK/

Mornings

Afternoons
hour, decintaihour, percent
hour, decimal hour, perc.
Leisure activities 6.38
10'41
21.27,
33.8
Use of mass media
1. 2
\
1.7
3.57
5.8
culture, entertainment
0.38
\ 0.6
3.22
5.1
READING /not required/
\ 1.5
0.98
.
3.68
5.8
friendly company
2.42
\3.8
8.7
13.8
gainfl employment
0.23 .
0.3
0.3
'
0.4
sporti
0.69
10.
0.77
1.2
scien c work
/not r uired/
0.21__ _ __ _Q _____---0,2-------------6;5other e loyments
o.45
0.83
1.3
Reading of not required character in the mornings of the week takes on the
average hour' There is a possibility for it because the students do not
spend w king time in a single time-block, working time and leisure time
alternate within 24 hours. So there is a possibility both for the making
of
notes of equired reading and not required reading in the morning. Reading
of not req red character takes 3.68 hours every afternoon, it is the second
most time consuming employment. Reading of such character takes 1.5
per67
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the surcent of activities in the morning and.5.8 percent in the afternoon. InSaturday
as a Sunday we found that
vey of a week-day and a weekend as well the
viewpoint of working time taken
and Sunday deviated from weekdays from
university. In work that can be
by activities that can be carried out at thedeviation
of one minute or two. On
done at home there is hardly discernible
Saturday the student's less study is "recompensed" by domestic works:
washing, ironing and shopping. On Sunday the time spent on leisure activities increases. Students read more on Saturday and Sunday.

"

,

THE STRUCTURE OF ACTIVITIES ON WEDNESDAY,
SATURDArY AND SUNDAY

/IN PERCENT OF INDIVIDUAL DAYS/

Kind of activity

(Leisure activities /morel' time-consuming/
1.9
27
Use of mass media

Culture, entertain-

Sunday

Saturday

,Wednesday
min.

%

64

4.4

64

4.4

39

2.7

49

3.4

ment

17

1.2,

41

2.8

quired/

36

2.5

48
123

3.3

READING /not reFriendly company

84

5.8

min.

8.5

126

8.7

The above table shows that though students read more on weekend and Sunday than on week-days, the time requirements and percental proportion of
other activities, conthis activity do not increase by leaps and bounds like throughout
the week.
sequently reading is an activity regularly carried out
READING IN WORKING TIME

In recent years, mainly after the introduction of the reform of higher
education, ,the educational organization of institutions of higher educatison require's of students to study regularly week by week, to read regularly and to
make notes of reading matter. Regular preparation means that time spent
daily on study, preparation and the making of notes of required reading must
be unconditionally incorporated into the working time of students, 45.8 percent of Students worked more than 48 hours a week and this exceeded the
working time of workers. Our task was to find out how much of this working
time, comprising working time spent at the university and at home, was spent
on making of notes of required reading. In the time budget working time was
divided into the following:
etc. /
1. working time restricted to university /attendance at classes,
prescribed in the
2. work that can be done at home, i.e. employments notActivities
were clascurriculum, but which are the preconditions of study.
sified as such and among them required reading stands high on the list. The
the University
source of nearly 100 percent of required reading is firstly Even
the public liLibrary or the libraries of'the faculties and departments.
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e,

brary of the city may come into question. Students
did not possess required
reading of their own. From among the interviewed 423
students
percent went to the University Library for required reading 310, i.e. 73
on the week
under survey. From among 289 women 249, i.e. 86.2
134 men 61, i.e. 45.8 percent went to the University percent and from among
Library. Consequently
women' lay greater stress on the study of set books during
term.
The performance of working phases at home revealed correlation
with the year. From the first year upwards
high proportion of working
4' hours decreased, but even so 46 percent of the
the Students

worked for more
than 24 hotits weekly at home. We think the study' confirmed
sition that in consequence of the reform of higher education also our suppoployments decreased% on the contrary?-in consequence of prescribed emthe more frequent
recitation, the number of study hours grew, more hours were
spent on required and professional reading, a higher
level of preparation was required
by lecturers for practice lessons 'and professional
literature is indispensable
to.the acquirement of this material.

THE PERFORMANCE OF INDIVIDUAL WORKING
PHASES, AMONG THEM MAKING OF NOTES ON REQUIRED
READING

With regard to the average of.the whole week 50 percent of the
students was engaged in the study of required books.
we divide the whole
length of time by the number of students, who filled inIfthe
time budget, we
get a weekly average of 3.64 hours. However, if we divide it only by the
number of those who read in fact, than we get a weekly average of 7.37
hours. In the mornings 39 percent of the students read set books for 3,83
hours and this proportion was somewhat
higher, i.e. 43 percent in the afternoLons for 5.16 hours; The highest proportion of students makes
requited reading in addition to preparations for practice lessons, notes on
ing, for the longest time.' Different amounts of working time at homei.e.studyposed of by the student as is made possible by working time at the are disand continuous preparation. Non-attendance at classes by nearly 30university
entails that particularly in the afternoon they use their classmates' percent
make up for what they had missed. It is a much greater loss of time notes to
if
they attended lectures regularly. In our opinion a working phase of than
regular
preparation, making of notes on required reading is done by students as
regularly as required. There is required and recommended reading for the
students of the three faculties alike. Reading matter can be acquired in the
University Library, the library of the faculty or the department, possibly in
the public library of the city, without much difficulty. It is true that students
would like to accumulate more reading matter at the same time and
rather
they wait and borrow it from their classmate and then they fill in the
gaps.
7.36 hours in the case of those who make notes on actual required reading
shows that they spend a daily average of more, than one hour on this working
phase if they can get at required
reading.
Taking into consideration the making of notes on required reading
fn libraries by faculties, we can state that occasions
of visit concern altogether 73.3 percent of the students. The students of the faculty of sciences
read less required reading in the University Library, only, 34,1 percent of
them, they are followed by law students with 55.1 percent. On the week under
69
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-survey arts students read set books most frequently in tit, University Library, their proportion is 152,9 percent.
BEGINNINGS OF ORIGINAL SCIENTIFIC WORK

"t

There is a close interrelationship betweed the students' scientific and
self-educational work as well as libraries since students do a significant
depending on the stock of li,part of their scientific work and self-educationliterature
may be an index of
braries. The study of prescribed professional
identification with studying. Earlier we have seen that on the week under survey 50 percent of students dealt with professional literature for a weekly avmore than 3 hours.
erage of more than 7 hours or on the basis of our sampleUniversity
Library is
the frequency'of visiting libraries and among.them the
considerably influenced by the students' idea of the necessity of visiting libraries. We tried to analyze this idea in a previous survey of ours.
IDEA OF THE NECESSITYOF REGULARLY VISITING THE UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY

Degree of necessity

For' studying

N. 1258
Unconditionally

For self-edu-

Entertainment

cation
N. 1258

1258

necessary

61.3

55.7

33.5

necessary
Very rarely

33.6

37:6

47.4

3.6

3.8

15.0
4.1

Not unconditionally
necessary.

2.9

1.5

Not necessary

100.0.
100.0
400.0 "4'.'Total
Students consider visiting the University Library most necessary primarily
for their studying and self-education. A considerable proportion, however,
and original
gets at the professional literature necessary for his studies
scientific work not %lily here but also in the libraries a the faculty, the institute and the public library of the city. Visiting the University Library on
yearly average compriseA several kinds of activities. 38.3 percent of, students borrows regularly; a yearly average of 6067 percent reads and makes
notes on required reading and professional literature, 35.3 percent studies
self-education and enterown notes; 31.4 percent reads for the purpose ofplays
not only a mediatory
tainment. Consequqntly, the University Library
role in making available the body of knowledge but provides study space for
more than one third of the students. TWTS-f-dp-ar-e-h-ere-for-thetr-examinadons.
Regular visiting of libraries regularly begins to shape during the
second semester, it manifests itself in the second and third years, then
frequency is somewhat reduced. According to the data of our earlier survey
more than the half of students regularly visit library on yearly average but
'with different frequency. The index of activity carried out in a libiary, primarily in the library of an institution of higher education is consequently an im70
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portant data in the examination of the degree of
students' identification
their work. Thg amount of time spent
on regular reading, i.e. required,with
commended and )9ther professional literature
connected with work is signi-recantly influenced by the followings;
a/ main subject;
b/ sense of vocation in the making;
c/ system of regiutitements in the institution of
question
higher education in
.

'd/ rational time economy

Reading plays a significant.role in the structure of the
students* activities
both in working time and leisure time. Their
show that they
would readmore for the purpose of both theirexpectations
work
and
self-education if
their time economy made it possible. The demand
on more regular reading of
lager time .shis shown by the data of our
earlier survey when the question to
be answered was the following: What intensity
in reading professional literature, fiction and do students think necessary
popular science after the
completion of their higher studies?
T WHAT DEGREE DO YOU THINK NECESSARY
READING AS A COMPON NT OF YOUR CONTINUOUS
EDUCATION AFTER HAVING TAKEN
DEGREE?
YOUR
..
..,,

Frequency of reading

Professional lit.
N., 1258

Mor than until now
As m
as now at least
Won' ave time for it
Thinks it unnecessary

63.034.0

2,0
1.0

Fiction

N.. 1258

84.0
30:0

.4.0
2.0

Total

Popular science

N 1258
49.0
44.0

4.0
3.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
The responses of the students contained
an unambiguous criticism of the present intensity of their habits in reading professional
literature and the time.
spent on it, since approximately
two thirds of them spoke about the rise of
the level of their profesSional reading
prevalent at the time of the survey,
which at the same time confirms the intensity
of their identification with special subjects.
READING,IN LEISURE TIME

Within tlte framework of the standardized interview we asked the
students what they would do if they had
unexpectedly three hours of leisure
'time, pi. the basis 9f their responses 'nearly50
of them would read,
about 10.percent would rest, some would spend percent
it on studying and
one third
,could carry out different activities. We think this
great proportion of reading very significant since, in t1- e course of
earlier survey, we experienced that in certain groups of )students theour
frequency of
declined
during university years as comjared to- secondary- schoolreading
Presumably
even the students realized it but they could also experienceyears.
that the system of
171

norms. in an institution of higher education required reading of different 'qualay and weight than during secondary-school years. In secondary-school age
reading stands third in the order of rank of the most attractive employments,
In fact it stands sixth. We.think that by such a high proportion of preference
foil reading in unexpected leisure time the students criticize their reading
habits during both secondary-school and university years. There is signifiCant difference between sexes. The proportion of those who wish to study
does not differ considerably but v.).hile 52 percent of women would spend leisure time on reading, only 42 percent of men would 'do so. In consequence of
r more frequent reading women are more familiar with questions related to
fiction and arts. In the analysis of the structure of activities we stated that
on the average the leisure time of students was as folio s:
27 hours
minutes
Weekly,
67 hou
3 minutes
Mornings /together/
21 hours 14 minutes
Afternoons /together/
In the analysis of the time structure of the whole week on the basis of percental distribution we could find 7 activities carried out by 50 percent of the u
students. Reading and the use of mass me is predominated. "
After comparison with the data of the survey of the national panel,
we concluded that the students in institutions of higher education belonged
entirely to the category of readers.

a

During the week of our survey 13.7 percent of the students did not
read set books. Nearly 30 percent of the students read 1 hour daily at
least..There is'clifference among the sexes: more women read for longer
time than men. 21.1 percent,,of the women read more than 8 hours on the
Week under survex,in the case of men this proportion was only,14.1 percent.
University achievement influences time spent on reading because among satisfactory students the proportion of those who read for more than 8 hours.was
lower. The year considerably influences the frequency- of reading and the
time spent on reading. Students in the first year read lest and the least stydents who indicated reading times above 8 hours were among them. With the
progress of years, the number of hours devoted to reading increases. 12.5
percent of the students who had filled in the time budget /423,persons/ read
not required books in the University Library, 15.2 percent of the women
and 6.7 percent of the men. Consequently the University Library helps students above all with professional literature and that! s what students read in
the reading room. The proportion of borrowing not set book is much higher
than that of professional literature. This kind of reading is reflected by the
index of reading and'the time spent On reading.

W think that reading is such a leisure activity which is carried .out
regularly b every student with more or less frequency and for different
lengths of ti e. Regularity means reading one book at least a month. Students satisfy is demand set up by themselves, the women more; the men

,less.

However, student does not become a reader at a-stroke. Perhaps
it is not too bold to enture the remark that an individual becomes a regular

+ F. GiqS6 - F. PA AKI - Gy, VARHEGYI: Diakeletmdd Budapesten.
/Students' way of life in Budapest/ Budapest, 1971. 116 p.

reader concomitantly with becoming a university
ound"distribution in the compbsition Of reading,student. There is a relative
not required!, fiction /prose and poetry/ as well matter: technical books
as popular science. If we
take only borrowing from a library as
basis; an overwhelming majority of
students, chorse their reading matter fora required
is sought by 73 per
cent and fiction by 64 percent in libraries. To thisreading
those students
must be
added /about 35 percent!
who buy the books'tkey
interest in for their
own private libraries. To.sura it Up: the set-vicesare
of
the
University Library
play an essential role in the structure of activities
of university students'
way of life.ADDITIONAL STATEMENT
.

. Just one word more about methods:
When working among undergradtintes, wp did not look at them as readers,
not even as library users.
Inotead we sought an answer to questions concerning
an 'bound on, one) hand tp their: work and studies, and their reading., habits
on the other hand,
lo their leis) time attivittes. University students (undergraduateo)
.- regarded en,lys too percent reading °octal layer. We conducted can be
our investigplipn with/rlhe help of time
diaries completed by ateuidardlzed
interiiidw sheets. The goal of ourbalanCe
survey
was
to
acquire
a
#tde
picture of
the students' reading habits and of the role
the Szeged University Li-brary. The University .Library has to perform of,
a manyfold role: it supplies
the students with compulsory reading, with special literature
needed for '
independent research work, and with fiction and non-fiction for
their passtime activities, The library must be,besides
all
thenet
a
centre
for research, too.
OTC differences in cultural background are but natural among
students begireing their studies. What is deplorable is the fact flat the
differonce° continue to grow during
university years. This process
cannot be our.,ed, except by intensivetheir
llbretry attendance.

\
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DISCUSSION

Leader at discussion: W,ALIGORA, Johanna

Just before tho genoral dobato, lot me express Coma question.

dodved from the procsented papers.

Whorl investigating library work from tho point of view of quality,
wo must anowo-lhopo questiono: Do onginoercs and scientists need Uteratura just ao much es people dealing with the social ocioncers? Is it Indeed
loading?
Important '(or a public library to win tho technical intellektu'alcs
Vshat can a library do that pociagoguors" toaching natttel scioncors shoule,
use the library to the oamo extent no their colleagues teaching clasoicof
subJecLs?

KAMAR.AS latvan

Thoro Is' no ouch ophoro of activity whero, al addition to proper

*lunation°, contain disfunctiono do not emerge. Evora tho boat library may be
charactorizeri by captain amount of technical mechanism, Just as oven the
best odudator` ;4 guilty in a curtain amount, of didactics. Tho same applloa
to reading tesaarchos, too. SuCh disfurictions may emorgo, tar instate,

while training thildron (or regular reading. A child can enter the library
quite riponteneouoly, driven by his own intorost ar curiosity, or ho can get
' thord through tho wartt of the school. And the two cosecs aro by no moans
oqual. tho wanted tq avid the diolunctiono of that kind, having published
a book by. Seindor Xats&nyi "arts Lille I<Onyveo-T6th entitled "1 am Exploring the Library', which In fact is a library guide (or children. Let mo
ask our colleague Drawler if they are carrying out rosoarchel on possible
ti
dioluncons,
too? Are they planning to publloh any similar mat riot?
0
.

DRESSLER, llingard

According to the new GDR purriculum, students° will be introduced
'
into library use, as a part of lectures on Gorman, literature and grammar.
There will 'be a general Introduction In the 2nd class. Tho socond library`
introduction will be held 'in tho 5th class, thin time tho uoe of catalogues
and other trick° ql uding a llbreey" will be taught. , And In tho 8th cLasb we
shall introduce' tho 'adult library to our students. A reading Ust of buggested
books will bit. given to each ago group.

to

KOWDZIEJSKA, Jadwlga

e
a.

bur colleague Szoritirmal's statoment men-

I would like to cipmpl
tioning that we made slaillar expe onto in Szcocln, and we could make
contain that undergraduates who did not attend tho library from the very be.ginning4 of their studies yore more Uabio to drop out than, 'tricot) regularly
attending the library. This Cl course dons not mean that everybody must be
compelled to frequent the libraries; thorn are, after all, other ways to obtain

3.

books.
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DOSRYNINA, Natalia E.Y

Ono of our earlier

ourvoys (Reading in Soviet provincial towns)*
hen taught us that we did not
give enough attention to childrerte
As for now) %No are working ,with methods similar
reading.
colleagues; our libraries corm lament and amplify theto those of our German
material of the toidboolcs..
WALIGORA, Johanna

I-

Our researches prevail; that
of reading in libraries shows
a decreasing tendency oiler the' 18thintensity
year of' life, this being valid not
le students but to the working youth as
well. Tlie tact is of course inonly
interdopendenee with an emergence of other 'sources of
supply (buiiing books,
a. widening of the circle of aqualigancea).
beside these, the changing 'or their way of life also has much to do and,
the . tact. Those young
men, who, beside reading literature needed to with
their studies, pit in' s clahn
aloe ter services of the public libraries,. are undergoing
and the development of their poisorwalities will strongly a radical change,
be influenced by
their being, or being not, . a regular
reader.
S.

PAPP Istwin

,

An impo rtant momint in 'colleague ittirolyi's
research is the fact
that she investigated the same problems within en intdrval

of ten years:
that is, she is trying to detect the changes in
respect. A similar
approbch is used by Attila Va,gy in hid survey,some
as we shall see it later.
The library is in the students' view also-.4%
research

a fact stated by Colleague Szentirmai. This fact, corroborates, workshop - .
another one,
namely that the library has got an important
eyen as part of the environment. This claim must bo asserted when role
planning
library buildings ton_
the future. One important statement in Laszlo Szentirrai's
about the development of a -group's,, system of standards. Uconlibution was
development of a system of standards within separate groups:we assist the
then we are
helping with the development of new interpersonal
relations as well.
the
habit of reading in acknowledted as social standard
by
workers'
socialist
brigades, then Lye shall have considerable successes in the
reading of the
working class.'
.
vvALIGURA, Johanna
c
I regard this latest statement as a statement of great importance,
seeing that up to mow nothing has been
told
about
the
libraries
within the
tactoricris.

Constaplin-Dumitr u

I w,ould like to speak about teachers
80. most for educating
the reading -public of the future. Much complaintwho
can be heered against ,
teachers e. g. that they do nit work well in
iritel'est to make regular readers out of the"
e young people.
4this respect, but those 'leaching °etchers of literature are still better cif in
sciences areoreltactand to send chit=
dren into libraries. Vie conductedexact
in a small provincial town,
where each tencher was requestedinvesligations
to place the above mentioned, activity in
the fleid of his work. No had .to` draw.arsome pretty gloomy conclusions.
'
Some 80 percents of the teachenq teaching natural sciences did not
know
the technical literature which is recommendable
for pupils. Therefore, 'in each
library of the small town we marked the special literature coryorming with
the curriculum. The experiment has been going"' din for two years
now.
Owing to the marks and recommendations we 'Made, Interest towards
special
75
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literature has considerably been increased. A change took place in the
works of the ill-retries, too: a more exact knowledge of school curricula made
its impact on the enrichment of the holdings; books were asked for, which
nobody had noUred before, and, what is even more, a list of missing book"
was sent to the publishing houses. This work ought to have been. carried
out within the scheme of the teachers' extension-training; inotead it was thb
librarians who did it, to increase library attendance.
KAROLYI Agnes

,Flight up to now, ve have' regarded this oolely ea the task of
teachers of literattre - a great mistake. Today we imake a trouble even of
the fact that AO% of the holdings in ache& libraries consist of fiction. We
would like to achieve a rate of fifty-fifty. Also now tasks emerge: One
must inform the much engaged teachers about literature published in his
line, possibly clividbd Into age- groups.
It is a pleasure to hear the good results of our Rumanian colleagues' experiments. So-called "specialized bibllographlesu endowed with

some kinds of pedagogical reviews, are regularty 'published also in this
country, and as fan as we know, teachers make good use of them.
a

KATSANYI Sander
't

It has been said by some speakers that schools are not good in

turning their students into regular, readers. If thiS Is really the case through ord. Europe, then the reasons must be found, but we must not be content
with merely subjective factars. Hungarian curricula have strict prescriptions
concerning the development of reading habits. And if the realization is yet
so poor; then the reason must obviously be sought in the educator's system of meens. I do not speak here about mistakes made by Individual teach.
ors. It is the formerly mentioned dIsKinctkm, that makes trouble, and one
cannot fight ',tegariist it with subjective methods. I do not want to underestimate these efforts, but. I think a solution of this problem should be that
methods developing Independent thinking must come to power in pedagogy,
and they ought to be in contact with the use of means of Information,- The
educational process itself should produce the need for literature. The setts:-

faction of the needs on a high level will of course be the library's task.
As for me, I am convinced that I am trying to force an, at least partly,

open door. The Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party's resolution concerning
educational policy has defined these problems, and so it Is the school, tang
not the library, who thakes the Initiettive; In consequence the .library's tasks
will Increase considerably. .
SA.SV.412I Ilona

i.kt present the National Technical Library and Documentatidn Centro
is clinsed before young people aged 14-18. Some years ago, however, it was
they who supplied the Library with the most devoted readers. The engineer
wants tO make money, the undergraduate wants to pass his exams, but those
young people who indeed of going to the cinema In tapir leisure Ulm°, attend a special' llbra& must be led by a deep and sincere scientific interest
Not (no of great inventors began his carreer by ""flddling about" in his
childhood.

DRESSLER, Irmgard

The orientation of pedagogues teaching natural sciences in liters -

.ture is a problematic issue in the GDR, too. I think the reasons be soughtin their training and continuing training. We also make bibllogEaphies for
them, processing various collections and the materials published in periodicals.
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NAGY Attila
In Mrs. Kotodzieiska's' paper there is a quotation from. Escarpit
saying that the question of one's becoming, or,
not becoming, a regular
reader is determined Well before entering school.
not only the technicql skill of reading is iriolved, but the outlinesThere
of the future aesthatical
sense as well. While speaking of -the system of means and methods in pedagogy,' and analyzing the efiicience of pedagogical work, one necessarily
must take into consideration some statistical data.. In Western Europe 80
percents of the children under six are attending nursery
schools, In Hungary only 56 percents ",
I am not informed about the quality of aesthetic education in those
countries. In Hungary it works at least as well as in the first (our classes
of 'the primary school. We do not doubt
children must be made active
participans story-telling, 'Music-listening inthat
film projections, etc., but the effectiveness would be increased if the libraries would turn the parents.
The papers of colleagues Waligora
Dressler make clear that
the most demanding readers in public librariesand
are the middle school and
college Audents. I should Like to ask whether public libracies in the GDR
are prepared to satisfy very much specialized demands?
DRESSLER, Irmgard

Let me say some words about thp re lationships between nursery
schools and libraries. It is important that those children who are Still illiterste listen to story - telling with pleasure, see pictures or movie. Recently,
thaPiks to the development of the training of kindergarten, teachers, groups
of nursery children often visit L.irearies. Of course the capacity of the library must cope with them. A frequent
experience, is that libraries consider
their task to provide only those children who can already read.

We often take part in the training and extension-training of kindergarten
teachers where we introduce the available childbooks.
Authors of child-books also"
frequently pay visits to the nursery schools. Another problem, concerning the readVirg of children, is that we are not always able to answer their questions. For

instance, even the six Nears old child is interested in rockets, and we
hawe no books lo satisfy their curiosity. W'b tried to consult the publishing
houses' in this problem. They were ready to give cpmissions to authors but
having received the manuscripts, it turned out, that they were intelligible
but for the ten years old and upwards.
Chil rein from the' 6-8th classes of the secondary,,school (age
Croup 12-IA)
roady demand popular science books written for c,dults, but
children's libr
s have no capacity (or buying such books; they are, therefgre, compelled to atisty such needs 1-,y individual or 'Tiber-library lending.
Such problems, I suppose, are characteri4Lic not only
the GDR; therefbrp I suageLt that in our proposals
should not speak exclusively about
our"tut.tre research intentions; let us speak also about the possibilities of
or.zanizit a continuous and mutual exchange of experiences.
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NAGY Attila ".

INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTIVENESS .IN A LIBRARY''
/Preliminary report of a longitudinal investigation/

With the increase of investigations of the sociology of reading we get
Ilereasingly more information on how definite social strata read, when,
what,, how much and why,, how reading is embedded in their leisure time and
to what extent it has become an integral part of their way of living. As for
. investigations of the psychology of reading, they ,inform us more emphatically ort the influence of, spiritual processes and properties, under which works
are choienr.understood, evaluated and their spirit entered into. In principle, among a number of decisive factors also the effect of the libary is
implied - directly or indirectly - by the result of every investigation of the
sociology or psychology of reading. However, since investigations are directed at the general, so to say all sociological and psychological problems
of reading, we do not treat separately what the library in particular means
to the reader. Our research is direct.i 'exactly at this idea unexplored so

far.

It is naturallyobvious that the library takes. effect together with other institutions of society, ,is bound by many a tie to the complicated system'
of relationships within which it operates.
Primarily one's initial stage, the family background, the occupation
of parents, the richness of the permanently surrounding environment in cultural stimuli from early childhood, one's education, place in the divialon of
labour, leisure time that can be spent on culture, the characteristic established. way of cognitive activity, the-style of processing knowledge and experiences, the prestige of art and science and the book in particular in a
given society, stratum or group play an outstanding role in defining a person's cultdral - and within this reading% demands, interest, and taste
measurable by his capacity for selection.
THE AIM OF THE INVESTIGATION

It is obvious that a radical qualitative change in the formation of

re ers' demands, interest and taste can be expected only if the whole line
+ The plan and methods"of the investigation were drawn u,p and elaborated
in copperation with, Laszlo Hal4sz. The research report.containing the
putthig Of questions in detail, the research methods as well as the charac-'
teristics of the initial stage has bee4 published in the meanime.
' Laszlo Halasz-- Attila Nagy: Hatasvizsgalat konyvtarban 1. /Investigation

of effectiveness in a ti.bra. 1./ Bp. N.P.I. 1974. 152 p.

Si

of effects operates differently from the previous period, i.e. more favourably. Naturally the foregoing do not mean that a single factor may not have at
the same time, relative independence within the complex line of effects. The
question that interests us most is the following: what happens in consequence
of the intervention of the library /librarian/ in this line of effects? Our aim
is to approach the answer one step et least to the following question: how can

a particular - though still modest - surplus be added to the selective, receptive and evaluative activity of the reader by the library, as an institution
with definite material and pernnal conditions. how can this gurplus be apprehended? Earlier investigations have proved beyond all question that library
Use implies a particular surplus and a higher level of demands. However,.
we know little About the particular role played by the library in the creation
and accumulation of the indicated cultural prel-eminence.

From the very first do more agile and active people come under the
spell of libraries and only increase their original advantage?_Or can even
the use of the library in itself induce and generate the modification of the
structure of tastes and activities?
THE STRATEGY OF INVESTIGATION

They were our basic questions when, in the spring of 1972, we interviewed in extreme detaFl nearly 400 readers selected at random in two central
public libraries of two county seats, Simultaneously we interviewed nearly
200 nonreaders characterized by the same demographical and sociological
conditions /on the basis of previously fixed questionnaires/ about the characteristic of their cultural activity. We visited the same persons with the passing, of two years. In 1974, again, and by the re-use of the research instruments used on the firtt occasion we judged the reality of the different degrees of presupposed - or rather desired d. changes in favour of the readers,
the rise of their demands to a higher level. A considerable part of our efforts was used to collect a; various displays of reading people as possible
under relatively exact and reproducible circumstances. Accordingly, we
tried to enforce the nedessary complexity in setting up our investigative
apparatus,
This report was compiled after the repetition of the investigation in
1974, however, in the course of its detailed processing. Therefore our
initial questions cannot be answered explicitly yet, however, we have formulated some remarkable statements with regard to the surplus of library
users, based on the first investigation as well as on the changes already
reflected in some cases, depending on the results of the second investigations,
+ Peter Mandl: Konyvolvasds es konyvvaserlds 1 gyatorszdgon. /Reacting
and purchase of books in Hungary/. Budapest, KTTK, 1965, Istvan Kama-

to
.

rds - Peter Polanyi; Ertelmiseg, olvasds, kdnyvtar./ Intellectuals, reading, library/. Budapest, N.P,I, 1970. Nagy Attila: Kozmilvel6desi intezmtinyek idrzisi szekhelyeiken, /Institutigns of general culture in the chief

towns of districts./ Budapest, N.P.I. 1972.
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THE RESULTS

We could prove the process of becoming more cultured and the rise
of the levek of one' s demands . if any measurable change can occur with the
passage of two years at least - by the- content of spending the leisure time,
the enrichment of the content of activities above all things. At the start the
existing situation had to be explored as exactly as possible, therefore, ameng other, we asked the interviewees to evaluate from double aspects sixteen kinds of leisure activities and eleven kinds of television programmes:
,
A: To what ekteatedo they consider as attractive the sixteen kinds
of activities ale well as eleven television programs enumerated
by us?
. B: In their opinion what do people think of the pastimes and prigrams in question in general?
They could express their opinions by giving, marks from 1 to 5.

.

From the very wide range of aspects of analysis only the remarkable
differences within groups are emphasized here. The fact that library users
setliigher value on the study of professional literature, concerts, theatre
or literary programs etc. of the television than non-users is not particularly surprising, therefore need not be illustrated by dine among other Pao.
tors exactly that' s why they go tojibraries. The way the images of 'them selves" and of "others" and the systems of prebarences appear in some
survey, the twoinearly merge into each other or definitely
Itroupdtmder
eparate, has a diagnostic value in turn.

"

In the following figures /figs. 1, 2, 3, 4/ always a pair of curves
together, where one of them /indicated as
/ represents the
verages of group of judments of themselves while the other /indicated as
--- / rtpresents the imaginary,. general images of others. The areas bet een the curves /hatched fields/ show the relative distance between the
two images. A single trend is worthy of attention: The area of fields closed
in by the two curves is different in the two groups, For this mason there
are occupations which "I" consider generally much more important than "others", e.g. reading, going to theatres and art - exhibitions, at the same time
"others" prefer television,viewing, cards and match - going.
The marks imply a kind of divergence which. creates distance, makes
a distinction on the scale of values, hoWever, not in equal measure. In the
experimzntal group /here the hatched fields are larger/ this separating
tendency to emphasize themselves and separate themselves from the others
by marked katures is stronger since examining the average marks of the
group we do not find significant difference between evultiationS from "A" and
'B" aspects in three cases only. In turn ,the results of the control group are
identical in eight cases, therefore the hatched fields are considerably smaller. That is to say the members of the group which does not go to library
feel themselves rather similar to others, more exactly they are less capable of separating their ideas of themselves and of the general "others".

The group of library users is rather willing to widen the gap in
double evaluation. between 1" and "the others", i.e. their own accepted
norms and the others' svposed norms. Namely they do this according to the
value of the given possibility of spending the leisure time. If the value is
high, their own judgments are more favourable than the others' judgments in
their own opinion, if the value is low, they do Just the very opposite.
8$
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Accordingly, the members Of the
group imply amore
definite profile, a more characteristic andexperimental
differentiated system of cultural
values even in the initial stage.
In 1972 and 1974 alike a complete time budget of
two days of every
interviewee /their worktime and leisure time on a Wednesday
and a Sunday/
. was compiled. Even the first investigation showed marked differences
which
have not levelled up in the course of two years but have become
even more
'marked.

The non-users are characterized
a kind of more measured,airier,
more leisure way of living while the librarybyusers
in the experimental group
are characterized. by the more stressed, denser structure
of activities and
more substantial use Of time.
The persons in the control group sleep more, wash and breakfast
more leisurely /physiological activities/,
at the same time undertake less
housework and the time frame pf cultural activities
is narrower.
Examining the first structuring of the system of cultural activities we
may state that time spent on television viewing on Wednesday was increased
in both groups nwilly in equal measure /15-20 minutes/ but the column for
Sunday grew on
the case of non-readers. This growth is worthy of attention because the original level /2,22 hours per capita/ was
rather high
This occurence in the opposite with regard to time spent on reading
books and journals. Here the originally existing surplus characteristic of
library users does not change conspicuously, however, aboVe the level of
perceptibility. Library readers read for three-quarters
instead of half-hour
on weekdays while the control ensemble retains the original
half-hour. On
Sunday practically both groups remained true to their character
,and retained
the 30-Minute difference as well.
(
'''4%
Hence the reality of the attitude setting significantly
higher value on
fiction and professional literature is controllable in the experimental grouplet us recall the preceding page - since the time spent on reading
days is about twice as much as in the case of the ..:,Nitrol group. on Sun-

The picture becomes richer if, in addition differences of time frames,43
we study the actual reading material on Sundays,toalso
down into categories. We have accurately recorded and arranged intobroken
categories
what our
interviewees read on the given day under survey in 1972 and 1974. alike.
Af-.
ter the systematic comparison of the data we-may confirm that library users
do not read books simply longer on days of rest but the level of their choice
is considerably higher as can be read in the detailed comparisons by categories and groups. Moreover, with the passing of two years, original differences increased primarily as far as modern, artistical fiction and educational works of scientific level are concerned, that is the gap between tastes
manifest in the ability to choose widened even farther.
The above-mentioned qualitative differences inJhe structure of reading
material are corroborated by the lines of data compiled,
with regard to the
content of private libraries. The questionnaires of the first
investigation inquired about the quantity of these works only. However, since here we did
not find essential differences characteristic of individual groups, at the same
time the otherness of the structure of the reading material was striking even
I87
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desirable 'to inquire
then - In the-cou se of the second investigation it seemed
d
content
over
and
above
quantify,
about,the quality
indicating the
W th this en \in view we compiled a list of thip yrtitems,
and the interviewees
authors without th titles of works/ for 'a greateranyby the authors in
were rec tiested to f lin the titles they owned - if
quettion.

The average time per capita spent on television viewing as
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After the summary of information gained in this w yVe may conclude
- without giving full details of the data- not
proporti of, /aesthetically less valuable/ lecture or realistic-classics the
is decisive or as j3.-hapPens
their number was almost the same nearly in.,every case in both
groups: The
frequency of the presence of contemporary valuable ficqon /Boll,
,Bulgakov,*
Faulkner, Gyula flies, Evtusenka, Laszlo Nagy, Istvan orkeny, Remarque,
...Santa, etc. */ as well as handbooks /encyclopedias,. dictionaries/ and
technical/ trade books confirmed the markedly divergent composition of the reading
material of individual groups which became known, earlier, -the slifferendes
in taste ubjectii;ied in actual choice /reading and purchased.
SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES

As we have striven to illustrate it on the preceding pages, the actual
surplus of library users already existed in initiaal
stage''and can be accounted
for neither simply by the differences in the socialo.situation,,
moreover, library use somehow implies the accumulation of surplus - parttrY as a cause. fter the partial proceSsing and. interpretation of our. data, naturally there will
be .a more favourable chance to answer this last range of questpons
more substantially.

We have not entertained ardent hopes of the,erintonomous effect of the
library at the beginning of our work either, at the
same time we have already
got°an appropriate number of strong proofs to refute complete ineffectiveness.
Still, let us stray from the point a bit in another direction in conclusion. What
can cause changes of different nature and measure in leisure activities nine,
the rise of the level of taste for fiction in addition
to the intensive effect of
the library and librarians?
.

Unfortunately' in the course of the first investigation /inl.972/.we
have not iniquired about the interviewees" perspectives and objectives.-However, we managed to do it in 197L in the following manner?''Please tell us in
short how do you imagine your life after 10 years?"
The most important tendencies of the a;ialySis of the content of informal answers to the open-el-vied que,stion may
bi summarized as follows:
the non-users wish the significant improvement of living standards
furnishinf, , car etc.. , the increase of leisure
time and generp.1
perity it-talruktess, :iarYtionic life, happinesS, etc. in the 'future. human pros'krhile the members of the experimental group - retaining the foregoing sce about their aspirations related to'their work,; advancetnent,
:earning, oven academic degrees, and social activity nore frequently.
'fence not the existence of 'perspectives or the lack of them charac
rerizes the contrast between the ta,O groups. A more rational and resolute
,asemble showtri, greater "achievement rnoilvation7, psychologically speak - and formulating a more clear-cu picture of ttie future stands
to a group which trenins of a better easier future without efforts,opposite
is more)
as.sive, 4.t wants to or even less than at present let us recall the itdata
of
the time budget -, clioesqthess on a lowt'r revel and presumably
sho s less
'achievement :motivation.",
"`
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i.),....logical,itivestigations confirmed' many times the vital tillmottvational system in apprehending the basis of personality
..tructate, t..e difficulties of Amendment as well as the particular natur:2 of
leyelopmt.nt which is linked with childhood
if the ..library" really wants, to be effective, ine.vitably it must
early as possible,
Join tile intensive chtidhe,gd factors of socializatton,as
welland for as many children us possible. With this end to view much more
needed equipped and more atteactive children's and school libraries are
naturally in harmony with the development of the network of kindergartens
the pr6sent
arid primary schools developing and modernized more rapidly than
mind,
clioo8e,,
and
adults
actively
improve
their
rate it we want to see youth
an/1 juike an a high level and beable to recognize the good and the bad, val.:
uable,definitely
Another impor ant condition of the grafting of achievement motiveto persons, direct eegu?ton and its 'spreading by "infection" Ls attachment
cultured
personalities worlar interpersonal relatio ship with sympathetic,
th% of imitation, who can ind will want to mediate:
.

I

Are the hunian co dawns of intensive effect -Fulfilled, are reference
libraries suitable and prepared to the mediator's role; which is to plant and
to de%elop motives, aims, efforts and stimuli?
AcIDITIONAL STATEMENT

Ye? have perhaps also noticed that there is one common point

investigations. A,paycriticism c....oricomihs psychological and sociological
iniAstigaticfn tries to measure 'the interests, the motivation and

Jr,

thological

investigation tries to size
the intriligence Of a person, while a sociological
thing happens in both ca.seS:
social
phenomena.
In
fact
the
same
up sue,
reality. Snapshots of course
we mor0, a4prigid snapshot out of the changing
grasping reality, tout a comprehension of the move-.
have their Significance in diet.ction
and
speed,
'would
he much more impormeasuri;ig
ment
improvability of the given
taht. cIt 11 the' raychologist's ttOlt to study the
is doing exactly
t ersr.rditv. tN, way of his creativity. NoW the'ociologist
The movedie geme when si ing up and trying to detect thes:;7;bovements.
As yet, our achievements
ment ,,rice. grasped, trodictii.,noitwestroation
may tie «dated,
going on al present tries to crehave no historiCal
the eovelation
ate itself its own hiStory, arid at the same time, undertakes
nion,ort. This work has much in common with that performed by theof
I< rive .viliaite.
paper, we offered a diagram, drawing the, atcortplete
To
icy.
Carrying out our survey, we could detect
tend
tohtiopi to, ,ne
in the experimental and the
Slc7vaician ,Folle.1`,,tic..00 in

a string ton,tencry towards the realities both the year M72 the interviewed
the data of
curtot drii... In cfbmpanson with
dccdbirnent-Plays of the
iii4fieir vain e on the news and
subleci rh 1974.:,-let
leisure
activities they appreciated more the
pro4ravut s and among their
reading

if

epeokalized literature.

the use of specialt,e uhary stati0,tics have already shown that hear
about unsatiscould even
ired ',Iterature urn rt.:1,0; in some case, we
fied ,eedsj, ip this field. Papers of our Estonian and GDR colleagues also
.

mention similar phenomena.
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Margot,

WEISS,

ON THE. ACTIVITIES OF CENTRAL LIBRARIES
WORKING WITHIN VILLAGE ASSOCIATIONS.
FILE CREATION OF VILLAGE ASSOCIATIONS AND THE WORK
.7.E'NTRAL LIBRARIES WITHIN THE VILLAGE ASSOCIATIONS

ESTABLISHMENT OF VILLAGE ASSOCIATIONS - DEVELOPMENT
AND AIMS

In order to''be in a position to accomplish the essential task set by,
8th Congress of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany one deeds a highly
-v..qopeu and intensive socialist agriculture which
- produces with industrial metho'ds,
- ensures the stable supply of the population and an

L-Lprovement of the, quality of life,

- promotes a planned and prOportional development of economy.

The differences between urban and rural areas are gr wally compensated by means of the increasing degree of socialization an the change in
the quality of work. Also the class and social relations, the nditions of
,work and life and the creative development of the personality re also underthanges.
The achievement of that aim will be a complicated and lasting historical process. The set tasks cannot be accomplished within the existing structure of towns and villages in consideration of their possibilities. In 1972
'1.cre were 8.777 towns and villliges in the G.D.R. 85 percent of them has less
taft 2.000 inhabitants and 7,0 percent less than 500 inhabitants. These facts
.:iptlasize the necessity of enforcing the establishment of village associations,
,rnportant decisions have been made and the legal foundation has been laid by
T:ie, party and the goverment.

..rilla4e -associations represent a mode of socialist team work that
cor,prises alt fields of social life. Towns and'villages which retain their juris1,-.R.otial autonomy work together on the basis of their local representations.
establiShmeht is carried out on a voluntary basis., In order to organize
1.1(.1 coordinate.their work, the representations of the towns and villages set
,Ap a council of the village associations which is functioning as a collective organ, responsible to the local representations. At the end of December, '1973,
t:ere existed already 244 N..11age associations in the rural regions of the
G.D.R. With nearly 1.8 million inhabitants they comprise 21 percent of the

town and villages. This process is going on at a different rate, of course.
Conequently we have a fairly differentiated image of the developmental stages,
which comprises the already existing village associations of model quality to
those only starting development.
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1.2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF CENTR L LIBRARIES

ASSOCIATIONS

WITHIN VILLAGE

Central libraries /CL/ have be in exists nce for nearly twelve
years since thetime of the socialisetran formation
of the countryside. They
are professionally Managed libraries for the inhabitants
of the placepT4uestion and institutions for insructing and s pplytng tlae
aged village Libraries /in villages and se lements/ non - professionally manwith literature. They
tomprisenveragely 5 to 8 villages with 4 to 7 thousand
inhabitants within
their field of work."The establishment
of 'liege
/VA/ necessitated the analysis of the activities of th= publicassociations
libraries
side, especially the, existing CLs with the aim of testing in the countrytheir ability as CLs
within the VAs.

The main points in this connection were
- tJ settl. down the CL Into the total process of political, economic
and intellectual-cultural development wit n the
VA,
- to intensify the forms and method s of work and to raise the efffciency of the CL in order to meet the dema ds
of the users in a quantitatively and qualitatively better way.
- 4o direct the activities of planni g and management to the
new
methods of cooperation and to increase the financial
means.
- to examine the sites of CLs and o locate them
in the social
centres.

,

2. POSSIBILITIES FOR INVESTI ATION INTO MEETING
THE USERS DEMANDS FOR ENTRAIL LIBRARIES WORKING

IN VILLAGE ASSOCIA IONS
2.1. FUNDAMENTAL NOTES ON THE RE EARCH ACTIVITY OF PUBLIC
LIBRARIES IN VILLAGE ASSOCIATIONS

The changes occurring in the coun ryside are extremely strongly
felt. They are also a very interesting field
or sociological surveys in rural
areas.
- In connection with the evaluation

f the working standards in public
libraries, it is not only important, on the r sults
at hand, to base statistical
inquiries and experiences, but, in the first' line, to
reveal new tendencies

.,,,

which are of concern for the fiiture development of those areas and the people
living and working there.,
- Therefore it is necessary to aim et the village associations which
are already advanced and to use them as fields of investigation.
` - Hypotheses relating to the develo ment of
librarianship must
139 the starting point at the' stageof the deve opment ofrural
VAs, which are ,charketerized by cooperation,industrial methods of production;
the further development of socialist democracy,
higher level of education and the educational
standard of workers in agricultural
enterprises.
- The requirements of ltrature and information on literature,
users demands and expectations, he satisfaction of justified
whole process of communication that is going on in the librarywishes, the
tion with the use of literature must be regarded'tn this respect.and in connec- Not only the unfulh.11ed requests have to be includedlbut also the
whole demand for literature and information on literature.
are obliged to
pay attention to the users of the'CLs, and at the same time We
also to non-users
-
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of our institutions, in particular those inhabitants in th-e village associations
village
who are actively participating in the social develsapatent within the
association by their work and their achievernent. In this respect it is of relevance to make comparisons between the proportion of users and non-users
of public libraries.
CARRYING OUT A TEST INVESTIGATION IN. CENTRAL LIBRARIES
AS PREPARATORY WORK FOR A FUTUREktvtAJOR INVESTIGATION

The test investigation was carried out during a period, then immediate
preparations for the communal elections were taking place in the G.D.R.,
i.e. during a time of increased political activity, public accounts and meetings. It seemed suitable to discuss the work of the CLs as well. The local
activity of the CL was of primary interest. 7 CLs were chosen in places of
different size and structure with pOpulations between 600 and 6.000. Such
places are-in question where industrial forms of production have already
been introduced and social life oriented at progressive aims. All the CLs
were professionally managed. Their 'results can be positively evaluated.
The head librarians belong to those who do waive social work and have a
mind open to the set of problems connected with village associations.; The
users of the CLs are the.following: averagely 600 to 800, about 45 per.ent
children, 17 percent young people and 39 percent adults ab'ove the age of
18. The proportion of the CL users to the total number of the population on
the average is about 38 percent. TheFe is a comprehensive and detailed factual material about the chosen places, elaborated in cooperation with the
local councils.
Our project - interviews with users and non-users of CLs - was aimed
at supplementing and evaluating the result from the librarian's point of
view.
3. RESULTS OF THE INTERVIEWS WITH USERS AND
NON-USERS OF THE CENTRAL LIBRARIES
3.1%* AIMS AND STARTING-POINTS

Starting from the present state of the CL in the VA and from conditions
and perspectives, we wanted to get insight into the relationship between literature and library use. The means and ways to occupy with reading,ijhe
motivations that lead to occupation with literature and the possibilities of
acquiring literature in the countryside had to be brought to light. Tesides
the personal data of the users also their,reasons for not using libraries had
to be recorded. Moreover the evaluation of library work by users had to be
found out. Interviews, individual talks with users and nonusers of the-CLs
were used. The non-users had to be argued to library use as far as possiWe. The heads of the CLs functioned as interviewers.
0A questionnaire had been worked Out in order to have a model for the
interviews and to ensure uniform principles of interpretatiOn. The record
list had to be precisely filled in at THE-END OF THE INTERVIEW /cf.
supplement/. Durit the talks notes could be made.
9g
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The,partners of the interviews were apprbnfices
sons, havinetheir dwellings in the chosen seven places..anti professional perThe interviews
were carried out betweenAPril and the middle of May, 1974.
analysis
was done manually. To characterize . the interviewed personsThe
here are some
summarized remarks: Talks were held with 577
apprentices and professional
persons
.

Users of C Ls
Non-users

.

,

,

.,.

.,
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275
/3 lists void/. About
three-quarterkof the interview partners were under
45. The older age group
is less represented. 50.1 percent were males,
49,9 percent females.
'

.

Regarding the field the interview partners were
working in, the group
ot workers in the material production
took the lead /32.8 percent: users
35.7 percent, non-users 29.4 percent/4
They
followed by those who work
in agriculture, food industry and forestry. As are
a result we obtained a repre,
senta,tive cross-section of population, e.g. national
vision, service, public health, administration, local education, trade, proforces were represented almost equally /5.9 percent,government and armed:
5.5 pertent., 3.4 per.tent h.
..
,
1
The educational level seems ttp be of special interest.
The questioned
persons were asked about the highek level of their education.
Of the 577
, answers the proportion of those
having less than eight forms and still employed as unskilled workers amounts
of 4.3 percent. In most
cases they'are older inhabitants. In to a minimum
the skilled workers are pre-.
dominant, their percentage is 42,3. comparison
percent possesses a school-leaving
examination of a vocational school or 19,6
college. 7 percent \DI' the questioned
persons were engaged in continued education
that would end with a public
examination. 12,3 percent tried to obtain.professiondl
training by means of
continued education. With this end of view strong efforts
academies of industrial firms, agricultural cooperatives, are made by the
agricultural schools
and the like. Besides these continual professional
courses, political instru
gtions and classes of the party are made use of.
-.
.
4.

A permanent demand for
education rises from the advanced indus`1 trialization of agriculturalcontinued
production and the increase
of general education
as well as from the active participation in social
bodies and functions.
,r:2 ON -THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS IN THE COUNTRYSIDE

The educational process is making quick progress also in the country-,
side and must be reckoned with as a permanent
motivation in library use.
With regard to the supply of special
professional literature an information,
a fundamental support by public libraries is necessary as well
labour and cooperation with research libraries is necessary. s division of
3.3 ON THE DEMAIII)S FOR PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
/PART 3 OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE /'
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The motivations in the suppgy of
literature and non-fiction
are primarilyZetermined by the taftetSprofessional
pf education anti continued education
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as well as now-professional reasons.. Textbook, materials for extramural
studies and pamphlets are made available besides.
During the interviews
ion-users of CLs
Cl-users
Total
55..

p.c.

465"pc.

b3.9 p.c.

..g

expressed demands for literature with a view to education, continued education and profession /more than one purpose was passible/.
The distribution of this amount is the following:
.
I
.
...,
.
non-users
of CLs
Total . CL-users

/Percentage/

professional education
continued education
study

professional work

16.8
12.7

11.-5

11.6

4.3

6.2

9.5
2.2

15.5

31.5

,

36.1

26.5

The profession learned and followed in reality were fixed in order
to supplement this complex. We refrained from grouping them into a quantitative order. The survey showed that in general the questioned persons followed their learned professions. Only a tendency to further qualification or
observed in a proportion of the
taking of a more responsible position
interview partners.
_

4

3.4. ON THE DEMANDS FOR GENERAL EDUCATION AND SPARE TIME
PLANNING

Individual inclinations, talents and efforts are expressed not only in
professional activity. They have also other aspects in the field outside the
professional sphere which we calLsomewhat incorrectly "spare time sphere".
For this very reason spare time is also utilized for the discharge of necessary and life-ensuring duties as well as to gain substantial experiences of
many types. The wish for participation in the complexity of intellectual and
cultural life becomes evident through it. For that reason, in the interview
television was often referred to, since it plays a tremendous role especially for the rural population as it confers popular knowledge and fine arts in a
manifold manner.

Part 5 of the questionnaire inquires about such purposes of the use
of literature which are in the first place related to spare time occupations
and therefore the immediate object of the individua,l's free decision in a
higher degree. 90.2 percent of the interview partners use literature For entertainment and relaxation purposes as well as for occupation in definite
fields of interest and for instruction and guidance in the domestic sphere.
Non-fiction has priority in that case. The portion of CL-users who read for
leisure time purposes even amounts to 98.6 percent.
Part 5.1. deals primarily with-the reading of fiction and suggests
a closer relationship and more intensive reception of imaginative literature
by`CL-users. The pleasure found in the reading of fiction is often related
to_t4,0 artistic treatment, which can be found in other genres of fine arts _as
Secial investigations ought to be made on this subject in order to
we
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reveal more than the existing few data. The high proportion of reading in
leisure time can be evaluated positively for the countryside.
With regard to work with fiction, the further development of receptive
. abilitieS will have to be emphasized. The transmission of the knowledge in
literature and literary history should be the next step.
3.5 RESULTS OF THE,ACQUISITION OF LITERATURE

Let us see the initial question put at the beginning of the conversation;
Newspapers
Journals
Books
What do you read: .
Total number

CL-users

e

95.1

Percentage
61.1

94.4
96.4

83.3
73.1

8z.0
96.6
65.1

Non-users of CL
These figures express a keen interest in the occupation with literature. Con,'
sequently the question arises: Where do the inhabitants get information on
published literature and acquire this information from? After all the 87.3 percent of those who are informed is a fairly. high-proportion. Divided into CL-

users /97 percent/ and non-users of CL /76.1 percent/ the fact that CL-

users can take much advantage of their contact with the library and show more

interest is once more confirmed, e.g. 51.3 percent CL-users and 9.5 percent non-users of L. In the order of sources mass media take the lead press, radial and television account for 51.8 percent, followed by book trade
with 33.6 percent and finally libraries and information centres with 31.4 per-.
Cent. The role of individual conversations is considerable, amounting to
27.2 percent.

The question must be seen against this background, in which the population in the VA is supplied with literature. Let us examine this process at
first without the cooperation of libraries. Do they buy, literature or borrow
it from friends and colleagues? What about the possibilities of purchase? Most
o f t le CLs have takenover the sale of literature on the' basis of contracts entered into with the national book trade. The range of titles and the actuality
of the book supply are insufficientalike in the rural bookshops. 76 percent
of the questioned persons replied that they bought books.
The survey of the acquisition by means of purchase and loans from private
persons is based on part 8 of the questionnaire.
,

Total number
4

8.1 by loans from friends and
..
colleagues
8.2 by purchase
,- at the dwelling place
Li- at the neighbouring town
- mail-order book trade

27.0
65.5

17.9
38.6

13.2

CL`-users 'Non -users

Percentage
28.8
73.5
23.5
44.5
13.5

25.1
56.7
11.6

32.4
12.7

The possibilities of the supply of libraries have been neglected temporarily hitherto. The-shares are different in individual places. It is typical again
here that CL-users are keener buyers of books. Thus their share is considerably high. A similar proportion can be observed in the acquisition of journals. The assortment of the periodical stock in a CL ought to be enlarged. As
997
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to the supply of daily newspapers, subscriptions unquestionably take the lead.
In that respect the use of libraries other than CLs must not be left out of
consideration. We have already referred to the fact that 55.1 percent of the
interviewed persons were library users. Nearly all of them used the CLs.
According to the structure of the territory, some of theni also visited the
'village library, partly also the regional library, i.e. libraries belonging to
the network of public libraries, the most,,important sources of the ,acquisition
of literature in this regional framework.
3.6 RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION 8F THE WORK OF CENTRAL
1.IBRARIES
Finally the following question was put to the non-users of the CLs;
-Why don't you use the CL?" 90 percent
of the questioned persons replied
:o the question while 9.8 pe-rcentedid not give reasons.
A literal reproductionof the texts is not possible here, 'we had to
form groups. In summary, the following
main reasons can be mentioned:
private book .c.ollections, lack of time, of interest in library use, long distances., unsuitable opening hours, imperfect information on the CL, "coreaders" with family members registered as users.
ON ADVERTISING LIBRARY USE,

Of the 275;ion-usei-s of CL 109 would be won as library users
/39.6 percent of theinterview partners/.
The users were invited to' express their opinion of the library, how
they evaluated the CL's work. As a rule, the users
rated the present state
of the development of the CL and did not adjust their demands on the CL to
future standards. Though this point of view ought to be desirable. Lackieg
possibilities of comparison with the work of other libraries, uncertainties in
the evaluation of the services, lacking critical reflection lead to satisfaction
with unsufficient conditions. Let us see the opinions of questioned readers
the seven CLs. 51.3 percent spoke of regular use, 46.7 percent only'of
a casual one. Also the opinions of the questions of detail related
to library
use had to be grouped.

The iisers' ..opinion of the CLs stock;

Opinions of the services:

/Percentage/

12.1 Praise
Satisfaction
t Restraint
No answer

I1.9
65.6

26;5
59.2

6.3

10.3

16.2

4.0

There are also connecting lines with part 4. In this.case the interview
partners were invited to name literature respectively fields impOrtant and
necessary for them. 353 persons expressed concrete demands. In particular,
literature belonging to the groups of agricultural technology, automobile
technology and economy was ahead. The wishes for fiction were,expressZd in
a very general form.
100
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Obviously, the opening hours of the CLs just
meet the requirements
sent.
.. at pre-

Praise.

Satisfaction
Restraint

b.3 percent

78.5 -"2. 5 - "-

There were only a few detailed remarks referring
to the possibilipes of
visiting and working in the evenings ar on Saturdays,
to sufficient space and,
equipment for reading and study in the libraiY. Merely
percent of the users, made justified demands, also with young retders, 30.8
regard to information
on the stock. The youth welcomed the introduction of record
lending andthe
like in the CLs in particular.
The evaluation of activities with regard to
arrangements was poor,
though'19.8 percent of the users expressed pleasure
in literary discusSions.
.

4. RESULTS AND PONCLUSIONS.FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH
ACTIVITY

Th- interviews made with CL--users and non-users
provided us wish
new insigh s and impulses in consideration
work in the countryside. The
personal e gagement of the librarians in theofinterviews
has been profitable
foi their w rk and position in the VA, important for
their knowledge of the
population' requirements. The attitude of tile in
ew partners was cordmunicative, mpartial and open-minded.
We have to c nclude that the
applied method implie a certain risk with.respect to obje tivity and, reliability. In the course -o the
investigation these
scruples prov d to beObtjectless.though the criticel
emark must,be made
that for a basi investigation
of the questions ust be formulated more
exactly in orde to ensure thesome
precision of data'in a omprehenSive and uniformmanner, major investigation
would be possible IV means of that conversational aria sis. A representativeness
could be achieved by exactly
meeting the dem ds of sociological methodology..
Sociological wort based on these surveys must examine
further development more thoroughly and offer practice the processes of
as foundations for
perspective work f the,librarigs with their users by fundamental
theoretical
premises.

We start fro the fact that demands
are made on literature and library
use which result fr. social development and
its
quirements which b ginate in the development of aims as well as from repersonalit3r; the individuality of personality, the personality in collectives, and
societY. Public libraries
have to meet this com lex of requirements by all meals
in satisfying the
demands. These prin 'pies hold good even for the smallest
a question of speciali/ tion and cooperation of shaping the institution. It is
contents and the
organization of library' ork, to what extent and level demands
are satisfied
by the individual library.

_
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ADDITIONAL STATEMENT

carried out in village

attendance were
Our anvestioations on library
There books and library services have an
communities (Gemeindeverbander).
development
of personalities, considering that the
emphatic importance in the
have to work accordpopulation has to overtake a "serious handicap. They
with means new tasks for the libraries, toe. In
ing to new requirements, using
guided conservations to get acquainted with
our experiment ..we were
the needs ,of the future. s
with librarians, who know
First' of all we conducted conversations
students,
too. My paper conhad conversation with
many p;ople, but weachieve:nen-Is,
We made clear that lots of needs contains a part of our
cerning library use must be satisfied
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MARUNIAK.,,, Peter and collective
1.

SOME RESULTS OF THE, RESEARCH
INTO READER NEEDS IN SLOVAKIA
/On the basis of the inyestigations carried 6ut in the
village KriVel/
.

Our short paper is to give account of some result's of two surveys
carried out in the village KrivEi
in 1961-62 and 1,970.
There are two reasons forgiving account of these
surveys of all
- Slovakia - as is known was constituted as
etonomically and
culturally least developed part, of-Czechoslovakia:
The
ares the county
Arva, where alio the village Krivd
K
is sit
was the most backward even
within Slovakia itself. Therefore the impa ted,
t of socialist
was
most marked exactly herd, which is corro rated also bysociarchairges
the results yielded
by the research into reader needs.
- In the village Kriva tvib analo
, in the same decade, which makes comps s` investigations were carried out
ations possible. In both mvestigaticms two main questions and problems were
taken into consideration:
Ei/ the economic, political, cultural and
demographical characteristics of the village
b/ the library of the village Krivd,
c/ reader needs ih the village Krivel.:"
4-

0ORTfDESCRIPTION OF THE VILLAGE
The exOceSsly agricultural character originating in the
past of Arva
began to change on17 after the libeivition
in 1945 and, in particular, after
1948 when the working class came to complete
power.
Despite these changes the village Krivd preserved
agkcultural character
at the time'of both surveys even though the majorityits
of
population worked
inkdifferent bran.ch4s of economy within and without thethe
village. The constantly increasing incomes, the improvement of housing,
Ahe equipment of households with Machines , the raising 'Of the level of education
ing of the standard of living and culture of the populatioh. all testify the raisCiiltural and social
life in the Allege is to a certain extentlimitgd owing
to disadvantageous conditions of culture.The only
ty,was the public library. institution provided with funds for its own activiz

LIBRARIES OF THE VILLAGE

Apart from the local public library there are isonie further libraries

in the village KriVEi.
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through 1961-66 the book gtock of the local public library improved as
fo' its quantity and quality alike. In 1967 the local public library became a
branch of the Central Library of Podbiel.

\

READERS IN THE LOCAL PUBLIC LIBRARY OF THE
VILLAGE KRIVA:

.

In 1960 there were 143 enrolled readers /22 percent of the total population/, b2 of whom were under the age of 14. In 1.970 there were 127 recorded
readers A77 of them under 15/. This relative decrease is to a certain extent
explained by, some interesting factors related to the use of the library, dispowered by the investigation repeated in 1970:
_..- out of 90 respondents only 15 persons visited the library, i.e.. 16,6
percbnt,
- 30 respondents /33.3 percent/ replied that some member of the family
usually children or brothers and sisters /`went to the local public library
and took books home to be read by the other family members,
- 9 re'spondents /10.0 percent/ borrowed.kooks from some other libra-

r.,

Az

- 20 respondents /22.2 percent/ read only their own books,
.
- 94res,pondents /10.0 percent/. borrowed books from their acquaintances,
- 7 respondents /77 percent/ gave other reasons for not going to the
library, e.g. lack of time, etc.,
/
Both surveys confirmed that youth under 15 constituted.the most signiiicant group of readers in the village Krivii.
4.,

I

The majority of male readers changed in favour of female ,readersJ. In
1960 there were 55 males and 26 males, in 1970, hoWever, '14 males and' 10
females.

"\

.

According to occupation in 1960 most readers were workers /28/, and
agricultural workers /26/, 15 employees and 12 other..The number of agricultural workerS:andworkers between 1963 and 1969 was about equal. There
were less employees; which ,is explained by the fact that their Majority had :'
secondary qualifications and owned their ownlibraries.
:

LOANS IN. TRE LIBRARY

Loans and the attendance of libraries in the country it to a certain exft connected with seasons and agricultural works. This holds good'of the
lage Kriva, too. In April there is a decrease which ends only in October.
Contrarily, the most intensive activity is observable from November to
+larch. The fa& discovered in 1961-62, i.e.,that the workers of thecooperatives had more time for reading even during the summer months after thb establishment of the Uniform Agricultural Cooperative was valid in 1970,, too,
even though the number of loans, fluctuates to a considerable extent this
time, according to agricultural works in each month.

In 1961 there were 22..4 books /loans/ per reader'/5.0 per inhabitant/.,
In 1970 there were 20.6 loans' per reader /3.8 per inhabitant/. The recorded
f
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data clearly show certain decrease as against 1960: However, this decrease
does by no means show that less is read in the village Krivd after 10 years.
member of a family /e.g. children or brothers/ supply also the other
members of the family with reading matter.
Some citizens use libraries outside
the village /the central or district library/.
Also the stock of private libraries has grown. E.g. the survey of 1970 showed
that out of 90 respondents
only 13 went to the library but they supplied 94 inhabitants
with books from
the local public library.

PRIVATE LIBRARIES IN THE VILLAGE KR1VA

Both surveys /both 1961/62 and 1970/ were directed at private libraries
which have become signifitant sources of literature
in recent times from the
viewpoint of the new acquisitions for owners of private
libraries and other
citizens alike. While in 1961 there were 15 books per inhabitant
under survey /173 in 611/, in 1970 there were 53 bgoks /110 inhabitInts/. The supplementary data on private libraries in 1962/69 showed that respondents
bought more and more books year by yedr. Thus, in 1962,23 out of 65 families that possessed libraries /38.3 percent/ did not buy a single copy. On
the other hand, in 1969 there were only 9 families /15.0 percent/ that bought
nothing. Six families /10.0 percent/ that bought 6-10 books in 1962 increased their 'purchases to 13 books in 1968 /21.7 percent/. In 1962 there
was not a single family that bought 16-20 books, while in 1969 there were
three fuch families. This upward tendency is not reflected by the increased
number of books only but alsb the yearly increasing funds the readers are
"willing" to spend on books. While in 1962 11 families bought books to the
tune of KCs 20, in 1969 there were only two such
families. 1962 one family bought books to the tune of las 15-200 there was no suchIn
family in 1969,
on the other hand there were already five families in 1969 that bought books.
The increased interest shown in books in the
Kriva is more expressly shown by the summarized sums spent by 60village
households on books in
each years from 1953 to 1961 this sum amounted to Kn 9.789, while in 1969,

during a single year, this sum amounted to KCs 8.935.

Having come to the end of this part, we may conclude that quantitative
and qualitative increase during the past ten years is most clearly shOwn by
the private libraries of Kriva. They became significant factors of the readers' interests and this is shown- not only by the use of several libraries but
also by the attention shown to new publications and the lending of books to
relatives, The Hviezdoslav Library is very popular even now, moreover the
nuMber of the members of,the Association of the Friends of the Beautiful
Books /SPKK/ has increased.

As for the types of books, fiction is predominant in private libraries. In selection the taste of the, possessor9 of private libraries and the needs of youth

are dominant..

, Professional literature is represented to a less extent in private libraries.

Here we mean agricultural and technical literature in the first place. The investigatione of the private libraries in
in 1961-1970 let us evaluate
positive)* the activity of the reading populaMM and the results of this testify
that the level of culture has been raised along the lines of reader needs.
105

READER NEEDS IN' KRIVA

Sigdificant value is attributed to the research into reader needs in'
Slovakia: This kind of research lets us know the following:
a/ an important part of the culture and standard of living of our
people, the style of living and development of the citizens,
b/ the situation of reader needs in Complex mass culture at present
as well as in society %rid other interactions and their constituents
ci the development of reader needs dependent on age and in the_development of the human psyche, as a functionof the structure of activity /class
and social structure/ dependent on geographical and demographical factors
whickrenable us to improve the education orsoeiety.
In the repeated .survey - reader needs - in 1970 it was our presup-/
position that the general development of Krivd in'the recent 10 years has influenced also the reading needs of *e population. Thepresupposition was
based upon'the aim to expand readers, interests and to improve growth. Also
the increase of the stock of public and private libraries, the frequency as
.well as the content of loans entitled as to this working hypothesis.,
THE DEVELOPMENT OF READER NEEDS IN KRIVA

I

In the research into reader's interests we attach great importance
to find out the types orliterature in which the respondents aremost keenly
intereStedor. the types they preferred respectively in 1961/62 and 1970. In
both cases it was found out that there was great interest shown in novels. The
respondents in 1970 appreciated the social and historical ncrvels most. They
appreciated adventure stories less /they were second,in the order of evalua-

qv:on/. Data yielded by repeated, investigations further, showed that the popularity of novels has-grown as agai,nst 1961-62. The three kinds of novel on
the list were preferred by 90^,percent of the respondents as against the 78
percent of the first investigation. The case of the crime story was somewhat
surprising for we had supposed that its popularity would be among the first
three types /it was ranged seventh by the respondents in 1970/. This.fact as
well as the finding that adventure story was placed second testified higher.demends on the part of the readers. The relative great interest shown in the
reading of professional literature is,a significant indicator of the level of
reader interests. /20'percent in 1961/62 and 17.20 percent in 1970./, which
shows greater interest in self-education'. This tendency may be regarded as
a %eery posillice phenomenon in our society,

,

We can draw positive conclusiOns from the date on the reading of
.religious literature. The survey of 1961/62 showed that 32,4 percent of the
respondents read this type of literature while by 1970 their proportion was only 9, 1'percent. If we are aware of the fact that Krivd may be ranged among
traditional and strongly religious villages, this reduction may be regarded as
a success brought about by the school' and also the local public library has
played an important part in it. The most marked reduction of interest in rellgious.literature was observable among youngpeople ages 15-20 and 21-25
aild,further age groups between 25 and 30,- according to the data of the purvey
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of 1970. In other words, religious'literature after 1970
attracted only and
primarily the older age groups in Krivd, to which
also the pensioners belong.
Interest in poetry, shown by the data of both
investigations, was not sufficient.
Even reduction may be observed in comparison
to the survey of 1961/62 /from
13 percent in 1961 to 3,6 percent in 100/. These
indicate that there
are serious gaps in readers' interests as well as data
directed at
poetry during the past 10 years. On the basis of thelibrary
data ofwork
the survey in
1970 we may conclude that the range of literary
genres known to the population of Krivais rather limited.
,

Also the knowledge of individual writers as Well as theirrpopularity,
tell us much about the character
of readers'
and development, no,
matter whether they are Slovakian or foreign.interests
This question was examined
* already in the survey'in 1961/62. The
data of the first and setond investigation give us a highly coloured picture of readers'
favourite authors.
According to data of 1961/62
kian authors, e.g. Martin Kukuan, readers borrowed fiction mostly by Slova-

M. Figuli, B.S. Timitiva, P.O.Hviezdoslav, J. Cajak, j.G Tajovdky, T..Vansovd
and Jege. As far as world literature is concerned, e.g. works by A. Tolstoy,
L.N. Tolstoy, H. Sienkiewicz,' Dickens and M. Sholokhov were borrowed. According
to the survey
repeated in 1970 the most favourite foreigh author
respondents/. From among Slovakian authors J. was, H. Sienkiewicz /19
Niznansky was the most
favourite /10 respondents/. The third most favourite
respondents/. The popularity of the following authors author was .K. May /9
was the same: A. Dumas, J. Verne, M. Figuli /4 respondents/ andlvi. Kukuan,
L.N. Tolstoy, E. M. Retnarque, F. Sagan /3 respondents/.T. Vansov

The first and second surveys both showed that among the
authors
there was no contemporary Slovakian
or even Czech author and that
thk. survey in 1970 showed the great pcipularity
of
e.
g.
Nizniinzky
and May on the
part of more educated readers.
The survey in 1970 confirmed the pPesupposition that
a number,,of
respondents had selected their Favourite
in recent times still before
the survey was carried out. In elucidatingauthors
the notion of "favourite author"
and expanding this notion as well as its significance
- favourite book - we
may conclude that the,reader's relation to books or by
chance to authors
depends on chance to a certain extent. Namely,the
reader
read the book he
liked with interest, it impressed him deeply and he
may possibly return ,ko it
But if he gets the book by.a certain author by chancel
the term chance is
deliberately emphasized/ and its effect was of the samend
character, he may
transfer his relation to the favourite book to the author as
well, and the latter becomes his favourite author in the future. Unfortunately
this relation is not sufficient enough to motivate the respondentthe intensity of
to show interest in other books by his favourite authdr.
The majority Of respondents

said the last book they .had reed was
Tarzan by Burroughs /6 respondents/,
which was followed by Dracula by
Stoker /3 respondents/.
The survey in 1970 examined the
as well as the intensity of
the interests of readers also according interests
the
number
of those who borrowed
and-those who bought books. It
stated that only 38 percent of the respond ents bought books /42/and morewas
than 52 percent /58/ did

not buy books. The
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rest /about 10 percent/ bought books only very rarely. It was also shown
that there is a remarkable harmony between the book bought and read for the
at time, this harmony was greater than that between the favourite author
favourite book and the book read for the last time.
Most respondents bought Tarzan by Burroughs for the last time
the next titles were placed second: Beautiful Hedvig by Niznansky,
Golden ducats to Chocs by Habovstiak and Rebeka by Mauriac /4 respondents /.
READING MOTIVES OF INDIVIDUAL TYPES OF
LITERATURE

. One-of the working hypotheses of the survey' in 1970 was the following_ age played a decisive role in arising interest in reading adventure literature. However, the character of this relation is clearly general. We may
trace tt already in the first survey /in 1961/62-1. Young people in the first
age category /Until 23/ showed greatest interest in reading adventure literature - thetr proportion was 68 percent. In the repeated survey, in .1970 31,85
percent of the respondents /ages 15-20 and 21-25/ showed interest in reading adventure literature while only some of them showed interest in further
literary genres. It is obvious that while in the first age group /ages 15-20/
also social and historical novels were preferred, in the second age group
/ages 21-25/ interest shown in individual literary genres was much more balanced. These young people showed similar interest in social ,and histprical
novels, crime stories and travelogues. This fact. confirms the-differentiation
of readers' interests in different age groups of youth, possibly the influence
of age on the preference for certain literary genres.

In the survey in 1970 it was presupposed that also the number of
average books read grew proportionately to the level of education. The confirmed data are the following:
- 68 respondents with primary qualifications read averagely 1126
books a year, i.e. the average is 16 books per respondent,
- 19 respondents with professional qualifications /without secondary school final examinations/ read"meragely 355 books a year, i.e. the
average is 18 books per respondents,
- 21 respondents with secondary - school leaving certificates read
averagely 908 books a year, i.e. the average is 43 books per respondent,
- 2 respowients with higher qualifications read averagely 150 ooks
a year, i.e. the average is 75 books per respondents.
The majority of respondents.. said that reading was primarily recreation for them /41 respondents/."For the next group reading meant the acquisition of new knowledge /37/. _Emotional experience, solace and satisfaction
/settling/ were given as purposes of reading by 15 respondents. Five persons regarded reading as an essential of life, for two it was educative examples and 7 respondents Nriere unable to give reasons.
Finally, we may conclude that the repeated investigation of readers' interests in Kriviiin 1970 essentially confrrmed the presupposition:
readers' interests wereimproved and expanded during the past 10 years.
Comparisons /if pos4ble at all/ between the two surveys /1961/62 and
1970/ did .not favour the repeated survey, We are dissatisfied with certain
1o&

o

indicators. We may quote as examples the quality of litera taste, the insufficient interest shown in poetry, contemporary Czechos t:maiden works,
new literary genres, eth. On the other hand, as far as lit cry taste is
concerned/ the prominence of certain literary genres was satisfactory but
the list'of the authors was not.

The, titles selected by the respondents show that t ose authors and
works are popular which do not require literary-artistic bitions, mainly
shown by the repeated surrey in 1970, but this caused so disappointment.
These facts indicate that there is still a lot to do in the eld of the readers'
education.

ADDITIONAL. STATE:WC:SNP

Our survey In Kriva village basted tan
eating the changes in the readers' intorests. A
to detect a positive change in their literary taste.

we were
=peeler=
in
pave

waso

Clot liter-

ature grew, that In religiou.s weeks diminished. (Prom
to 9,1
percents).
In another week we conducted itnre,,Jigatiorie concerning 'the sources' of. popular scientific books, and we made
Old the public
Library was by no means the most Important source,
it was not able

to satisfy all the demands.
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THE SOCIAL ROLE OF THE LIBRARY
IN FaRMING THE HEADERS INQUIRIES

public library must be a leading
It is our conception that today's
charged
with the conscious development
institution of permanent, education,
As to the reader, it
of a reading for the purpose of forming personalities.chose
literature as well
to
must proceed in possibly conscious independence
should-be the Erse choice of
the
condition
of
which
as information sources,
the reader's inpublications. The social 'function of the library in formingthe
reader's real
primarily
in
concretely
finding
out
wrests lies therefore
and in
needs and interests in a closer acquaintance with his reading system,
regard
public
the planning of the improvement of his reading. Therefore we
libraries as qualified consultation and information centres.
researches conIn tackling the problem we are supported by two the
public library
ducted in Estonian - the sociological study "The reader of for literature,,
and the research"Demand
in the Estonian S. S. R. in 1967"individual
in public libraries'
recommendation of literature and general information
basis for the characterization
/1971-1972/. Thetfirat one gives a
embraces the probof the social role of Estcmian public libraries, the latter advisory service.
of
view
of
individual
readers'
lem in depth, from the point
Library use is influenced by the readerso'social position in the
community.

in libraries.
The higher the education the greater the interest
The people who use pubpredominant
=dug
readers.
Younger generation is
So leisure in itlic libraries and those who do not have equal spare time.
With the growth of
influence
the
use
of
libraries.
self doesn't essentially
does not dethe reader' s private library the interest in public libraries
crease, on the contrary, they are even more frequently used.
contradiction, let
Our research showed that theie exists no basic
cultural institutions as
public
libraries
and
other
alone competition, among
in
libraries are most active
well as mass media. The people who use public
the
of
the
educational
level
of
any aspect of cultural reception. The rise
kasutajaskond ja selle kujunemist
+ K. Veslciradgi. Rahvaraamatukogude
and the
raclutavad tegurid. /The reading clientele of"public libraries
rahvaraamatukogu lugeja
factors influencing its forming. /In: Eesti NSV
in the Estonian S. S. R. in
. 1967, /The reader of the public library
Summary in Russian.

1967/. Tallinn, 1970, p. 35-84. -
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illation might prognosticate a larger reading clientele for public
libraries
not accompanied by the growth-of fastidiousness. The main task
there.'
.fore should be to retreat, to specify the position
of public -libraries to the
Iibrary system as a whole /in the first place in their relations
braries. With. the extension of education the number of readersto learned lichoose books independently,is increasing everywhere. But it who prefer to
need not mean'
any underestimation of the role of the librarian. A lending discusSion
must
lead the reader to choose literature independently. Consequently
reading
which ensures greater freedom of choice in the reception of
cultural inheritance presumes a most Skilful user of this inheritance as the
as informsnon most suitable to meeting the reader's need for literature.well
And this should
be the aim of the service system of any library. From this
of view there
exists no essential antago ism between the reader's will to point
choose independently and the information ctivity of the librarian.
were

the second part of t e study,`"Demand
literature, recommendation
of literature and individual itilormation"showsfor
flexibly the active atti-,,
tude of the librarian, the cons ious application very
of his activity in recommending
literature and in leading reader's to the individual
mastery of bibliogratiluc information. In each case the res r's educational level
as the most important
characteristic _has'been strictly t en, into consideration-and
the librarian has
acted in accordance with it. The hi g
the level is the more the reader has
been led to the independent choice of books,
in most cases through the use of
,bibliographic tools, but also through a lending discussion. It appeared
that
the reader's initial wish to borrow only one book is by no means decisive,
usually, when given the opportunity to 'choose, he leaves with several books.
We surmised that there is a rather greet number of readers
by the novelty, want to borrow only new books. Librarians who, provoked
consciously layi
stress on the recommendation of earlier publications in consideration
o f t ne
reader's interests. The results turned out
in favour Of the earlier publicatiOns. A most,interesting excerpt from a librarian's
analysis reads as follows: "Even when the reader comes with the wish to get only something
still the librarian know"'s what he sis interested in, he can easily be givennew,
an
earlier publication on the same ,subject or by the-same author."
In the second stage of the
the stress was laid on the connesotion of different, literary genres , experiment
recommendation of earlier fiction -and
the reading of poetry and dramatictheliterature.
The readers. were recommended
to read publications of ()icier literature. Beside
the classics
attention
was called to writers of the older generation whose works aretheir
ead not so
/often. In- tl}e experimental group,34 percent and
in
the
check
group
27
percent
read older Estonian literature. In the experimental group there we a more
people who read poems than in the check group, i.e. 13 percent and
,cent respectively, 26 percent of the working youth with secondary edu pertion
in the experimental grottp .118 percent in the check group/ and 29
of
pupils '18 percent in the check group/. 18 percent of the readers percen
higher
education were interested in poetry. Thus, readers of poetry werewith
mainly
young and more educated library users. Still the reading of poetry it very
'modest in all the libraries under survey. Dramatic
literature was read by 14
percent of the experimeatal group and 8 percent of the
The number of loans and the lending frequency were perceptiblycheckgroup.
higher inthe experimental group, 1:19 and 69 respectively; 0.21 and 0.0. Lending
Of dramatic
literature is successful in case of mare educated readers.
Depending on ti-2e ruder, different methods were used in the recom-',.,
--mendwion of belle.4-10ttres. V ol.x .Kp_eriment detective novels, spy and ad'
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s. they were given
venture stories were usca as recreational reading mat terest. When the readonly
occasionally
tolarouSe
their
i
to readers who readfiction, these book.s,served as a tra s Tonal step to imager didnot read any
was recommended as a "decoy book"
inative literature. This kind of li erature
; Rubakin in 11,e case of 55 readers /9 per..'designation and method are from fisting
range of rc isting. we tried to deepen
cent/. With a wish to-widen tie or, subject,
or genre he dad rad before.
the reader's interests in an au
These characteristics served as a "bridge.' between works read before Lind
books recommended. In most cases the author was used for this purpose
a certain writer. The
the reader's attention being called to the life-work of belonging
to other
him ta3 read his works
interest in the author provokedWith
short stories
the
reading
of
novels
that
of
enres
as
well.
As
compared
genres
used in 45
mains in the background. The "novel-short story" method was
,,
short
stories.
few
readers
began
to
appreciate
ses /8 percent/ but only
,
*
in the EsThe sociological study "The reader of the/public library
to find cut how the preference for a certain
totuan S. S. R. in 1967" tried
estimation-of
another writer. ' 39 authors out
reader is connected with the
ttivelY
independent,groups, decisive facof 40 were arranged on four compar
educational
level,
his/her
sex, consistent preference
tors being the reader's
creative manfor modern or classical literature and partly also the writer's
reader's favourite
the librarian-found out thereading
ner. In 270 cases /45 percent/
by groups
author ,.the method of
writer. Starting from the favourite
t,,,
13
percent
of
cases
/groups
containing
,'
of writers was applied in 243
method was easily
arrived
at
the
conclusion
that
this
rea ers/. We have
app icable in practice.
13V the "surprise. book" method the reader Was' given an interesting
book, subject or genre unusual irr the light of his previous reading experience.
that
Comparing the results of 1971 with thos-' of1972 we can see proved
connected
with
films.
if
the
Film
librarians recommended more books
met,
interest in the book, a rejective attitude was
poor, compared withthe
quality. the rise of interest
the motivatioriNbeing that the film was of inferior remarkable.
While in 1971
is
in fiction connected with theatre performances
three plays gave rise to this kind of reading, to 1972 there were,already 17
stage-production of this kind.
the recommendation and reading of fiction connected with films,
plays is restricted within limits,
i'V-films; stage performances and radio
I:o illustrate the development of
though not always as frequently as imagined,
with view toaself-perfection and the purthe reading of scientific literaturq'
results of our
suit' of one's hobbies, we present it-ne following rnethodf, as the
scientific
book
on the
Connection of a work ',friction with a
study:
1

_

'ilSIS of a common cin-tta :.tet-isric /the cxeat '-_,rtdge.'
Connection of similar a:-!, .iitno.,; _,,,:,1,e,itLfic, book,

1" Method of Contrast
-I. Regional method
4.

Itilarmckirjanikud. /The favourite
if Martis. Raiwaraarnatukpgia!,:flugejate
t-ahvariamatizko.gu
writers of4-the public library reades', - jo!'
S.S.F.- tlt
Ilb`riir; in L' -o

tu,;t20. 1'167. The r,..k",d1.rof fro]
1907----i affirm, 197().

- Oammary

'The term "scientific Liieraturf

,td for non-k....tio-,
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1. THE CONNECTION, OF A WORK OF FICTION WITH A SCIENTIFIC
BOOK-ON THE BASIS OF( A COMMON CHARACTERISTIC

Transition from imaginative literature to scientific literature is conceivable.in the case of readers who already read works of fiction with a certainintenity. Still, it is by no means easy. A change in the mind of the read.er is needed to enable hint to use scientific literature. It will be the greatest
qualitative change in his reading experience. Specific method's and specific
ways of transition are necessary fir this purpose; Using theta:a of a socio-;
logical research!discussed before the following modes /connections./ for the
transition from fiction to scientific literature were applied: 1/ connection,
"novel-short story-popular science book" on the basis of a common dharaeteristie; 2! connection "novel - short story-memoirs"; 3/ connection "sciencefiction-popular science book".
I

The connection "novel-short story- popular science book" 'on. the.basisCif-a common characteristic was applied in the cass_of 27 readers
/4,5

4.

perc'ent/ of the experimental group. One can trace transition from short stories to discussion of the writer's life and work, from short stories about
nature to natural science, books, from novels to travel books and from travel
books to works dealing with the socio-economic life of the country in question.

The transi ion "novel-short-story-memoirs" was used in the case of
21 readet,-,9 /3,3 per ent/. The library users who did not take the trouble of
reading works of literary criticism were glad to read reminiscences of authors or memoirsc of authors. The connection "science fiction-science book"
was not sufficiently verified. by.the study.
2. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN SIMILAR AND.ALMOST SCIENCE BOOKS

After having succeeded in leading the readei- hitherto reading only
works of fiction to some science books, the librarian can easily use other
connections in the reading of scientific literature, namely, those between
books similar to, or tilm,Ost,, science books, onthe basis of their contents or
way. of treatment. 'This kind of boOk must respond to some impulse in the reader, to something closelyiind essentially connected with him, either in the
present or the past, to treat events which concern him personally.
In the experiment the ethod "book for you" was tried, he reader
was given a book from new or o der literature, supposed to suit nm, considering the books he had read before. The librarian explained him t the book
was chosen especially for..him /as it was in fact/. The reader saw that the

librarian wanted to give Irina a book meeting his reading interests *and hiA at-

titude towards the librarian and literature took a positive form.

The method "book for you" was used in 1L$ cases /25 percept/, par
titularly in the case of readers with elementary or secondary
econdary education,
Some readers themslves soughtconnectiOns between books on the basis of

c
The conne,:lionp of literary genres have been dealt with by the Estonian
culture soci5logrst Han9
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similar, contents. The method of books similar tb,,Thr \almost science books.,,,
may also s.,erv.e as a "bridge" to the next subject /.classy of literature/ connected with the previous one. It advisable to try`this mode Of transition
after the systematic reading of a certain subject.
3.

.

ti

THE METHOD OVCONTRAST

The rmder may be recommended a book in an utterly unfamiliar
field in which he"has not read anything so far it is doubtful whether.this field
is'of any interest to, him. The reader may have no subjective nee for reading
this subject except a "hidden interest" in it.e-In the experiment w used the
mlieth d'of the "surprise book" which means intuitively to recomme dea book
!t e th'e reader's reading interests. The test proved a greater s cep
than we dared to hope. The "surprise book" could be offered to readert who
already read scientific literature intensively as well as to those wild did it
seldom or even not at all, This method- was `used in the case of 83 readers

.

/14.percent/.
. In the application of the "surprise book'' method, the .book mat, be
especially attractive, either on the strength of its contents' or, design. It must
be a specific book in some way, very actual in its contents or tell about high-Ay popular people. In most cases interest was aroused in the recohimended. '
subjects. There were people 'who at ftrstahad a negative attitude towards
but later it was they who borrowed them.
4. THE REGIONAL METHOD

b

In our opinion regional approach to systematic reedit-11g is the most
suitable.. The knowledge of one's native place and its concrete problems,the
contemporary Estonian community, economics, culture and history;appro-priately orients one in our socialist society and provides an opportunity to
understand the problems,of- Soviet nations and other socialist countries better. It is important to perceive the nodal problems and events, past and present, and the reader's vital connection with them.
To apply the regional method," the libraries were prAvided with a'
specific program that,connedted the methodological side of the individual ,
service with classes' of literature., In order to estimate the achievethents in
the field of the structure of reading, we must compare reading of the experirriental group in these classes of literature with that of the checl?'group during aperiod of 6 months by means of an analysis of the readers' cards.,The
results showed that all the scores except those of the natural sciences were
esselially higher in the experimental group. The application of the regional
method according to-plan proved its vitality and perspective. The data show
how the activity of the librarian influences the use of the. catalogues and
bibliographical tools in 1971 and 1972 alike they were used at the proposal
of the 'librarian trather than on the reader' s own initiative.
The bibliographical tools were used most frequently by readers
with higher education. In their case systematic use rose from 10 percent to
114
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pei'cdnt. In 1971 and 1972 also catalos were
more frequently used by
readers with higher education. The proble'In is to determine the place and
tasks of public libraries in the uniform information system. The librarians
selected the borrowers for our Qxperiment according to their characteristiCs
nd "primary hobbies /an average of 3-4 readers from every library/. Ka
nding disc3sion the reader was told that the librarian
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could ive him continudtis information on books and periodicals arrimai at
that o the central library or on literature found in bibliographies on die
Phi oelOphy
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subjec he was interested in.

It appears from the analyses of the librarian that re4ms generally
apprecia e the information #upplied by the librarian. But in seK cases there
is a pdy iological barrier. With regard to lending as the librarian's only
task, rea ere abstain from using this form of service and think it to be an
additional rden on the librarian. Librarians must feel a moral obligation
towards thi kind of work, it being an organic part of t4eir,everyday,work.
They must
lain to the reader"that he-has th,e right to such kind Of library
services: T e conclusion may be drawn that it is possible already now to
supply syst- ., :tic individual information on literature in the reader's sphere
of interest. A to professional literature /selective dissemination of infor'mation/, the ormation needs of qualified workers, middle-grade specialists
and pedagogue were met. The latter needs net so much professional literature in the stri test sense but books suitable to enrich the subject they teach.
In case of the c- tralization of public libraries the importance of central libraries will incr ase. Their prestige will be raised even higher by aivappropriately orga zed information service.
The appli tion of the methods of information service in pliblic libraries shows essentially their future perspecti e. The experiment carried out
in the Estonian libr ries indicates this possi fifty', at the same time confirming the need for a ch nge in the public libra as a type. An universallibrary must be the centr where literary taste is, ormed and permanent education
and information 'ensur d. It must not only get Cquainted with the readers'
needs and meet them b t also form them individually in the spirit of the free
and conscious deVelop ent of the personality. ..
f,
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DISCUSSION
Leader. of discussion: VArICURA, Dalitior

KAisrlARAS Istvan

have to say that
because
I wasrthe firs'l the demading the floor,
"
K. pja,. V. D. Ste:match and Prot),
the
papers
.01
colleagues
we Must discqss
preset at the conference
I

control, ;can not ...be
who for reasons beyondthetheir
dialogue
Estonian colleagues' readlnefor any
K. Ora's paper shows
The Estonian colleagues are working with
and their thorough knowledge.HUngarlan researches In many respects wiz
methods similar to thosd of
in
for instance, the "bridge" method
'hare each- other's opinions. We have,contents),
jUst as the methods named
books
of
related
common .(coupling of
librarians are using, besides,
. Hungarian ',give
" oppesites" and .9300k-surprise"
a. Tolstcry, d Bulgalltv or
shock.;
dflect",
when
they
the method of the
lower level of literary taste.
readers
with
a
relatively
a Faulkner book to
even by
were somew1;6t doubtfully received
The basically positive results
be successful
ready'
to
admit
that
this
method
can
ourselves, and we are whose lives are Just under transformation. We could
only with those readers
a positive rebesides popular non- fiction,
settle front our researches that,
works has got the foland
contemporary
literary
ception for valuable* fiction
In the way of life; the tactics used, by tOct.
lowing prerequisites: a change
librarian; knowledge of the' author's code system.

stemosku,

Stanislaw

,...,r,

.

...., .

of. its users, the greater
The sntaller tbrirAlbrary and the number/
less books in the country-.
liV
Most
cases
there
the Isignificance of It.
i is not -always- the proper
skies the environment 'is- worse, even the lib,
1,
arieb in general,. -though en ,
person.4
said about
Much wen have been
much more important.
the
books,
would
be
investigation of the holdings,
to cur1Pdy their conscience, ..
happens,
sonc,
librarians,
just
* , As It
stock Is not always; fit for satis.

4,

'

ordee too many.,'btkilcs. though a too wide percents of the holdings are
fying the d'erri ..,. In Poland some 313-40'
in a library of general holdabsolutely out' &Ruse. We ought to investigate
borrowed, read by the users?
they could be
,Ing: what books are most frequently used,

phis would mean simple experiments and Investigations, but

the basis of our further work.
FRoHLICH, L.

(Suchmadctforschung), but, doing my

My special line
is marketing
number'''of
questions that can be equally important

An essential question, for
marketing experts.
for both reading research toand
saying
"reader
"? From the prebe meant by
Instance, is that what is
solely
library
users. In my
that readers are
would. equally
sent papers one? +druid guess
Ilbrary-visitors;
to investigate the
not
(burl
their
ways
-to readopinion it Is not enoughafter,
those who have
be important to inquire.

job, I have gathered a

°
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mg; One of tho findings of the

done in villages was t
our
propaganda for literature was notresearchop
efficient enough. Our collect/
fore,' to - both for librarians -booksellers
thrtrfil
-. to find and elaborate task,
promising methods. Wo have established that even the villagers the most
lay, Considerable claim for books, though their knowledge heeds
some enrichment.
i

cbcHrtsisscu, tie
cs

I alas conailer trio
investigation di book stocks a very important
task. Lot me go, holdover, Ono
step further: One most
classical. group of throb: thr3 readstr, the author and thenot forget about the
boob. We ought to
begin our triveatigaliona with the author and the book,
tinue with the reader. Tho value of literary worka must and only then coni nvestigated by
sociological methods: , 0 must know about each hook, to bo
serves a society of the future. Then all these must bo what extent it
related to the
manyfOld domande, of the readers.
I have to ask something from
colleague
Maruniak..
He stated in his
vapor that there was a change of,. librarian In the village investigated.
My
question: Is there indeed a causal relation between
and the change In the number of readers? Perhaps that persOnal change
q
lot
of
other
circumstances also suffen'ad change during their long. range survey?

MARUNLAK. Peter
It could be unequivocally ascertained
the Immediate reason
for a decrease: in the readers' number was thethat
change of the librarian's
person. Alter qua personal change there wad a growth
book purchase,
'and the' possibility of establishing tiersonal contact. with in
the new librarian
decreased.
increased book purchase of course may also be explained
by changes V" the .villagOrs' needs, by a genreal
growth of living standards.

PAPP iritvrin

should like to add same remarks to K. OJa's. paper. He states
that those attend the libraries wile
make use of the rest of cultural
talons, too. This statement, is is connection'
with that
Attila ,Nagit,
claims that any of the reading public may be predicted.ofAt
,the present momerit 22 percents of Hungary's population are regular readers,
but the. rate
rises to 30 or sometimes oven up to 40 percents in towns
plied with libraries. Presumably the number of ' readers' will sufficiently supfurther grow
throughout the country.
.
Another remark concerning the paper: There is no contradiction betwecin the reader's tree choice and the orientating
efforts of the libreiriani
in fact complementary features. It le, then, an empirical question to decide they are
the beat
method for transferring each book to the fittest render. The choice of bookii
is
not always easy. The reason for it in small libraries is
the limited size of the holdings; in bigger libraries: a confusion afflicted, by the exuberant
quantity of
doubt in the success. -QC operating with the crime literature;books.
# it
i3-Snot valuable In itself, then One -may, net make use
of It.. In calliague :Iviarunialc's paper there is a terms the so -called "adventurous llteia ure". It

would be necessary to defihe exactly.
VI hen listening to colleague Welss's paper, another problem of
termindlogical clearsightedness
se in my mind. What do we mean by
saying "reader"! It would be ,
.useful to establish an International
by which an exact definition of I,eing, or being, net a reader would
ho pessible,- feast further confusions in terms should hinder, inhibit our
mutual understanding.

To definite the .8170n of the indeed efficient library would equally
be important,. In a gi
situation. ter instance, a libbrary of a village, with
700 Inhabitants can nut be, sufficiently attractive, cold its development
is
Ilse difficult to solve.
1117

and a half Wane-

the -magic* one
We In Hungary have accepted
of dense popsize. tvtuch may be good for towns
tors as the Ideal radius
habitations. Thor*
questicatIble
In
the
cape
of
eporadlc
Waken. Out Ia highly
impeding that into be a better solutien,
services of the bigger
a moving library service seems
mobile,
and
will
take
the
habitant* will also be more
libraries located in the towns.
SZENTIRVI.A1 Ldsztd

.

Attila Negy's paper. Hs
I should like to make two comments upon
of cultural. more closely. cf
affecting
the
development
mentions the lactose
mention hownver. the specific piece the strucreading claims. He does net
determining factor. May 1 ask U he Inesellgritatt,
ture Cl scUlamenta as acomment: Besides the accumulating- surplus, Oren
the died? The second
eccumuistinl. Hu
by the mealy attendance. there are sills disadvantages
this
relation?
he fiver Investigated
What Is the mod
I should like to ask my colleague Vanburer
cc/teeth's research in Leningrad,
*pilotage
used
In
their
meaning bf the tars
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VANICURA. Dallber

"Pilotage. moons the applicability of questionnaire*.

adequacy

cf their dote to our work.
4-

.

01,

NAGY AMISS

We are dealing with the rots al
Answers to colleague 15sintlonsli
did not allow a- more detailed treatthe
'Las
of
my
paper
settlements 0.11
accuandatIng disadvantages.
problem given by
uteri. We orb aware of thewith'
survey.
octs
preset*
bit Is has nothing to "do

it Is the
papers that, though the
One can guess Iran the -Hungarian,
owresearch
none the less
slatting
platform
ter
library which Is the
dealt with. An Indeed
attending
libraries
is
also
third rate of Thole net exactly can be regarded as reader?
blersiting question: who
KAMARAS tatvgin.

deal with reading in general; Just
AU ow research workahops
instiinstate° is called, look arpt Reading
took al their .tame u the Polish
the Redoing Research Department
is
%%asking
at
Research
tute; colleague Vobrynbua
also called Reading
et the Lenin Library; air Hungarian group la
Department.

szertrautai iziszus
the way -01 We or the
..idly question to Istveth Immerge; nrarr..8
reached positively an the even.
changed
with
those
who
efyle .40 lite which
KAtz.4.1?As letvdra

r
me now make more clear the term.
ad
1 have said way at 7U©. el
We that charged with those who ,srlieo-

ta:Aur wrportment It was the way.
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tod positively on the "shock oUoct", but, with tho majority of
our expertMonts, thti,stylo of life was under development, too.
It Is the joint change
.qt these two foatures that .has brought the .good achievements.
I should
Like to ask colloague Marunlak if the side of their experiment, Krtva
is 'In' any respect irregular, in comparison with an average Slovak viUagc
villege?
,

Peter

The village's irregularity, if any, is Its disadvantage its posl-,
ton. A basic chango happened in 1967
.
a Central Uistric Library was
established. and the library in question,when
became
a
depeAlit
libseiry.
cf the change has been negative for a while. Restocklek of the The effect
holdings
took quite a -long time.
KA/eSANYI Sender

Golleaguo Marunlak has mentioned the fail of interest towards
religious literature. tv.y question: what exactly does this
literature cohiNist

of, and what sources can it be restocked from?
MARUNIAK, Peter

In this district strong religious
prevail. Inquirers mostly
bought the books gr borrowed from one traditions
another; wo could detect the docreasmont of such activities.

-de
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MARUNIAK, Peter and collective
SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT THE RESEARCH OF THE
READING OF' POPULAR SCIENCE LITERATURE IN
VILLAGE LIBRARIES AND LIBRARIES IN VILLAGES
OF URBAN CHARACTER IN SLOVAKIA
The scientific-technical revolution in progress in the world' constantly'necessitates the raising of the level of education of every member of the
society, i.e. not only the youth but also adults are meant here. The requirement of permanent education has become the reality of everyday character.
In this context books, especially professional educational books have an
extraordinary role to play. Notwithstanding the quick spreading of other forms
of the acquisition of knowledge and information,
the study of educational literature has a number of features that determine its basic and indispensable'
function in every educational process.
The largest social sources of educational literature in the rural and
urban communities of Slovakia are the libraries:2They
are institutions that
have at their disposal the basic medium of the communication of scientific and
professional knowledge, the educational book,'main' basic but frequently
important methodological educational basis for adults. Hence libraries quickly turn into modern institutions of education and information.-In order to discharge their duties qualitatively and with skill among the broadest masses of
the population, libraries must know well not only the instrument of their ac- a
tivity, they must also know how to treat them and, at the same time, they must
know the environment in which they work, i.e. potential and discret persons,
their needs, interests, requirements, reading profiles, activity, etc. This'
kind of knowledge may be acquired, however, only through direct scientific
research.
Until now there has been no complex'research that could be directed
At the research of the problematique pf reading educational
literature and libraries dealing with literature of thin kind in Slovakia. HOwever with a
view to acquire at least basic knowledge of this field,. our research has been
directed partly at reading educational literature and the
activities of libraries related to this literature, i.e. research that has never
been conducted
on. such a large scale in the library field in Slovakia - "Research into the
social function of urban libraries and libraries in villages of urban character." as the title of three research projects that examined the above-mentioned
problematique, too.

The first project comprised the short analysis of the Way the public
librarie.s treated educational literature and its situation, the second project
apart from other questions extended to the village adults' reading of educational litetature, t000 and within the framework of the third project loans of
educational literature were separately recorded and analysed in the librarles
under survey. Within research into the social function of libraries two research project were realized,
public libigaries in which educational literature was processed /Part 1./ and reading of educational literature by adult
123
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oop,,Lat.oz, .1. IA 1...1:1 public libraries 'Part 2,.

In g4neral there is no uniform interpretatIon the term "educational literature". la the proper sense of the word th. literature is sometimes regarded only as professional or seientific iterature. In the practice of public libraries the notion of "educational literature" has a fuller sense, and
apart from generally recognized professional and scientific literature,
textbooks and manuals also literature of reportage character and generally "factual literature" /biographies, travelogues etc.! and in recent times
understandably, also periodical literature, are included. We accept this
fuller sense of the notion in the interpretation and application of the term .
"educational literature".
2 WIthin research into the social function of libraries in vi ages of urban
c!,uracter also the national research of the reading of th population in
Czechoslovakia was realized, in which also the results f reading in Slovakia were separately processed. However, only very little attention was
paid here to reading educational literature. Within the framework of this
research we concluded that professional lite,,rature /the stricter notion as
against the. notion of "educational literature"! is read by more than half
the adult pOpulation, i.e.5,3 percent, and more males than females.
We have applied sociological research nifhods and techniques in order.to obtain the material in the field, i.e. questionnaires, descriptive
methods, standardized conversations and the study of documepts. After the
re%
,processing-ofithe material the summarized results were published
'search. reports, studies:and articles in library periodicals. The knowledge
of the treatmentLof educational literature in public libraries of Slovakia and
the reading of educational literature in public libraries enable ifs to outline

some important trends; in this field /knowledge of the reading of. educational
literature by the population,of villages of rural character is used only as
comparative material in the interpretation of reading in these villages
since similar material related to the population of villages of urban character is lacking,`.
In the research into reading educational literature in public libraries dealing
with educational literature as well as libraries of rural and urban character
we concluded that apart from many similar features and general tendencies,
that hold good of the wholesocial environment, there are many diverse features and tendencies as well. Social environment has a direct effect, it influences.every sog.jal activity, hence also the work of libraries which treat
educational literature too, and reaa,ing of kiis literature as well. The village ,
differs from the town as far as its social organization, structure and social
relations are concerned. The consequences of this reality may be felt on the
level of the phenomena under survey in certain quantitative and qualitative
differences, i.e. the state of the activities of libraries as well as reading
educational literature.eWe want,..tp concretize them and illustrate with, factual
data obtained within the frameworIZ-of research. In the first place we shall
evaluate the supply. of population with educational literature in public libraries, we shall underline the main conclutibris drawn from the work of the
mentioned libraries which treat educational literature and we shall publish,
the main conclusions related to reading educational literature in public brci,
ries only after Ill tr,
-0
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THE SUPPLY OF THE POPULATION WITH
EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE

In Slovakia, in villages of rural and urban character, as has been
said, the largest social,sources of educational
literature are the libraries.
In these villages the structure of libraries is different,
but from the point of
service for the broadest

masses of the population the public libraries'belong
to the most important group. They play decisive roles from the
of
education and culture in villages and among the urban populationViewpoint
as well.
With a view to discharge their social function and to ensure the qualitative level of service in the field of education
and culture' or the adult population the size and the structure of the allocation
to educational literilture
is imporlant, moreover, of directly decisive importance. The results of the
investigations unanimously show that the supply of urban population with
educational literature is essentially higher in public libraries than the supply
of rural population /despite e differences between villages of urban
and
rural character, it basicallyt orresponds
to the objective social requirements/. Besides, it has be shown that the
supply of the population of villages of urban character in public libraries was relatively more balanced
than that of ,he population of villages of rural character, though the
variability of the
of villages of rural character was much less than that
of
villages of urban character. The supply of the population
with educational
literature in libraries is the greatest in the smallest villages of urban and. rural character /according to-the number Of population/. However, the social
utilization of basis is the lowest in these villages as far as educational literature is concerned.
,
THE UTILLZATION"lae THE BASISOF EDUCATIONAL
LITERATURE

The social utilization of 'the basis of educ;itional literature in Slova,kia has not reached the desired level yet. The better utilization
of
educational literature,could,be observed in public libraries, in villagesthe
of urban character. The utilization of the basis of educational literature here
was
almost three times as much as in villages of rural character. There is a certain relationship between the size of the basis of educational literature and
the size of the population of the area influenced by the library as-well
as the
social utilization of
literature, which is besides influenced under
certain conditions and t tional
ertain times and within certain
by
the level of library wo k. This means that the utilization ofenvironments
.!ducational literature in villages of rural character does not depend only on the size of the
population within the.scope of the influence of the library, but also on the number of pfential readers interested in literature of this kind and the work of
the library related to these books as well as the size of the library staff and
in particular the personality, of the chief librarian /in the public libraries of
villages of rural character there are overwhelmingly voluntary librarians
working/. The higher level of the utilization of educational literature in public libraries of villages of urban character
is primarily the regular consequence of the better internal space, better financial circumstances and, in
particular, the better staff supply and better conditions of work /profession/1245
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comprehensive in urban public libraries/.
reflect.the social function of
, i e structure of the basis and the loans
1,'Jrartes to a certain degree in the given environment and among others there
sienificant correlation among them which influences the total effectivity of
Iiiraries. the structure of literature for adults essentially satisfies progressive social needs and requirementsin the public libraries of villages of rural
and urban character from the point of view of the quantitative proportion of
educations literature to fiction. The contents of educational, literature least
satisfies t e objective needs and requirements of the social environment in
particular in public libraries of villages of rural character.
1(1011

Ihe structure of loans in public libraries of rural and urban characters corresponds only very badly tcithe progreSsive needs and rectuirement,
of the adequate environment, from the point of view of the quantitative proportion o£ educational literature and fiction. The aboveLmentioned facts clearly
'testify certain defects in public libraries and work with educational literature
meant for the adult population noimatter whether it is in a rural or urban-enironment.

-The greatest intensity of:reading educational literature has been ob.,
serVed in the public libraries of the largest villages of rural and urban character. The, recorded results clearly indicate that with the increase of the
size of villages of rural and urban character the intensity of reading educational literature for the adult population continually increases in public libraries. Research into the intensity of reading educational litdrature in the
public libraries of villages of rural and urban character also showed that
the average adult reader in the public library of a village of rural or urbara
character reads almost four times as much fiction as educational literature.
This indirectly testifies the continued.inabilitY of public libraries to perform
their education0 tasks.
.

1

READERS IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND READING
EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE

Within the research into the social function of public libraries of-villages of urban and rural character in Slovakia it was unanimously showed
that enrolled readers were on the average more skilled readers-than the public. This is also corroborated by the fact that reading educational literature
is of much greater significance in the case of enrolled readers than the population in general /this is confirmed by the comparations related to enrolled
readers in public libraries of, rural character and the population/. There is
a significant difference between readers of educational literature in public
, libraries in consideration of the environment. More people read educational
iiterature in the public libraries of villages of urban character than in villages of rural character a similar tendency could be observed among the
population as well/.
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THE EFFECTOF SEX, AGE, OCCUPATION AND EDUCATIONAL
LEVEL ON READING EDUCATIONAL
LITERATURE

Reading educational literature among readers in public-libraries is
doVtlessly influenced by such factors as sex, age, occupation and educa7
tidnal level in particular.

EduCational literature is generally read more often by males than
females in villages of rural and urba,n character alike /this fact was confirmed in villages of rural and urban character alike/. The sex of the reader influenc6 not only the range of interest but also the intensity, structure
and content of reading educational literature.

Educational literature is read in particular by the yOunger age
groups. Older readers read relatively little educational literature /this
tendency may be observed also among the population of villages of tural
character/. It was found that educational reading material in public libraries
was to a certain extent influenced by ,,age. In the case of readers in urban.
public libraries significant differences were fottiid out. im particular in reading technical literature. This kind of literature is read up'to the age,of 30, ,
generally almost thred times more than over
age. Olderreaders in urban public libraries showed great interest in this
and attention to agridultucal
literature, which they read.
The significance of the correlation$between he composition of readers of educational literature and their occupation /profession/ in rural and
urban, villages was confirmed relatively well.
The factor which generally most expressively influences the reading
of educational literature among readers in
public libraries of villages of
rural and urban character alike, was education,
more exactly the level 'of
education. People with secondary
secondaryschool and higher qualifications read educational literature much more frequently than people with primary qualificar
tions in villages of rural and urban character alike. With the raising of the
educational level the number of the readers of educational literature grows.
It was found that in public libraries readers with primary qualificitions
read agricultural literature most frequently in villages of rural character
and technical literature in villages of urban character. Readers with secondary and higher qualifications read sociaL4political literature most frequently in villages of rural and urban character alike. In villages of urban character readers with secondary qualifications and even more readers with
higher qualifications read technical literature that is these readers read
less technical literature.
INFORMATION SOURCES AND MOTIVATIONS OF THE R_ EADING
OF`- DUCATIONAL LITERATURE

The most important sources of information on educational lite ture
for the readers of public libraries of villages of urban and rural character
are the following: schools, lectures, further education, radio-television,
127
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periodicals friends and relatives. Id villages of urban character the libraries
literature only for
as information sources provide information on educational
readers with basic education while in villages of rural character all the readers are provided with inforMation, disregarding the level of education -With
readers in urban public libraries, who are on a higher level of education,
the significance of the use of mass media is increasing in the acquisition of
information on educational literature.
With readers in urban libraries the most important motivational im-:
pulses in the reading of the educational literature are those which arise from
different 'personal interests and only after them come needs arising from occupation /however, from the ioint of view of differentation, it may be stated
that the most frequent motives of the reading of educational literature with
middle-aged readers, readers with secondary or higher qualifications are
connected with their occupation/.
The fact that with readers in public libraries of villages of rural
character the socially more important motivational impulse is more significant than in villages of urban diAracter is not surprisirtg, since public libraries are the most important and often th=e only active sources of educational literature in villages. Therefore almost everybody who is interested
in educational literature, goes to the library. However, in villages of urban
character there is more opportunity for selection and readers interested in
Neducational literature esof high level /and there are only occupational motives
of reading literature of this kind/ use the services of other libraries most
often - libraries the activities of -which are connected with edOcational liter-

ature drily /learned and special libraries/.

THE READERS' RELATION TQ,EDUCAT1ONAL LITERATURE:
BOOK BASIS

We acquired further very significant knowledge through the survey
of readers of public libraries in particular in villages of urban character.
E.g. more than four fifths of the readers in the public libraries of villages
of urban character were partly or completely dissatisfied by the book basis
concerned, by chance they were unable
as far as educational literature was literature.
But even in villages of rural
to appreciate the basic educational
character the majority of readers in public libraries were partly completely
dissatisfied from this point of view. So it was found that the quality of educational literature in the public libraries of villages of urban and rural character was not sufficient - and that is why the available literature was not sufficiently Utilized. Dissatisfaction with the basic quality of educational literature on the part of the readers increases concomitantly with the raising of
the level of education in urban publiddibraries. he fact that the depkrid on
educational literature depends on the level of edu tion confirms thfs

Within the research into the social function of libraries of villages
of rural and urban character the research into the reading of educational
literature not only answered a number of basic questions but also raised
further important .questions to be answered in our next investigations devoted
especially to this field.
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e\detailed investiga
of the work of libraries collecting political lit titre is planned at th sons
stage. At thesame time also the
of
the pheno
occurring inlib aries concerned-with eudational essence
literature -A
will be explor
rther. The resent social conditionl of the creation
of the
educational proces
villages of rural and urban character may be known
only in this way and thr
rad
al
sound
work,
only
thus
can its implementation be helped.
ll

ADDITIONAL STAT 9 ENT

Our investigation was not an Ind pendent work; It was part of
a
larger survey analvAirig the 0 al functions
of libraries. lite measured the
extent of reading non- fiction
in villages and towns Later on we Intend
to Investigate reacting as divid
to groups according the various types of
literattre (political ,literature, for nstance).
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ADA MIEO Witold
THE FUNCTIONS OF BIOGRAPHICAL AND
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL LITERATURE
IN READING CULTURE
The content and use of the notion "reading culture" is not yet fully
established. The best approach seems to be to reOrd reading culture as an
,_"iiritegral- combination of likings,' interest; habits, skills, abilities and khowreading culture is the outcome of more
7' ledge as regards reading matter. Ifentitled
tb speak of the different levels
or less conscidus activity,one is
types and models of culture in connection with individuals and groups alike.
It is without doubt that reading culture can be created only through
reading. Its level is not directly proportional to the level of education. There
exist such graduates whose reading culture happens to be lower than the level
of people with secondary school education who are
of such culture in the
4.
avid and seasoned readers."
In the de'vetopment of the level of reading the following factors play
essential roles:.
- 'Knowledge" regarded as'important by a man or a given
community
e.
- The totality of attractions towards certain types of te
"taste",
Literary competence, reading competence, or the totality of
abilities.permitting the use and transmission of acquired experience in the literary field.
The certain opinions of the role played by institutions, proesses
and media participating,in the transmission have been formulated;
.

- All the above - mentioned components of the reading culture of the
personality must be shaped by the school through teaching language and literature. In reality, however, 'the influence exerted by the school finds its
expression above all in the sphere of "knowledge".
- All the components of reading culture could, undoubtedly most ef-,
fectively, be shaped by literary criticism, proxided its scope of influence is
not limited to a relatively narrow group of readers, representing as a rule
a much higher level of reading culture than the average.
- Knowledge of highly rated literary achievements is,,being disseminated by mass media /the press, radio, television and cinemas/, but it is
done irregularly and often only action is- thrust into prominenCe.
- Taste is such a category which is shaped by a variety of factors
not always easy to define; however, more generally speaking, taste is the
result of the psychological'features of the individual, moreover of the in-.
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fluences exerted by norms and standards functioning
in the environment, the
school, the mass media etc.
--

..

Just as it is impossible to be competent in

knowledge of the language in question, competencea language without the
in reading can be acquired solely through readtin.g, what is more thorough,
reflective reading.
li,ete also home reading plays a significant role.

- Proper intensive, selective reading is the
way for shaping the reading ciatare. The choice ofbest and the most effective
certain textl may cause
some changes at the various levels of all the three factors
of reading culture.
One may also Suppose that in certain circumstances
certain
types of texts
will morn easily bring about the proper changes than
texts of another type.
Diaries, memoirs, reminiscences and biographies discharge
functions
other than functions diacharged by scientific
literature and belles-lettres. .
The science of literature treats diaries, memoirs,
reminiscences
and also
epistolograPhy as well as biographical monographs) novelb,
stories than fiftion /belles- lettres /. Most frequently /thoughbiographical
not consistently/ these types are listed as fiactual literature, or, in a broader
sense,
as paraliterary genres. The common feath e of these categorillts
and
taneously the feature that makes them diffe 'from belles-lettres is theSimulof the considerable limitation or lack of the "literary aspect". This lack
feature
is very important from the point of view of e theory of literature, however,
it is not essential for non-prOfessional re rs. In most cases this feature
does not depreciate the text and sometimes even increases
its value.
-. It must be remarked that the not well-versed reader is not capable
of
identoily every diary, memoir or reminiscence as paraliterary works.
identification is made more difficult also because the formal features Such
of such
text have for along tie already been
by fictiZnp*too, and therefore
'many readers regard even pure fictionused
as diaries or biographical novels.
Belles-lettres exert influence mainly through the plot and the protagonists. Both elements appear in almost all the
biographical and autobiographical texts. The events, emphasized in the_majority of memoirs
and biographies
are not unfrequently much more dramatic than plotted action. Hence
action
is not a primary distinctive feature. What seems to be
important is the
fact thatithe heroes of biographies are always concretemore
persons.
We have not exhausted the subject of the sintrities-and differences
between fiction and paraliterary works at all since
not only formal elements
play decisive roles here.
The fundamental "pure" categories of biographi 1 literature may be

arranged according to the criteria dauthenticity.

-

Scientific biographies in which there is no place for fiction belong to
the.first group of the system, next would
come popular-science biographies
which permit more possibilities for simplification and guesswork,
ical hovels-and stories belong to the third group and finally purelybiographfictional
novels yilth contain also biographical
- elements.
Biographical and autobiographical
- just like strictly taken literary texts.- are not fully defined works,works
their reading is at the same
time a test of concretisatibn as well. °Thishence
test is most successfurif the,
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reader is capable of.comprehrding the text and its inherent context to the
fullest extent.
Experts of literature rarely carry out textual analysis in.depth,
4011 they treat diaries and letters above all as auxiliary material for the history
of literature and that only when it is sure that a writer was their author.or
that they are related to some outstanding personality, in the literary world.
In recent years there can, be noticed a growing interest in these literaryijilmres. This fact resultgd in the formulation of some strange th inesits
according-to which the 4eason for this interest was that belles-lettr
traditional form-was unable to keep abreast with the times. The readers, nowere not-reflected
. ticing that certain matters which they rated very highly
well in fiction, preferred to read memoirs. Though they did not find literary
values in them, they nevertheless found authenticity, the real human life,
lacklitg in belles-lettres.
Studies of. reading habits revealed that the greatest interest-was
.

,

shown in literature ,on the SeCond World Wars,

The reminiscences, 'Memoirs are pot light reading matier. Even
those acknowledge it who treat such texts as "medium level" literature. This
above all the knowkind of reading matter requires considerable kriowledge
ledge of historical facts may facilitate their reading. The interest in this
genre is in proportion to the educationaylevel.
Reading of factual literature may help enrich and develop the knowledge the ready Rossesses of a given subject, however, it cannot supply allround and systmatid knowledge ace, ired by learning. At the same time these
works, have speicific values of did ics. It suffices'to mention here PluverLarch' s "Parallel Lives" and lull Caesar' s "Diaries", the countless
sions of the lives of the saints, t e many biograrthies of national heroes.
These works were and are utifiz d by various ideolOgies to educate "ideal".
people through the presentation f ideals and heroes fit to be imitated. An
literatureunder certain social, historical
analysis of the totality of fac
conditions is still lacking.
The value of biographical and autobiographical literature is priceless in the study of the different problems, ideas and features of popular life.
Individual and collective changes, the transformations of work, culture and
cultural level,lthe roots of traditions and their effects may be followed in
Theme

fI

Between 1949 and 1'956 schematic biographies diminished interest. '
However, after 1'957.the number of the published memoirs grew by leaps and
bounds and universal interest was aroused. With regard to her publishing
'houses, Poland occupies a leading place among socialist countries. According
in'the fields of
to the UNESCO statistics the share of factual publications
lower
geography, history in the socialist countries is more than three times
published in Poland deal
. than in capitalist countries. The majority of memoirs
with more recent times. Predominant are the reminiscences of the participants
of wars, especially the Second. World War, the memoirs of the outstanding
of artists and people
personalities of the workers' movement. The memoirs
In contraactive in the cultural and social fields can be found'frequently.
distinction to the capitalist countries, memoirs and reminiscences which pre/ sent the reader with descriptions of moral scandals or sensational events in
O
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A
, the life of well-known persona,lities.are rarely published by
Polish publighin
hotiseS,

It 16 characteristic of publishing practice in Poland that old factual
literature ih accompanied py[ample footnotes and critical comments, at the,
same time there is aumber of publications which contain the text only and
the reader cannot rely on explanations and supplement's. The former prac-

tice is characteristic of series of, high standard.

Biographical texts are marked .by great int rna,l differentiations than
crutobiographied.Biographical works are on a tne ium level,-,revelations are
here a great rarity, at th,e same time the use of literary patterns is frequent.

It is,above all dueto,the fact that this category'is used by "literary artitans"
first. They take the readers' reqbirements into account, frequently; at the
expanse of.authenticity. Sometimes also valueless, works are published.
.
Biographical and autobiographical literature is easy of access for the
readers clue to the network 0f bookshops and libraries. An analysis of the
loans and sales of such works shows differences, however. The analysis of-

,

the turnover of bookshops showed that thg reminiscences of outstanding politicians, public personages and'actors took the lead while diaries and memoriesirere the most frequently borrowed books, in libraries.
.
The reasons for, and the resultants' of readers' interest in factual .
literature have not &seri studied so far, but it may
be supposed that the result
of the diminishing interest in belles - lettres is this turn towards facts. Also
the need for the search for the concrete hero appeared, as a compensation

for the readers! loss due to the defects of belles-lettres. Namely, the significance of the action and the hero 'diminished, the world represeritedbe,
came-niore abstract.

The special popularity of the memo irs and aiitographies of artists is
'because of the increased interest in the .prOcess
of creation and the.artist S
. environment.' The lives of artists are often regarded as exceptionally rich
p in experiences and impresSions, so their reading may compensate for the
monotony of the life of the "grey" man. Later on, naturally, this literature

may provide material for myths and gossip, too.
The motivation of reading diaries and memoirs is similar to that of

belles-lettres.

Reading biographies and autobiographies supplies direct, almost, complete knowledge of reality, Thich corresponds with the readers,
desire for
real Icnoirledge of the more or less distant past.' In .certain cases the search
far such knowledge means the aspiration to discover, to determine one's
place in history. This holds good above all of those strata whose genealogical
consciousness, the awareness of their own descent reach no further than
two-three,generations back, hence recently they still had,belonged to"the
culturally and^socially unprivileged classes.

Factual literature is less imperqonal than scientific and educatiOnal
literature, moreover, in many cases, it depicts the activities of real figures,
concrete persons just like belles-lettres. Works of factual literature supply
behavior patternb, norms how to evaluate phenomena and facts which are
freqttently more closer to the reader than the abstract problems of belleslettres.
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It may be assumed. that the reading of authentic, valuable memoirs,
factors iaf reading culture
bographaeS anil diaries influences
all
the threegenre
Reading
thislit6rary
on the one hand/means
more than belles-lettres.
with
belles-lettres,
on
the other thai these
that the reader is dissatisfied who use books as "tools"
better. Reading
works meet the detnands,of those
understanding ofl)opof factualliteretture prepares the effective reading and
; ular science and Scientific'special literature as it were,
In positcvely appreCiating the reading of the genre. in questidn, it
must be remarked that the restriction of readers' interests to thiS type of,
literature Would not favour reading culture.
4.1%.

ow'

ADDITIONAL STATEMtNT

the reader:, In !ho
Se' tar much has been told about manipulating
results show that manipuleltion etgood sense Of- the word. Experimental
that
recto reading culture., I agree with colleague cochinescu yvho insists
has got a tremendous.
in the raiding process the text itself, thebutmassage
about reading some special
significance. In my paper I am
speaking
blegraphIcal-autobiographical
literature. in our
\Sorts of text, the so-calledItindNof
literature has got a curious effect on ,
-opinion contact with such
gained from publishing houssm and public
relading habits. Statistical data
fact
Illitcries prove the immense bdpiliarlty ,d such works. A deplorable
the world's memolEes and biography
that but every fifth . item from among,00ciailst
block. .^
litertiture\is peing Published trt the

r

'
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ICATSANYI Ssindor

HISTORICAL CULTURE HISTORICAL BEADING MATERIAL

In 1973 the Cabinet Council of Hungary declared fhe "Pedagogical
research serving the.development of public education" a main trend of nation-

al research.

One of the basic questions of the research trend - of which our investigation forms a part - is the following: how school education and extracurricular education can be connected in such a way that they could serve
as basis for permanent education later on? Therefore in our investigation we
have analyzed interconnections between reading and culture collaterally fn.
groups of young people still at school /primarily industrial apprentices, aged
15-17 /and young people who left school some years before /primarily skilled
workmen aged 20-22/. The se,lection of this stratum is Justified also by its
number in additl,on to its social weight: in Hungary more than half of thb pu- pHs leaving primary schools attend induStrial schools.
THE ORGANIZATION AND CONDUCT OF THE RESEARCH
o

After the completion of the program and plan of research and the
tentative survey, in October, 1973, questionnaire interviews were made with
1200 persons. Their selection was candqm, front among Library users. Their
distribution is the following; 400 industrial apprentices /lathe operators,
assemblers in the building industry, weavers agricultural skilled workmen/
and 400 young skilled workmen whose distribution is similar. Control groups
are the following: 100sgrammar-school pupils, 100-100 administrators as
well as intellectuals who took their final examinations at secondary schools
and 100 old skilled workmen. In our sample we strove for the proportional
representation of persons from the capital, the cities and the villages. Coding was completed in June, 1974. When this account is being prepared, the
mechanical processing of data has already. begun, however', we have accomplished the manual processing of some important indexes. We have examined
the most important indexes of historical knowledge and the reading of the
books on the list in the case of the group of 12 x 100 persons and we have analyzed the data of one group /assemblers in the building industry/ in more
detail.
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ON r RE CONCEPT OF "HISTORICAL CULTURE" AND
"HISTORICAL READING MATTER"

events/

I7

We have reduced the content of "historical culture" to three
levels:
- level of the concrete knowledge of facts /historical. facts, names,

- level of the knowledge of, and ability to define, historical con- the,,recognition of regularities in historical processes.
This grouping places the elements of culture on the
stract scale. According to the activity
of the receiver, we canconcrete-abmake a disunction among,the following levels:
- Regognition /recollection of facts learned earlier/
- The original grouping of facts and data /according to given points
of view/
- The origin/it creation of definitions,
recognition of interconnections between occurrences, the applicationoriginal,
of well-known laws.
The instruction of history all
Europe is concerned with the
proper proportion between the knowledgeover
of facts and ability in conceptual
thinking.
cepts.

We want to contribute data to the solution Of this dilemma by
the
analysis of the reading material of those
with or without success in the knowledge of historical, facts and historical thinking, their attitudes
to literature,
their Judgments and expectations.
We have considered as historical reading material every work
which contains historical ingifrmation irrespective
its scientific, educational or fictional'nature. We wanted to represent of
every
of reading
material that may shape the historical knowledge and viewtype
of the examined
social strata /primarily industrial apprentices and young skilled
workmen/.
OUR ASSUMPTIONS AND RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

OUr starting-point, which seemed evidence, was that in case of
equal educational level and social situation
greater interest
reading material implies a higher leirel of historical culture. in historical
-We assumed
that fondness of historical reading material implies the
higher levels of some
fielils of historical consciousness /knowledge of facts; knowledge
of con-cepts, recognition of regularities/
the propOrtion of correlation between
the growth of the quantity of readingbut
material and the 'increase of the individual levels of historical culture remained
an open question.
We assumed that fondness of
simplifying and schematically
presenting history increases the factualworks
of the reader, however,,
these wprks dct not strengthen the abilityknowledge
in
the
recognition.of
the regularities of history, or if so, to a slight degree only. At the
same time the fondness of historical reading material with a Marxist attitude
which explores
136
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the complex system of social interconnections
and is based on the survey of
contradictions primarily imply the better recognition
of the regularities of
history,,
,
We assumed an interconnection among the,age
and the scene of the
plot of the. works much liked
and read and historical knowledge
but, according to our assumption, this interconnection
is not primary and is thrust
into
the background by

a more general transfer effect.
Our investigation touches
the relation between interest in history and attitude to the social issuesupon
of the present. Ourcumption
is that interest in history does not isolate anybody
es one open to
the 'social issues of the present. We think generally but
it likely, however, that there is
such a type of interest in history - which implies
a determined structure of
reading material - which is accompanied by
relative refusal to consider
present problems. At the same time another atype
of
interest in history and
structure of reading material is accompanied by
greater openness to present issues. In the course of our
research we shall
try to determine the
characteristic structure of the reading material of these
types at a later
stage of processing.
The collection of data by questionnaires has been in
the centre of our
investigation.

Hereafter f shall limit yself to its
The two main parts
of the interview are formed by groups
of presentation.
concerning historical culture and historical reading material; theyquestions
are
by the range of
'interest and cultural habits of the interviewed supplemented
tolical culture has been reduced to the levels person.' The conception of hisalready described.
In a group of historical facts closed-ended
interviewee simply had recognize the correct questions were used: the
The names of eight
historical personalities to
enumerated. After answer.
every
name
three short biographies of one sentencewere
each were given, two of them fictitious.
The names were selected
that they should represent the various
ages of the past until the present; so
there were Hungarian and foreign
persons
in equal proportion. So the direct comparison
of the different structures
of,
reading material with the knowledge of facts became
that the proportion of names j.ncluded in, 'and left possible. We saw to it
out
from,
school-books
uld be equal. Thus,
Ica ledge is modified it became possible to measure how the structure of
unter the influence of School and after leaving school,
part by forgetting, partly
by the information conveyed
by mass media and
what le reading material plays
"11(nO,Adge of facts" hereafter/. in this. /This group of questions is, called

-

5'Ittt,he second group of historical
facts, we were not content with
sOcipie identifiation in hearing the historical
but asked for the more
active reproduction of knowledge, Battlefieldsfacts,
and the World War II had to be enumerated. Byof,the ancient world, 1848/49
the question we
could take into consideration the proportion andpr9cessing
the nature of the rise above
the knowledge conveyed by school
here,
too.
Our
original grouping of facts, the capacity for seeing next question required the
tegether the occurrences
and greater activity on the part of the replier. The
quesIion was the following:"What happened in the other ,countries of the world
the age of King
Matthias, the second part of the 15th century?" From
the responses one can
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infer the capacity for forming a portrait- of an age. /By simplification this
group of questions will be called "portrait of an age". hereafter/.
The comprehension of historical concepts and the capacity for their definition were measured by the reproduction and the original creation of definitions. The interviewee had to define the following concepts in some sentences: "revolution" - "serf" - "democracy" - "internationalist" - "s
tific-technical revolution". In the analy,sis of the responses we criticised t
content features according to their positive quality / "correctness " /,, the number of positive content features /"rich content"/, .the qu4kty and quantity of
negative content features /"mistakes"/ and the level of definition front the
point of view of, the nature of thinking Plinguistic-logical form"/. On the basis of their totality we qualified the responses. /Hereafter: "conceptual
thanking"/.
The next group of questions-related to the original recognition of his.
torical
situations and the recognition of interconnections among the occurrences through problem-solving thinking. Our question of the type "For what
reason..." is the following:"For,what reason was fascism victorious in Germany and not in England?'' A question of another type: "Gutenberg.- Reformation. Is there any kindof interconnection between them? If so, what is it?"

The historical reading material was measured through the application
of a list of 75 works. they were selected frbm among the most frequent
pieces of reading of die examined stratum on the basis bf a preliminary survey according to the .viewpoints of artistic forms described earlier. There
were Hungarian and foreign authors alike. The interviewee hako register
the fact of reading - non-reading and the reason for approval-disapfiroval
/closed -ended questions/. The open-ended questions concerned the favourite
subjects, favourite works, reasons for approval and expectations of litera-

ture.

gi

THE INTERCONNECTIONS DISCOVERED BY THE RESEARCH
UNTIL NOW

At the time of writing this summary the mechanical processing of data
is still in progress, therefore I had to rely on data processed manually

which explore the complete sample only from..the point of view of the main is dexes and analyze the indexes .of one group of,100 persons /young assemblers in the building industry/. One part of the discovered interconnections
will be confirmed definitively only in the possession of all the data, to which

I shall always refer hereafter.
The first survey of the results justifies our preliminary assumption
that the relation reading =knowledge must be examined in homogenous groups
since differences in the edmational leVel and social situation may be determinative of both reading and knowledge.

.',.

The determinative nature of social situation is all the more pronounced
in both fields if we juxtapose skilled workmen of the same age and educational level. Their order of succession is determined by the degree,of the
,
complexity of their work.
13R

Average of
read works
/mnkm75/
induetriel appren-'
tines /400 persona/

18,8

young skilled workmen /400 persons/

22,8

administrative workers
with secondary-school
leaving certificates
/100 persons/
'..

36,9

'Portrait of
an, age"
imax..16of

Conceptual
thinking'

63,1

17,1
.

44,d

64,4

17,7

27,2

5o ,4

77,1

16,9

26,2

58,9

134,6

26!1

129,9

24,5

old ekifled workmen
/loo per
e/
oecondary-school
students floe persona/

"know4edge
of facts"
/max.8o/

.

31,2

.68,3

Head work

KnowleAge
of taste'

tF

1. lathe operators
/loo persona/

Portra4 " onceptuaf
of an aka" thinking"

25,3

49,4

82,1

19,5o

23,7

45,0

74,3

18,26

44,2

59,4

18,o3

39,8

41,9

14,28

2. assemblers ln the

building industry
/lop persona/

3. airisultural skilled

workers /loo persons/ 21,7
4. weavers
Aso persons/
2o,6

Our initial assumption seems demonstrated: there is
a correlation between the quantity of the read
works
the level of historical culture considering either the totality of culture,and
or As individual constituting elements.
In the case of workers in the buildin&industry,
wewith
can the
demonstrate this in
the following simple manner: we select 10 persons
best aftd 10 with
the worst results and compare the number
- of works read by them:

The nuir
.7f the
"Knowledge of
read viol Ks , max.757 facts"

The best 10
The worst 10

31,2
17,3

"Portrait of
an age"
29,1
17,9.

'

"Conceptual
thinking"

29,0
`

15,8

,O
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lere we get to one of our initial estions: to what extent is the
of_the different
growth of readiag'accompanied by the qual ative'growth
of the
spheres of historical culture? The result o the linear correlation
Corr.
group under survey is the following:
0,17
Literacy - Knowledge of facts
03r

Literacy - Portrait of an age

0,,56

Literacy - Conceptual thinking

There are naturally also qualitativ changes behind quantitative
changes because quantitative changes are.ti companied by an inner change
of the structure of reading material.
The structure of the reading maters =I is characterized partly by
identity, partly. by difference.
The structure of historical pieces o reading contains numerous
characteristic mutual features in different g i oups of young people. For facilitating comprehension we-must go back to he region of sources of histor/juvenile/ works deterical reading material. The strong effect of romantic
mines the selection of historical 'rekding mat rial for,long. It seems we have
not met such identical, start, such identical e otionally motivated effectisin
of readers
any field of reoding material. It seems that th development
precisely the rise above this one-sided effect from romantic description to
-to fact-orientation,
a more realistic description, from fiction-ori nfation
from emotional to rational. The reading mate 1 of those on higher levels of
on this way while
historical culture is characterized precisely y advance
the backward Preserve the model,of basic pieces of reading and seek for
romantic and favourite litworks in compliane with the model deriving f om
must not be sought for primaerature. It follows from this that the differen hange
in the structure of the
rily in the change in literary value but in the
artistic forms of reading matter.
A characteristic feature of the struc re of reading of persqns
with poor historical culture is the nearly gomp ete lack of 'intellectual "modern works" using description through transmis ion. The difference is even
more characteristic when we examine the moti yes to reading.
It seems likely that the level of cultur has the strongest correlation
with the motives to reading though it is to be confirmed by our future ,calculations yet.
In summary, the group of young skille workmen where the relativeby a relatively great interly high level of historical culture is accornpani dfirst
of all they approach a
est in reading can be characterized as .followsAt the, same
time they read more
book differently, even if it is the same book.
and this surplus tends to rise above, the naive- mantic historiCal descriptions, partly towards realistic and factual literature, partly towards intellectual works utilizing transmission,.
PERMANENT CULTURE AND READING

The question to be resolved is the folic wing: in what direction does
historical culture change after school-leaving,, 'how the requirements of the
0
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-permanent acquisition of knowledge are met/ and what role
in thlo process according to our data?
does reading play
We can observe gradual enrichment in the sphere
of the knowledge of
facts and within this the knowledge of historical
personalities /recognition/:

Correct recognition.of historical personalities
/Correct responses for 100 persons, max...800/

Indn.striar apprentiCes
Skilled Workmen who left school 2-3 years before
369
Skilled workmen, aged 40-60
446
.500
The knowledge of the representatives of different
ages
is
enriched
at
a different rate. The volumen of information acquired
greatest extent. Going back to the historical past the recently' grows to the
had left school decreases gradually.
advantage of those who

. Concerning the enrichment of factual
influences and the effects of mass media whichknowledge we may think of social
the frequently abstract
knowledge in school-books more suggestively topresent
the

receiver.

4.7

At,the same time it seems that the capacity for
reproducing the portrait of an age which requires
more abstraction and activity
in contradiction
to the knowledge of events growing
for years develops to a less
over it fades out. In the solution of this _task this reduces
extent, morethe advantage of
the possession of surplus informationl conveyed by
mass media. /In thit case
we raise the reader from the scope of mass communications
for practical
reasons/. OuraSSumption is reinforced.even
more so by the replies which
required the seeing together of historical
events, the original observation of
interconnections a panoramic view of the age.
The tendentious differences may be summarized as follows:.
sumption that social environment /.elusive
our-asof Ale influence of the mass
media,
toof.exerts a strong influence on the developmht
the knowledge, of facts
already during school-years seems well-grounded.ofHowever,
interest in individual ages of history is changing,
the receivers'
quence of their own age and the age of their direct obviously also in consesimpler. we may conclude that interest and collaterally
environment.' Making It
efficiency of acceptance gradually decrease
in going back from the

recto the remote past.

At the same time the larger quantity of informiaion
is not age
to solve the task of the recollection
of the portrait gear: ageitself
which re
es.
greater.aetivity, the recognitiop.of
interccmnections.and a certaitn aegr- e 4 fk
abstraction.
.0

0

'Here we come to a decisive question? hat
the development of culture after schoolyears from roleldoes reading play in
the'vi'eVrlpint of-the described problents2 On the basis of the results of our
under-a more desurvey /to be confirmed later/ we can say that4rou`ra
the behaviour of rtad-:
ing differs from that of the knowledge conveyed by mass
communications
cations in
general. It is true that the growth of the volume of reading
is correlated with
the growth of factual knowledge /0417/ but the
correlation
of reading with the
creation of a portrait of an ages is much stronger
/0;31/. `of
this reason
reading seems to increase the
capacity for seeing.together the.occurrences
tp a greater extent than other, media
of the extracurritular acquisition of
knowledge.
9
A

.
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Our assumption is reinforced by the examination of the capacityfor
the definition- of historical concepts. This capacity practically stagnates in
the 4rolap that had left school.
The knowledge and discernment of historical concepts d the opacity for their definition consequently do not develop under the influ ce of
very
mass communications in genet-ill. At the same time this capacity is i
close correlation with reading /correlation; 0,56/.
In summary, we can state'that reading plays a special role in the
permanent -acquisition of knowledge after school-leaving. While in the case
of cultural imof age groups that had left school the degree ofinefficiency
pulses influencing them generally decreases going from factual knowledge to abstraction, a precisely opposite trend is pbservable in reading ac-s,
if culture after school-leaving is
cording to our measurements. Therefore,
to be sucdessful.th every sphere, its strategy must take this particular
portance of reading into consideration.
ADDITIONAL STATEMENT

A lot of .signs calls attention to the fact that the situation for
analyzing historical works became just ripe in our days. Earlier approaches
failed to succeed. Historians and educators regard such Works as watered '
history textbooks; men of letter's regard them as coloured literary textbooks.
point.
There is a claim, therefore, for a 'new approach front a sociological
effect the reading
of view. It must be made clear that these works not only
process, but pave a role in socia14Ihg processes as well. They mean
stepping-stonesi that may be exceoled. It is questionable if they aie- nonfiction on Leiletristic works? Looking at their function, the dilemma is false.
This -type of reading is in (act a primordial genii Cell, where each component can still be found. When its traditional form, the romantic historical novel made its appearance the writer was still a master of the 'whole nation.
He was telling tales, teaching, educating. HEY told' light stories, gave exact `'
knowledge, taught thinking. The unity split Nit, much later... Readings perform
.

suggetit trie,t the term "primordial
to the functithal role
germ cell" 'is better than "bridge". Thus we ,get closer
'people, being "asked
of this type of reading. A, characteristic fact that
sort, We rflust,
about their favoiliritie reading geneAlly name Works of thattherefore, thorougfully 'investigate' that life-long experience. 11- was a Hungarsimilar
ian historian who called atinntion to the fact- that the by and I ealhistoricreated similar nett
historical.. Cate of East European nations h
affects
not
only
the
creation,
literature.
The
experience
of
historical
fate.
..bat
but the reception of work as well. The 'm at favourite reading of Hungarian
'children is the story of the siege of a fo rests. Ouestions of life and death
inV.Lskin was existential for the
emerge, science stopping the Turkishworld
is depicted in Mark Twain's The
MagYdrs lbw completely different a
ObvioLisly,
therp
is no 'life and death in question,
Prince and the.- Pauperl
but some social problems. -investigation of. historical works can give all of.
us new and valuable points of view.

al tiirue activities . at pnce, therefore. I

t
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THE BOOK IN THE PROCESS OF THE
POPULARIZATION OF SCIENCE

Owing to the great importance of the problematique the framework of
our expounding must he deterrqined.
A/

I regard the popularization of both knowledge and sciences as an extensive social task and perspctive. I shall discuss the phenomena and facts
,which corroborate the justification of popular science books, non- fiction
within reading. I shall leage the highly qualified specialists and intellectuals
,dut of consideration since books are theirindispensable working tools.
-,
4.
Essentially I have made use of data provided by publiClibraries.
The elucidation, the 'clear -cut definition of certain concepts is indispensable
to the mutual exchange of opinions.
t
.
In the first place the definition of the concept of pepeularization must
tt
be attempted
at: for the time being there is no comptcahensi study in Poland
on the elucidation of the process of the popularization of,scienCe. Seemingly
still we know very little about popularization ,= though we are cony} ed of its
necessity, The essential elements of the mecianisniOf populari 1.07i have
not been elucidated, the social framework WithinhiCh the popular science
books function have not taken shape yet, the stiring ar . impeding factors of
the interest in the "book of science" and the 'book of work" have not. been
analyzed.
.

,

.

,

In most cases p
a.rizin.g activities are not carried out on the basis of regularities, elal5orated in the course, of investigations, but according
to personal experiences and individual convictions.
As far as I am concertred, I-regard Popularrzation as the extensive
process 'of the social objectivization of science. Popularization is a complex
of various operations and organizationartneasures directed at somebody who
may not be determined unardMously; Namely.the addressee is. the geographically scattered and socially heterogericius 'Population the individual members.
of which have different cultural l-skilts and are at different levels of the rea'dtrig of literary texts,. The nedes4trof the differentiation of popularization
and the propagation of general knowledge follow from this. In recent years
the opinion accordingjd Whidifropularization is necessary for scientific
workers as well is frequently expressed? ,
,
,

.

.

1;...iL
._etween

The distant
knowledge acquired by speialists and those
working in different scientific fields is growing, hence it is. unconditionally
necessary to carryout popukarization and the propagation of eneral kaowledge at several- levels i. at scientific, higher medium and basic level.
Given the book as the togl it is necessary to operate with dif erent literary
t
1.43

materialS.
Also the _definition of the popular science book may raise difficulties.
Results achieved in the field of science reach the cirsles of society in several ways and most various forms.

As objects, 'they join in the work, professional activities, home
life and cultural value system of man in material form. They may appear in
the form of simple formulas, they may be the results of scientific research
which may influence human intellect. Science is a contest with reality, it
means 'teaming to know the world. Such cognition may concern
an field of
,
macro- and micro.caros.
..
l'should like to introduce the term "non-fiction". Namely, it was
the course of our studies that great differences exist in the intensity
of various types of works that the separation of "non-fiction" seemed an absolute necessity. This category is extremely wide, it embraces the great
variety of most various books /inforrnative and encyclopedic publications,
popular treatises on philosophy, social science works, natural science publicatipns, reportages, memoirs etc. /. They are works of different values at
different levels of complexity. The enumerated works arouse various kinds
of interestb'and reactions car the part of the readers. The category "nonfiction" is controversial from the point of view of classification since it is
too general and all-embracing and its boundaries are not quite dearly outlined. Still we adcept' this term in our research for the.works belonging
here are unified by a certain common feature: generally these works refer to
something other than belles-lettres, the groups of their adherents are organized on different basic principles.
A number of publications treat the role played by science. It i§ often
talked of as an objective force independent of our individual intention's, which
affects life, while other regard it as human- will utting life in motion,:
found

.
q

"

changingthekenvironment and influendng tfie development of man and society,
-

The scientific and tchnical revolution IA a chance for us, however,
at the same time a jhreat, a hope anil,,dange as welt. Today it is not our
task any More to cAll attention to thin. ambivalence. Seienee must be taken"
down from its high piedestal and it Must reach the great ntasses of the people.
To put it more exactly, we are interested in the implementation of this Ingocess through the intermediary of the book. :Consequently, we must examine
the factors which hinder or promote the effectiveness of this process. When
we examine the popiparization of science and within this the role played by
-the book, it is worth calling attention to some features, more exactly to take
stock of existing c<mtradiction§, anavrOblems. The first one fs the specialization of scientific disciplines in high degree. The language of scieatce is a
specialized language understood only byil few,. mathematical methofs, which
are frequently used, the formulas are difficult to underistand, the problem-.
atique does not give rise to associations in the experience of the rEteivers.
Hence it is obvious that interest in popular sc ce books of high standard is
'hard to arouse.,)
Many people have antipathy to the "interven ion" of science in human
life. A favourable social environment must bG ensur to I popiflarization
be meaningful and effective.' Environment is shaped b co *licm,. learning,
education and training Prof.pogdan Suchodolskis view of this problem, it
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, 20 percent of new acquisitions. Consequently there is
a great disproportion
between the "non-fiction" collections and the
use of them. The efforts made
and the costs involved are incomparably greater
than results obtained. Hence
more attention should be paid to factors of psycho social
nature which influence.the circulation of works, of "non-fiction' .
Works of "non-fiction"
usually read by people with higher qualifications who take an active partare
in the reception of cultural values.
Exclusive concentration on fiction is typical of people with
a lower educational
lever whose sets of cultural habits are more eagrei
According to surveys conducted a fe . years ago 13 percent of city
dwellers and 4 percent of villagers
read scientific and popular science
books. Today, however, the proportion
of young readers in villages is already 17 percent.
Works of "non-fiction" indicate much more distinctly
the stratification of the public than fiction. The
educational level of'those people who read
non-fiction is four times higher than
that of readers of fiction.°
The results of former
show that for the ptrata with the
lowest qualifications /unskilled studies
workers/ to book does not constitute a
functional instrume t of adaptation
and spedialization. At the same time interest in educational II
shows a somewhat rising tendency. Thotigh the
number of reader o erature
literary texts is higher, the number
of readers of nonfiction grows more r idly.
°Among the institutions -and
which concentrate on the propagation of general knowledge the book ismedia
not for minor importance.
aid.e.`
Finally the manifestations of readers' interests
must be touched
upon: we are unable to define the stylistic
properties or the elements of the
structure of works of non-fiction, i.e. -which
could
be
tracting readers' interest and the proper understandinga guarantee for atof the content. In
some cases the methods applied to the examination of belles-lettres
might be
used in the evaluation of the reception
of popular science books as well,
provided that the necessary selection and
eventual modifications are ensured.
A few years ago we analfzed the reception of
non-fictin -according
to types of libraries and the aspects of readeps'
wanted, to study the process of the propagation of interests. Primarily we
general knowledge through
the mediation of publications in the field of the science
of literature, philosophy and the science of religions. We analyzed the
ception of works of memoir nature and, reportages. use of handbooks, the reAttempts at the "acquisition
of knowledge probably lagtbehind the need-for,action-packed,
dynamic stories
in the case of these types of texts. The decision of
ber of 'biographies, memoj.rs and reportages is due the reader to read a num-

to the same motivation as /

interest in belles-lettres.

Further studies are still necessary to determine the role played
the book in the popularization of science
more exactly. The needs and the by
habits of different strata and social groups
must be analyzed with a view to
drawing final conclusions.
k
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.
people create ,science
[lowing: "We feeY inclined to suppose that since
natural way obeyts require
simultaneouSly
directly
and
in
a
qu tekly, they
an "unnatural" form of
meats. But it is not so. Science is to some extent
direct, intuition-prompted and
it
appeals
to
simple,
?human existence becausereactions' to the surrounding 'world, "however, it retint thouglit-over human
and investive spirit in reset-ch.
quires man's effort, criticism .concentration
of
the
mind
and special discipline of anrScience'requires special discipline
inclinations of,the human
it
opposes
many
natural
acter, and in this respect

life."

1.,

creative act,

in culture a
Reading is atspeGific form of participation
experiences. If requires the corn- .
of
intellectual
and
emotional
a mobilization
of the text. In order to widen
plete reception., understanding and procening
qualifiedrgception at the approoriopular
Science
books,
the social range
priate level must .be created.
.
The res&rch re'The receivers are formed above all by tke school. only
an insignificant*
education understands
vealed that a man with elementary
some
fragments
of
the
text.
part of a given content, only
of
Here assixailarly significant question, the stylistic problernatique
o
problem has not
works
comes
up.
So
far
this
the texts of popular science
been analyzed at the appropriate laver.
leads to the very
Reading is that type of cultural behaviour whichthe
minority of society,
society.
The
reading
pUblic
is
strong stratffication ofreceptive to cultural influence than the audience of oththe readers are more
spheres of cultural
is much more active in other
er mass media. This stratum
sign of the obsolescence of books.
and social life as well. Hence thereatis anospecific,
slow rate'and changes in
The social scope of the book grows
trend of choicebf
the same manner as the intensity of reading habits andthe
reading matter.
cultural
The evaluation of thg effectiveness of the propagation of results,abetween
efforts
made
and
the
values points to the disproportion
the collecchieved. This proportion is noticeable in the under-utilization- of
tions of Polish public libraries.
of libraries, it
Non-fiction plays an important role in the collections
number of non-fiction
of
the
complete
stocks.
The
constitutes about 32 percent
in 1960 to 17 percent
'books borrowed increases constantly, from 8 percent
in 1972. The process was almost identical in urban and-rural libraries.

.

to the interest in sciHowever, the data do noCtestify =vocally
ed that the use of the collecentific literature. However, it may be c
t-113ns of non-fiction is still unsatisfactory.
Our studies revealed that 10 percent of adult readers in small-town
In rural libraries an average of
libraries regularly borrowed non-fiction.
remained
'In significant' industrial
50 percent of the non-fictionchanges
books occurredunread.
in the social structure and ecocentres where fundamental the collections
was non-fiction. In rural libranomtc life about 40 percent of
readers did not use these
riss this proportion was 43 percent, however,
urban libraries this part of the
books at all or borrdwed them oncethough
a year..In
there Is very little interest in abo14
collection circulates more,lively,
1.46

ADDITIO/4AL 54ATEMENr

In my p4per I deal with the role of the popular scientific literature as revealed In the process of science popularization:
Above all' I eon

interested in the extent of the phenomenon. Investigation of creating bpOks
becomes only possible ages= having determined the gehFal Characteristics
of popularization as -such. I must emphasize three feickgrs:
- There
ei .'rowing gap between professional literature
as read
by ex,pertS'evid th scientific culture of the society;

In our days the s

ty: is much more carer to receive SCierP4
- The book is a specific means VI Information in science popularization; its actual effect depends both on the readers' preparation and the stylistic value of the works in question. j
In Polish libraries some 30 percepts of the total holdings die
non-Rdlion. Lending ;rate is about 17 percents: 40 of new popular scientific
books -, re not all asked for, or at best one such work is borrowed annually. In a new industrial centre however, 40 percents of the new non-ftclion are asked for. Thus, use may be highly different, Popular scienUfftd
hooks have a stronger strata creating effect on the public than fiction
readings: among inquirers .01 that kind, therefore,- there are Greeter differences in cultural ,level. The role of popular science has not yet explored
in professkional vrxtension-trNning. ,Our investiations show that those, reading
tific information:

popular scieoce generally atttun faster development than those reading exelusively fiction.
Readers' interests dieter in the various types -of _popular science.
The most frequented type is the so-'called boundary literature, meaning memones, Ibiograplues, autobiographies,, etti. Second in importance is the advisory
literature, the "Do it yourself" series. .General 'works are among the least

4

.

^

The main orientatidn of our research is as follows: analyzing scientific needs: a stylistic survey of the works; possibilities of increasing the
effect exercised upon the reader.

.4
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ON VSE OF NON - FICTION. IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARIEI
OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

I. INTI?(IDUCT1ON

The facts and conclusions we want to represent are the partial results
of an inquiry which should disclose information on the population's demands

for literature and services in stale public libraries.

\

The investigation of the demands for literature formed the basis, The.
loaning of literature is the main urpose of users - whereas making available
and circulatintthe literature is t e rincipal task of e library.. Thereby it
specifically contributes to the sati f ction and ever ri er display of intelletual and cultural requirements, whiCh are charactg stic-of'universally
-educated and creative personalities in "socialism. For
ante more and
4
more people stri tO partici. e actively in the planning of socialist democ-*
racy, to master p oductiOn by in easingly creative intellectual activity and
to obtain high general-.and specializ education necessary for it and to
broaden their knowledge continually.
quirements for seientific insights into the general laws of n
e and soCie , for aesthetic
experiences and pre..
ative artistic activities, r
al spare time p Tang
and'Antertainment are
growing. All these requireme manifest themsdlves in the Library as differentiated demajads for literature. 13y a planned and contiguous acqnisition
policy the conditlotts are fafilled in, the publig libraries in the GDR for
snifsfying the differentiated demands for literature. An accurate analysis of
the demands for lite4iture raised in the library and the actual Use of stocks
Is by all means necessary for the acquisition of books and the improvementof
the methods of information and the supply of books. in a more. convenient way

. to users.'

Previous detalledinvestigations had alteady;tried to draw users' interests and requirenients from objeeks and contents of literature. The present investigation intended directly to find out the demands, that Oniginate
under different conditions of learning,4 working and living of.the people, by
inquiring about the purpose of use in connection with each loan.
In the questionnaire including also personal data in addition tethe.
=recording of the title, various kinds of purpOses of the use had beenreconceived. Its actual marking showed whether the borrowed book was

t

needed;

for meeting the-demand that had grown immediately from social

requirements, e.g. education, profession, or

- for meeting the demand that had risen more expressively frOm the
individual requireents of die people' a life and spare time planning /differently motivated interests in regard to the voluntary improvement' of know14r
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ledge, the training of practical faculties and skills; requirements for aesthetic experiences, entertainment and relaxation.
The factual material obtained in this way, gave information on the fol- what social demand for information of differenquolity is brought
to the public libraries,
- what kind of literature is suited for meeting this demand,
lowing:

and

- what literature is used bilhe various groups of the population.
In this case those partial results will be in the ntre of interest
that characterize the use of non-fiction in public librarie
may lead to
conclusions for improving library, work with individual gro 1 0 of literature.
2. SURVEY OF LOANS AND DEMANDS FOR
LITERATURE BROUGHT TO PUBLIC Liz
BRARIES

During the period of investigation the users borrowed 3 books per
head at the average. The proportion of non-fiction in the total loans
.f9,803/ amounted to 38,2 Ogrcent. Borrowed non-fiction was composed
the following groups:
Percentage
A Marxism-Leninism
2,0
B Economy, economic sciences
4,1'
C. Political sciences, jurisprudence and
military sciences
3,9
D History and contemporary history
8,8
E Philosphy,.religion.
1,9
F Psyrhology, pedagogics, educational

O

system

4'

G Physical culture and sports, games
H Science of literature and linguistics
k Fine arts and aesthetics
L Geography and ethnology, records of travels
M Mathematics, cybernetics
N Natural sciences
O Public health, medicine

T ,Technology

2,4
4,7
4,3

9,9
12,4
2,1
10,4
4, 0

20,5

W Agriculture and forestry

4, 1

X Housekeeping

Z Universal and general

loo!)
This division corresponds to the main classes of the classification
system obligatory 'for the public libraries in the GDR, which unites the in.;
dividual'titles into groups according to the' treated 'subject or the field of
science respectively. At the same time this structure`applies to the -arrangement of literature on the open access shelves.
For everybody who knows something about literature it is obvious
that the shares of the individual classes of literature cannot be compared
149
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Starting from the publishing trade, the libraries have at hand a Supply that is very. divergent in the individual groups with regatd to extent ac. .
cording to subject and the expected demand of 'society.
We may state that the.group "Technology""has a prominent place in
the total process of use,- it has pushed literature on "Geography and eth:nology, and books of travels" to the second place as against former investiga.
tions.
.
0
.
.
The fact that already few gl-oups of literature - T, lyt N, K and-D form the essential part as regards the use of the total stock emphasizeb the
necessity of further inquiry so as to attain differentiated statementts on the
'
.
importance and function
of the less used literature, too.,
..
...
.
o
Borrowed not- fiction served in general to satisfy different needs:
/1 need the book for:
Reicentagd ti,
6
10,6
- lessons in a school of general education
6;7
- professional training
6,5 .
.. vocational school
6;6
- college
4
t..
.3,0
.: professional work
3;3
- current professional inforinationo
4, 2, 2
- social activity
',
21
- interest in the author '
.
-interest in the,literatuTe f the countiy 4.
3,3
'.., in question
11,0
- interest in the subject ,
6,3
- merely for reading
20,9.
- expert interest^
17,8"
- practical work /hobby/,
.

.

.

'

_

4

,

.

0,

I.

1.00,0

tiut the lower prOportion of non-diction/36,7 p. c. / is used, for purposes directryrising from professional 'work or instruction. Thehidher proportion
serve's - as much as fiction - various needs of pertonal life and spare time
planning, in the first place the voluntary improvement of knowledge, and skills t,
in the most various fields, A sfectfic task of public libraries is to supply tligusers,with suitable literature of different kinds. In this respect it differs
from the other type,s of libraries since e.g. special libraries primarily sup"ply a,limited clientele with specialized non-fiction for the performance of

certain tasks.
Nevertheless the share of use for professional purposes andeeducaa

e

.

tion seems to be too low. These demands yrill definitely grow in the lolig run,
depending on 'the continually growineducationali requirements iti all profes,sional fields and the enlargement of library stocks by appropriate literature.

We have taken also the fact into consideration that professional
people buy frequently used non-fiction to a larger extent so as to have it'
constantly at their disposal.
On'the contrary students depdndmore heavily on libraries /49,3percent of all the users under survey /.
n
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It is 'another question to what extent the demand for literature
conditioned by p'r'ofession and education is met
by other libraries of firms and
educational institutions. To answerAt, extensive investigations are necessary in cohnection witli'trade union

and special libraries..

3. ON, THE ABILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL
GROUPS OF LITERATURE TO SATISFY
VARIOUS AIMS OF USE
,

Starting from the realization that literature in its totality serves to
meet every peed, although in detail it satisfies
manifold demands because of
its various contents, forms and kinds of, representation,
the investigation,
was aimed at gaining insight into the ways and possibilities
of the effects of
literature. Are certain groups of literature specially suitable
to meet special
demands? ;

,Thenumerical data of the

use by individual groups of literature /Cf.
Table .1 of the supplement/ show that
- disregarding a few exceptions- all the
groups had been used for all purpOses. From the point
view of frequency
,the groups predominantly used for individual-purposes,of
the total literature
can be classified into three complexes:
1. Literature that primarily
problem-oriented demands /profession and education/. Literature onmeets
the social sciences /A, B, E/ and
moreover the groups F, H and Mbelonkhere.
2. Literature that meets both
and spare time demands.. The groups D, N, 0, T and Zproblem-oriented
belong here.
3. Literature that primarily meets demands resulting from spare time
occupation, in particular expert interest and needs for hobby purposes. The

groups C, G, K, L, W and X belong here.

Each of these complexes comprises literature from different
fields
of knowledge. Thereby the investigation
that ofie must not conclude
from the subject treated, the contents ofproves
literature to its ability to meet
definite requirements.

In addition to content, the subject treated, in many cases the quality
pf representationA e.g. easy style, the arrangemEnt
of the subject or illustrations etc. affect the, user's decision to borrow,a certain
book to satisfy
his need. The librarian can also experience
that as a.rule these forms of representation are, mainly preferred which are generally comprehensible and
popular-sdientific in the best sense /without neglecting the, informational value/, and 'that there are laajor differences in the groups of users, any expert
in "his" field is a layman in other fields of knowledge at the
time. On
the other hand, other demands are made on literature neededsame
for profession
and education as regards the way of representation: it must give
the necessary information to the "expert" as eI'ficiently ppssible. In this connection
also various aspects play a role°, e.g. whetheras
the representation is aimed
at future experts, permanent education; practice or the research worker. s'
Without having the intention to anticipate specialized investigation of
the reception and effect of literature /which
will have to examine actual
titles as well as suppositions and,conditicms of
individual reception/, the
results make possible an insight into the different
uses of the individual
151
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groups of literature which is of importance for making available a

propa-

gating them.

purposes, ye
the literature used primarily for spare timethe
eeds
interests a tfferent
that it meets
as regards subjects, has it in common
inclt z-e above
"Housekeeping"
and
"Sports"
of many people. Thus, the groups
e.g. instructions for
all easily accessible literature onfpracticalacikvities,
guides
to
many
questions
of housethe cultivation of sports and games,
In addition to
illtistrate
by
examples
of
the
titles.
keeping which we need not
number of instructive reporli, plc this the literature on sports includes'
sparring events and popular kings of

torial news reportages of Important
information and at the
sports, which attract a number of sports-fans, give
reading".
like
manner
as
fiction
"merely'for
same time entertain in
includes
Also the literature on, fine arts, geographyand ethnology
the
attract a large circle of users and meet
a great humber of titles which
and to let
numerous requirements to understand art, to-educate the readers
from foreign 6:luxuries and ways.of living..
them learn things worth knowingliterature,
characterized by rational spare
In .comparison to the use of this
task-oriented
usage
essentially
steps back, for which there
time planning,
works in the stock.
informationoriented
and
objective
are also suitable
Similarly it is the case in the group of "Agriculture" and social
jurisprudence and military sciscience literature on "Political science,literature
for professional purposes
ences." The poor usage of agricultural
the sample - urban libraries. In the
maybe accounted for the libraries in indoor
and garden plants as well as \
case of "hobby use" populdr titles on
included
in in this group ,might be
action - oriented animal and hunting stories
) urisprudence and
relevant. Also with the lit2rature on political sciences, purposes
probably
iisage for spare
military sciences the predominant
demand on
assembled
here,
Shown
by
the
heavy
applies te) a part of the titles
.,
criminal reports.
used for profession and
With primarily task-ariented literature,
treated that the titles of the group
education, it is obvious from the subject
repre-.
"Mathematics" are characterized by a firmly objective and abstractSpare
concern for satisfying
sentation and therefore as a rule are of less
time interests.' With the remaining groups the one-sidedness of use for
to
task-oriented purposes cannot be. satisfactory. This espeCially applies
and "Economy ". ,Provision for basic'social
the groups "Marxism-Leninism"colleges
and technical schools as well as ,
science literature for study in
plays an important role in
schools of general and professional education
depublic libraries. Moreover it is used for "social activity" in a higher
and po7
for
the
discussions
of
ideological
gree. Thus it meets requirements
litical questions in collective bodies,
e.g. in work-groups, pupils' groups
investigations it must be found out
and Mass organizations. In future
can be
whether the relatively poor individual use of the social science group
accounted for by the following:
- still insufficient propaganda or a lack of suitable titles generally
accessible in the Library stock,
- other sources of supply are resorted to, or ofgenerally compre- in the production of literature the elaboration
hensible instructive literature on the basic questions of society is not sufficiently taken into consideration.
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The solution of these

is of major importance for the public libraries for they do not onlyquestions
have to make available

of the various fields
for task- oriented use or spare time reading but they
al all kinds of needs for literature and exactly by thishave to satisfy in generto promote the development of general education.

:ft
From the frequently used example of the literature
on technology it.
is especially obvious that strictly objective
r4P-resentations.are needed and
used for satisfying professionalqind educational
generally accessible numerous books on technicaldemands but besides the
spare time interests and
"hobby occupations" are widespread. Also the literature
of hidtory /contemporary history/ and naturaal
sciences belong to this complex.
are heavily used for classroom instruction in history, physics,The two groups
chemistry,
biology and for study at technical schools and colleges but
also for spare
time reading "for interest in the field
of knowledge" or "interest in the subject". Therefore this-literature is important
for the work of public libraries:
in the process Of acquisitioning 'With special regard
to information on new
acquisitions in the 'form of
and bibliographies the following
must
be taken into consideration:catalogues
suitable works of .subject-oriented quality must
be available for, thee performance
professional tasks-and for instruction but
also such literature is 'heeded iorof
the layman which is generally
comprehensible and serves the improvem&t of
in the fields' of natural sciences and promotes the development knowledge
'of firm historical consciousness.
4. ON THE USE OF LITERATURE IECY VARIOUS PROFESSIONAL
GROUPS

Table 2 /Cf. supplement/ contaiiie the.,ntitherical data.?/No
conclusions concerning the borrowing activity of Cooperative
farmers,.craftsmen
and "other" users could be drawn since the' proportion of
these groups was
too low. Future investigations will treat e
ressly the cooperative farmers'
demands for literature. / The dominant gro ps
of users are the following:
pupils /35,8 percent of all the loans of non - fiction /, workers and-employees
/26,5 percent), students /12,1 Percent/ and apprentices /9,8 percent/.
They are folloWed only by the group of pensioners
pertbnt/. It means
that the majority of no -fiction is borrowed by young/7,5
people, pupils and students and-workers. /Pia proportion of pensioners and housewives,
other hand, who need ria task-oriented literature, is extremely high on the
bon,
rowing fic ion. But also in all the other groups hbrrowing non-fictionintakes
thp lead s ag inst all other groups of literature
which results in 61,8 percent, thus do inating in the total.
Inp inciple all the groups of non-fiction are borrowed by all
users'
groups, there .ore the're is-no field of literature
demands of a ingle group of users. However, which satisfies solely the
it
can
be
observed
that
certain
groups of lite ature are predominantly borrowed
by certain groups of users,
Within The co plex of primarily task-oriented
literature /for education and
profession/ t e proportion of the following is the
highest
A
studdits and apprentices,
4,

E

M, H

intelligentsiat&

students, intelligentsia, pupils
F
students, intelligentsia
Wit fn the complex of literature used
primarily for spare time occupations the °flowing have, the highest proportion:
,
1
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pupils, apprentices, i.e. young users
pensioners, i.e. the oldest users
housewives, wc .... s, employees, pensioners
workers lemploye ... ft / and intelligentsia /K/

G
L

X, W

C, K

slightly ahead of the other groups.

Within the complex of literature likewise task-Oriented and used
for spare time reading young people are predominant als follows:
T

-

E

-

N, D

apprentices /task-oriented use/ and pupils
/spare time use/
/,The proportion of pensioners is strikingly low/
pupils /The proportion of students is very low/
pupils, students /the proportion of apprentices is low/

Contrary to these results, the literature on medicine and public
health was mainly used by housewives and pensioners. Without doubt here it
is not the question of special literature but popular-science titles numerously represented in this group, e.g. guidance in the healthy way of life, baby
,care and nursing. The slightly outstanding use by apprentices /middle grade
medicak personnel to be/ on the contrary points to the necessity of suitable
'special literature in public libraries. The supply of physicians, medical students and research workers with special literature will be the task of special

libraries also in the future.

5. SUMMARY OF THE EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS

The investigation was not primarily aimed at finding out the extent
to which the individual groups of literature were used It tried to determine
the literature suitable for satisfying the various kinds otliterature needs.

The results confirm the fact that it is characteristic of public libraries to satisfy in principle all kinds of demands for literature and to be
confronted by all the classeS of the population.
The results confirm that the diversity of literature demands may be
classified into two essentially different groups with regard to the purpose of
use: task-oriented demand and demand serving spare 'time occupation.
Task-oriented demand is characterized bythe fact that the use of
literature by the individual is caused by external requirements-resulting from
education or profession. In tarn the demand serving spare time occupation is
directed to litePature and the library without .these imperative requirements
is independent 'of the individual in society. It arises directly from'the differently motivated activities of the individual personality and its Satisfaction 7
improves general education to a -large extent.
- The demand for literature arises outside the library, under the
working and living conditions of the people. In the first place the results indicate that iF is essentially determined by the different conditions of professional work and the different kinds of education. Whereas task-oriented demand by nature is expressed by certain groups of population /pupils, students
or workers/, spare time demands in libraries characterize all the users.
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Consequently, the public library must concentrate its work on the
special demands of individual groups of users
as a rule can only be satisfied by special literature on the one hand andwho
on satisfying the demands ex-

pressed largely by all the users on the other.

The analysis of literature from the
of view of the satisfaction
of demarids offers insights into the possibilitiespoint
efficacy which cannot be
drawn from the subject oriented arrangement ofofliterature
usual in public li-

braries.

In principle the literature of all fields of knowledge serves to satisfy all kinds of demands: Both fiction and non-fiction
are borrowed for educational orpirofessional purposes as well as for personally
motivated reading
belonging to spare time occupations. The subject treated by itself, the contents are not sufficient for drawing conclusions concerning the ability of literature to satisfy definite requirements. Beside this factor it is the point of
view of the form, of representation, and general comprehensibility that determine the efficacy of literature.
We have outlined in detail the possibilitylbr arranging literature
according to the predominant use of different fields concerning
the contents
for various purposes. Starting from the experience that for the acquisitidn
of knowledge and skills popular and generally accessible works are preferred
as a rule with spare time reading, it may be concluded that broad
masses are',
interested ip a whole series of fields of knowledge /e.g. geography,
ethnology,
fine arts, public health/ because of the subjects treated,
this literature is
borrowed to a large extent whether read for interest in the subject or merely
for entertainment. Biographical literaturq or illustrated works online arts,
books of travels and illustrated books on animals are typical examples of the
fact that in spare time reading also knowledge is improved.
The individual results demonstrate that systematic efforts are
needed to propagate the whole range of stock ossibilities:
the popular works
on all the fields of knowledge and die strictly special-literature
alike. It may
be'expected that the proportion of task-oriented
will increase in
.the future. Many-,sided loans, which can be obse terature
ed by now in particular by
Pupils, students and the intelligentsia, confirm this assumption. The continuously increaSing demands for higher general education and also the progressive proportion of creative and intellectual activity in the majority of professions will increase the necessity for library use. At the same time also the
spare time budget of the people will increase- with the planned improvement
of working and living conditions in general, the interests
in rational spare
time planning by including 'literature will grow.
More attention must be pak to the ability of literature for definite
purposes ali,eady in connection with Ifs supply, sok that the public library
could discharge this funCtion appropriately. The arrangement and presentation
of literature essentially by subject and contents have to be supplemented by
additional recommendations corresponding to the kinds of demands, above all
in connection with information on literature.
The investigation gave some,infofmation on the possibilities of the
efficacy of non-fiction with regard to satisfying different requirements.. The
inquiries roast be Continued in more detail into especially important fields of

literature, e.g. the social sciences and into the demand of important individual groups of users, e.g.the workers, the apprentices and the cooperative
farmers.
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DISCUSSION
Leader of discussion: KOLOUZIEJSK.A, Jadwiga

HOLODZLEJSK A, Jadwiga

Having finished with supplementary statements, I suggest to set
three problems for discussion:
.2. The supply of libraries with popular scientific literature, its
utilitation °in and out the library; its place occupied in the general structure;

2. Utilization of popular science in education and in the satis-

faction of interests other than professional.;
3. The processing of research orientations so far completed.
HAIVARA.S Istvan

I should like to put a question uponeeming colleague Pr; ll's paper: In our days there Is much debate on hobby-type activities. )n the
ground of such activity motivations one can form various groups of readers.
Has there ever been such a survey In, the GDR?
LA question to colleague Adamlec r I am much interested in the
problem set in your paper, the mare so
the literature Investigated in'
it is also good as a kind of transIstory
ading, and, besides, offers an

excellent opportunity for taste Investigations. Dealing with the classification
of readers Hungarian researchers .often, put the question to the readers
whether they borrow biographical' works with pleasure? The majority an
swered In the negative, or, more precisely, in the affirmative with a co dition: "I read them with pleasure IlLA they are different people from me."
Them. were a few, however, who lead those works as supplements to
belletristic fiction, The question is made .even more difficult by the fact
that the indeed viluable works of memoire and biography. literature have
got an undesirable competitor: the' biographical work written in a trashy
manner. May I ask what'. the situation is lh Poland? Is there any similar
competition? Another question: Is presenWday literature of sociography read
by those who like biographies of contemporary personalities?
DOBRYNINA, Natalie.
r
Another question to the Polish colleagues: When meetsTing ,demands for popular literature, did they investigate home libraries, too? Presumably, this kind of literature is of great importance to its readers, and
therefore they rather buy than borrow them.

NAGY Attila
I put a question to colleague Adarnlecz: He wrote in his 'Gaper
that memoire literature invoked a sense for participation in the reader. Tha
Hungarian word also means an emotional sympathy, a, joint acting, I would
like to know U they investigated the quality of participation: is It indeed
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a sort of "taking part" or rather sense of being initiated, when the
reader may think that he Is betteraInformed
than are others?
SZENTIRMAI Laszlo

Let me ask from colleague Avikudciviricz whether they
*slghted
or not the reading' needs of highly qualified
experts? Have they experienced
that these
'satisfy their, professional needs
from
the
products of
pducts
popular scientific literature? In this caiet'.
reading of such books would mean
a regression.
.
.,.

.-

WALIGgRA, Johanna

Our research did not -deal in
with the hobby problem. We
could estabish, however, that within the details
field of popular, scientific literature
had the largest turnover, because it gave
practical aid to everyday activities.
ADAMIECZ, Witold

Socialist publishing, theoretically,

embarks on publishing highly
qualified works, yet of course there are memoirs
of inferior quality, too.
These are mostly works written for some competition.
is aroused
by bibliographies of exceptionally great personalities, forGreatest
instance those of
Chaplin or Churchill. We refrain from publishing
that
merely
on revealing "bed-chamber secrets", though this IZd is not without embark
example,
either. I cannot give exact figures about
the inter
intensity of the soclography of
reading, but as It appears, these works are
becoMing ever more popular.
An answer to Attila Nagy: One of the methods
wiled in biographical novels
is that the reader is brought into a situation where
he feels himself being
the fellow author of the novel in question.
ANKUI;011ViCZ, Janusz

As far as private libraries

are concerned, we did not make any
inveialgation. To colleagee Szentirmais
question
Highly qualified\
experts only read popular works dealing with theI answer:
border-fields of their
special
otherwise their professional Interests are also oI -high level.
PAPP Istvan

1

%here Is the frontier between *peeled and popularizing literature?
There are cases when both functions can be performed
by one and the

same book. One cannot, classify such bOok.s,
from their contents,
their writers' Intertians? or from the publisher'sstarting
expectations. Vte are in
need' el a flexibile system a categorization,
also might be taken into consideration, in the thus the ambivalence et books
course NO research.

4
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Istvan

belletristIc fiction also have'
Glorks belonging' to their category of
given by War and Peace.
function.
Let
me
quote
the
example
a popularizing
details from
s ',non-fiction yet it has some
Of course it cannot guess'
be labelled
the whole's being a work high literature. On lone
which one can not
otper'zi chart enroling the armies. There are
page there is a map on the
this side. On the other hand, some
people who approach the book from
Colleague
non-fiction also can be read as ,,belletrIstic. Which function does
Artkudowicz think of?
O

4.

SIEIgEFISKI, Stanislaw

won . The
('Let- me have some words on the reading of historical
of fiction, arousbooks
Is
well
known.
A
piece
educating force of historical
has,la greater appeal.
ing the reader's feelings, plastically depicting history,
science.
than a work of popular
froM Sien-41ewlcz's
Polish history of the 16-17th cOnturies is known
the role /played
I
novels In Poland, not from historical textbooks.,§imilar
e reader , to enter
it compels
the
sentiments,
I
by memolres Fiction affects
problem is that ra g peopl some into the spirit of the book. The only
stories,
history
and
adventur
ry
times can not` differentiate between
with oth r nations'
to get acquaint

,

7721ene by Hungarian colleagues help us
attitude towards historical literature.
'...

6

^go
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SLEKIERSKI, Stanislaw
,

THE PLACE OF BELLES-LETTRES
IN THE SYSTEM OF CULTURAL VALUES

"Value" is a philosophical category which may be interpreted
various ways, therefore, before embarking on my subject, I would like in
to
define how I understand the meaning of this term and in what sense I intend
to use it in my article.

Value means to me the attitude adopted by man to a certain phenomenon or object, consequently it is a subjective category which is at the same
time objective as well sincevit is dependent on the properties of the object
or phenomenon in question. People constantly evaluate everything they deal
with from the point of view of their deeds and interests. Our attitude to the
world is always of evaluating nature.

The application of evaluating activity to reading means selection
among the various groups of works. We wish to determine the place of books,
in the system of cultural values with the help of this evaluating behaviour.
Since different aspects of evaluation hold good of each social group, no
.general evaluation effective at all times may be made.
Our empirical investigations were aimed at seeking an answer to
the question whether values might,be prescribed within belles-lettres. The
definition of 'aesthgtical values is generally an extremely many-sided and
'complicated task. The motives on the- basis of which we are to judge must
be determined. May the depth of insight be regarded as the main criterion of
aesthetical value?
Simultaneously the complicated problem of the sentiments and sensitivity of the reader, the question of measurability come
Sensitivity, dr
aesthetical values is to a considerable extent dependent onup.
the social conditions /family, school, etc. / under which the individuhl'grew up, where he
gained his general intellectual, social experiences. Hence an entire set of
factors, functioning in 'objective reality, shape the subjective orientation of
an individual.
-

In the opinion, of the well-known sociologist Chalasins interest in
books depends Dn. the structure of perSonality which is in turn eterm'
ed by
the social environment.
. 4

In the course of social science research,' -,end within this in the research of reading, it may be often observed diet individuals -dcl not accept
generally recognized i(alues. In the course of evaluation three situations may
be differentiated: 1. Tliere are objects and phenomena recognized and accepted as values. E. g. such is the evaluation of the life -work of Mickiewicz
within the Polish satiety. There is general interest in his works which#ire
se
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.regarded as values. 2. There are objects and phenomena known to be values
-Inn not accepted as such. E.g. the novel Ulysses by .Joyce, which is regarded by professional and most cultured readers as a basic value while it
is much less 'Widespread among the reading public. 3. There are objects and
phenomena the value olkwhich is perceived but not accepted. Valuable classical works of world litaratnrp belong here which are, not accepted by reads as.values "of this world".
shall use the general, statements enumerated above in describing
the results of empiriCal investigations in Poland. Our institute has under,
taken the following investigations in recent years.:
1. Reading of komag people in large, enterprises of the Warsaw
.
conglomeration.
Reading of rural youth
3. Novel 'and reading. /Examination of the reception of two work§
.

with a strongly varied scale of,difficulty/.
4. Social frames of culture in a town with 20.000 thhabitants.
5. The consumption of cultural goods /survey by the Central Statistical Office/.

The result of investigations into the consumption of cultural goods
provided an opportunity for drawing conclusions which may be generalized

more or less.

As compared to other mass media, the range of reading is quite
wide, though in some cases it lags behind television and radio.

For lack ?f some basic criteria, the results of investigations are
difficult to compare. The concepts of reading and reading man cannot be
determined unanimously. Psychological and statistical approaches are used
to define-the concept of reading. The first one means whether the individual
qualifies himself as a reader, the second relates to the amount of works
read during a certain period of time, the unit being one year as usual.
The following conclusions were drawn from the comparable results
of the investigations.
If has been found accordingly that from antong cultural media the
press was ahead under urban conditions and the radio under rural conditions.
Television took the third place and the book the fourth place, however, its
range of function was wider than that of the cinema though the examination,
of the cultural habits revealed that cinema took precedence of the bOok in
many cases.

The spreading of books is primarily dependent on the level of education, the higher the level of the groups was, the more the book grew in importance.
o

in our investigations we laid stress on belles-lettres above all.
Under Polish conditions the range of books corresponded to,the-range of
bellesrlettres. The reading of books was clearly associated with the use of
other cultural media. Active readers were at the sime tive active listeners,
and television viewers.
We have observed also the phenomenon that the elements of culture
could not be reduced, in turn they were complimentary to one another.
162:
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The values attributed to mass media and the valued characteristic of
belles - lettres were complimentary to one another.

The press and the radio discharged primarily an informatfveltuiction
&forting above all about political and sports events while the radio was the
source of the music much liked by youth. The television played a role through
the spreading of certain forms of behaviour and ideala and hence there wed;
widespread interest in its programs.
The,values attributed to belle:s-lettres may be .arrangeduin two
groups. The educational function conies first, the second is the presentation
of forms of behaviour., models and examples. Naturally, attempts eit the acquisition of knowledge must not be understood in the strictest sense. The
reader perceives the world of belles-lettred as reality end tardly goes
thoroughly into psychological problems..The knowledge acquired.in the course
of reading belles-lettres deepens our knowledge of man: This knowledge `annot be supplied by neither the family nor the school. The world depicted by,
belles-lettres''s richer than the world perceivable by individuals, it is
,
boundless in space and time, there is an opportunity for the presentation of
processes, the representation of historical and social events. This is' especially important in the case of those strata who have no.access to scientific and professional literature owing to their unpreparedness and their
education is meagre;
.0

In Poland historical novels have ever played, and are playing at
present, an.especially important role. They bring history closer to readers
and help create the national consciousness of, those strata which have been
prevented from doing so until now. Experts Call this process tfiehistorization of the peasantry as a class. For the Polish 1-eader the novels of Sienkiewicz do not contain primarily data and facts but the atmosphere of a given
age, the behaviour and ideals of people.
,.One of the most important fd,Otor of belles-lettres is the literary hero
capable of exerting dynamic influesides. Human passions are concentrated in
him, he is the carrier of certain truths and efforts, the incarnation of truths
and demands, he'is the destructor of obsolete social structures, he defies
the wicked, the unjust. From investigations.into reading of the youth it is
obvious that it is these ideals above all which the young people look for in
works of belles-lettres. The young reader lo9ks for an opportunity for his
own "heroism".6as tell. In this regard no mass media take precedence of the
book.
Since the value judgment of a literary, work, as I have elucidated itat
the beginning of my paper, is strongly dependent on the social consciousness
of the reader, it happens often that the attributes values to a work which are
in contrast to values perceived by the libraries or even by the author him-set!. The'art of book recommendation must resolve this contradiction.
In a study on the reception of two novels /One Hundred Devils by
KraszewSki and La Peste by Camus /it was found out that a very high proportion of readers did not respond to the'-modern novel using a complicated communicative system. In this case such conclusions may be formulated that a
certain part of contemporary literature is effective only,in the, case of narrow,sociairstrtita but not in theh.vhole society; hence not all the values of a
work can make their influence felt.. The estimation of works is often influenced by fashion .or the interest of a social-grqup.
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Without aiming at completeness and perfection, finally we should like
to draw some con lusionst
- in the ag of the widespread use of television the extent of the of -fact of the book dep nds onthe extent to which the level of expressiorand
representation devel ps..
- belles-lettr y s do not carry values comparable to values represented
by mass media, since t
the transmission of notions and ideals it influences human psyche
rly.
Rr - mass media are rimarily destined for the transmission of fresh in,formation and they are als the indiSpensable efementskof leisure activities.
- under Polish con' tions television mainly helps form the new modes
of life especially in the Tura envifonment.
- the realitivity of li er.ary values is highly helpful in the internal
integration of social groups an national culture.

a
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PA PAZOVA, Krasimire - MITOV,, Zdravitc/
,

READING OF CONTEMPORARY
BULGARIAN BELLES LEITRES

In our country a whOle series of investigations have been con
and they 'were aimed at thoureading of the various strata a the population an
their general' interest in literature and within this belles-dettres. But none
of these investigations wag aimed at the reading of the Contemporary works

of national literature' and the readers' interest In them.
.

. Exactly this is the aim of the present sociological survey; We *antedto determine the relation of the readers in public libraries above fhe age of
15 to- contemporary belles-lettres. 'The survey provides ample material for
the in-depth study of the effect of ew works of belleswlettres on the reading
clientele of libraries and throug this also the effect made on all the readers
of the works may be evaluated.. he relation of the road masses of readers ..
is the most sensitive. tnatter in e evaluation of the artistic value of new
books; On the basis of thesury conclusions may e drawn concerning to
what extent and how the authors the works under survey had "accomplished
their great and hlgl4y responsible tasks - the true, faithful, emotional and
^Artistic ogpresentati of the-many,-sidedness of t
's life and today's man.
The survey waS`',conducted only among the'r ading clientele of Libraries. Our considerations. were the following;

.

.

.

- Only librarieeprovide opportunities for he observation of the readers' attitudes towards contemporary works and the determination of the! .
degree of the effect of. one book or another, which is reflect ed in the frelquency of leas. The reading,of,the books bought by the citizens to supple
ment their owncollections is very restricted. And besides, only the good
works of well-known authors are bought for private libraries.
,
. - The readers in libraries are generally the most active Bulgarian
readers. These readers understand and appreciate works otbelles-lettres°
on a high level. Libraries organize for them varrous,events - discussions of
books, meetings of authors-and readers and reader conferences Which may
promote the devalgpment of their literary knowledge and aesthetical tastes.

.

'

'During the survey Our attention wap directed to such questions on the =

pasis -of-which the-reading of individual woritscoiletownine.d, q13 vanas the differentiation of the readers' activity concerning indivIctuaI literary
genres and the readers' thematical interest according to their occupation,

age and educational level. The effect made on readers by various information
processes in the context of works to be read and preliminary information was
0
espe,cially important. ,

,.

,1

.

Inthe performance of the seltasks. observation was oar basic method.
Observation extended to the reading of contemporary literary works.
. 16.5

o

15,-J

..,

Every book the first edition of. which was published during the pre,
vious Yea was the objett-Of observation. On the basig of the national bibliogA special page was
raphy the list 9f the books to be observed was compiled.
placed in every book on the list in the possession of libraries. In consideration
of the requirements of the surrey ,the page contained the following data: the
reader as well as sources prodata of issue, the occupation and age of
viding preliminary information on 'the book:
Before copmenting on the results of the readies, of contemporary
works 9f belles-lettres in 1973, we think it practical to enumerate some
quantitative nuaterical data:'
safvey- was conducted in 91 public libraries: 14 county, 40
town, ql,viklage and 16 trade un+on libraries.
- ,.The observation extended to 234 new books of which there were
17,758copies in the possession Of these libraries.
-*40,906,persons head read the books marked Out for the survey.
1. READING OF NEW BELLES-LETTRES BROKEN DOWN BY
LITERARY GENRES
The literary genres.accepted by the science of literature and other
IriVestigations - novels, short novels, short stories, poetry, dramas and '
miscellaneous o s - were used for the purposes of our survey.
The perkenta'ge distribution of the read literature by genres was
the following;

21,4 percent
23,7 - "21,7 - "-

Novels

Short novels

Short stories

Documentary
Memoirs

12,3

-"-

3,1
8,8

- "-

7,0 -"-

Biographies in novel form
Poetry
:Dramas
Miscellaneous works

-"-

0,3 -"1,6 -"-

V._

The results achieired in connection with the reading of contemporary belleslettres corroborate the conclusions drawn by studies so far, as well as the
expert opinion of librarians according to which the proportion of the reading
of works of fiction` is significantly higher than that of poetry. More than 91
percent of the books belonged to fiction while the proportion of poetry was
'0
below 9 percent.
Arranging the enianeratea genres in four basic groups /i.e. fiction,
documentary, poetry and drama,/, the attitudes.of readers to individual genres
widely differed. In reading arti'tic fiction. beaded the list, it had a considerable advantage of the other genres. It Comprised more than two thirds of the
circulation of contemporary works. Documentary literature was the second on
the list, followed by poetry and drama.

I
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Inasmuch we restrict
attention only to fiction and its tnree versions - novel, short novel andour
shOrt
story /novelettes, sketches, and essays
belong to the latter /, - and compare their
use to the tftles published and ticquired by libraries, we can find out that the
greatest
is attrib- .
uted to the novel which takes pr.ecedence'of short novelimportance
and short story.
However, its advantage is not so cleercut as suggested by
other investiga-:.
tions.
In the group of documentary
the places of doCiunentary
works and biographies in novel formliterature
alniost the same. The r.eading of
memoirs is more restricted.Here theare
greatest interest may he observed in
the reminiscences of outstanding personalities, while reminiscences
of less
known persons are read less or not at all.
-

r.

On the basis of the results and the conclusions drawn
we think that
novels, short novels and short stories
be very popular among Bulgarian
readers for a long time to come. At thewill
same time a certain increase in int
terest in documentary literature and pcietry may be observed which indicates
a certain rise in the culture of reading among the readers of libraries.
2. READING OF CONTEMPORARY
DOWN BY THE OCCUPATION OF REAPERS

BROKEN

The data of the reading of contemporary elles-lettres according
to
the Occupation of readers in our next
table are teresting. For this purroose
we arranged the readers ten categories which coincide
with the categories
of the borrowers' register.
Distribution of readers by occupatibn
Engineers and technicians
Physicians and health service workers
Agricultural specialists
Specialists in exact sciences
Specialists in the humanities

o

,,

6,8 percent
2,9 -"1,6 - "2,4 - "-

5,8., -"- "2,7 -",
'30,2 --"1543 - "13,0 -"-

Workers
Agricultural workers

_19,3

S tudents

Employees
Other

,

u

.
The survey showed, that, students take the lead in the use of
=tem----norarrts'etreS--Tettres, they are nillii-wedisr
workers, employees, the'
."ott4er" category, engineers and technician , specialists
in
the
humanities,
ptlysicians and health 'service workers, a cultural workers, specialists

in,the exact sciences and finally agricultural specialis,ts:-.
' 4 The sociological studies carried out so far showed the intensive interest in. reading in general as a feature of
students, primarily in reading
,classical literary works whichic.dmpIetely corresponds
to the facts. However, it was unknown how the students were disposed tenvards
the works of
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the other categories of readers.
zontemporar. authors in eiomparis n,with
us the right .to state that students are
the results of the present
\survey.,
ve
as,well. They amount
predominant in readifIg contemporary:1)elles-lettres
nearly to one third of the users of contemporary belles-lettres and exceed
The students' interest in conthe next category of,raadersexpresses^their
by 11 percent.interest
in new life, it shows
temporary Works of fiction
artistical
representation
social contacts
that they are interested neople
the in our society sine theyofare
the members of
established bet*een the
ir
position
in society
They
can
understand
the same society themselves.
e their behaviour,
best through contemporary fiction and they can dete
too. \

. .

'

.
.

.

,

.

,

The proportion of w rker readers is also significant. They amount'
to nearly'dne fifth of the readers of contemporary belles- lettres in libraries. cate=
The category of engineers and technicians, the most actively creative
and directs
gory which-applies the results of technical-scientific development
the activities of 'workers, stands fifth on the list, amounting to 6,8 percent.
with the workers the proportion of
-However, it can be seen that together
those involved in the production of industrial material goods amounts to more
than onefou.rthof the readers /26,1 percent/.
The category df employees and the "other" category stand third as
for the ,reading of fiction is
well as fourth. Primarriily the - readers' liking
characteristic of these two categories of books, too. Their constant interest
in reading may be accounted for by the fact that these categories do not per.
forrocintellectual tasks beyond their working hours.
.
.
.
..The iatereit of the specialists in the humanities in fiction-is insignifthe readers which does not correspond pa_
icant. The.y amount to 6 p.ercent of
their educational level and their social position in society. It is difficult to
decide whether they are too occupied or are not attracted by contemporary
belles-letres. However, it is a symptom to be- explored.
At the same time an interesting and.welcome fact was also explored
by the survey. Some growth tendency may be observed in the, agricultural
They are immediately
workers' interest in contemporary belle-lettres.
after the category of physicians and health' service workers and take precedand agricultural specialists. It
ence of ttke specialists is exact sciences
exclusively the classical
seems that the opinion,according to which nearly
Bulgarian literary works describing the life and manner of,living of Bulgarian
corrected in a certain sense..Pervillages are read by agricultural must be
the 4terary- and
haps it is still too early to speak about the radical change in or
artistic interest of country workers. Howetrer, in some way other-a..posilThis follows from the equalization of the rural
tive change may be observed.
the development of the mass
and urban material possibilities-i.demacratization,
rise in the educational -ley;
media in the dissemination of cultural values, the
.el...e..t,cAllInese factors lend to the rise in the general cultural letrel. of the"'
whole society including the peasants as well. A future survey of the position
of reading in the Bulgarian villages may give a positive account of this devel-

".-

.

opment.

The worrying attitude of 'agricultural'jntellectuals towards -reading
of
is not a new phenomenon. This may be seen in the context of thesreading
place of the specialists.in exact scinew literary works, too. However, the
ences who amount to only 2,4 percent of the readers and precede the category
,
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of the agriculturral specialists /1,6 percent/ only by 0,8 percent is unaccountable.

3. READING, OF CONTEMPORARY BELLES-LETTRES
ACCORDING TO THE AGE OF THE READERS

The social activity of men is the determining factor onthe basis of
which we caddraw conclubions concerning their interests in genera and
within this their interest in reading. Interests are not static features. Under
the influence of various factors they undergo changes. Depending on the position occupied in the social sphere, the interests of groups of different age
do not coincide. Generally, attitude towards work and responsibility in the
process of work and beyond this are expressed in interest. The dynamics of
general and readers' interests are dialectically in keeping with the dynamics
of the time of life.
With these considerations in mind we examined the attitudes of
readers towards contemporary belles-lettres depending on the characteristics of the different age-groups. For this purpose we arranged the readers
in five major groups: between the ages14-18, 19-30, 31-50, 51-60 and
above 60.
The distribution of the books read depending on the
age of readers .
Age

14-18
19-30
31-50

Percentage

28,0
30,8
30,9
5,3
5,0

-

51.-60
above 60

'

The survey_showed the clear-cut lines irk interest in reading according to age. Readers between the ages 14-50 are at one 'end of the spectrum, they show a lively interest iirevery new book by our authors, while
readers abOte 50 are at the other; and of the spectrum where this type of interest is significantly less. In perterifile terms this proportion is the following; 89,7:10,3. The fact that the proportion of readers under the age of 18
is 2,8 percent' lower 'than that of readers between 19-30, and 31-50 is al:C-worrying. On thd basis of thiswe must not jump toe-the premature concliikcri
that' this age-category is more passive. This fact may be accounted for by
the following: this age coincides with'the school-years characterized by the
intensive reacring..of the literature connected with the studies as well as the
reading of the literary heritage. Moreover the activity of this age-,group in
7
ei
reading contemporary literature must be welcome.
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4. -.READING OF NEW BELLES-LETTRES ACCORDING TO TH1
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF READERS

Our overall picture of reading will be more complete if we examine it
the light of the educational level of readers. Despite the fact that we col-.
lected no data of the educational level, on the basis of the relationship between the educational level and occupation of readers, the borrowers' registers in libraries and the age we regard the achieved results and conclusions
a s correct.

......,...eading of contemporary belles-lettreS.in percent4e
terms, according to the edudational level of readers
Percentage
19,5

Educational level

Higher anivocational secondary.,

35-40
30,2
10-15

Secondary
Students .

'Primary .

.

,

The results of the survey categorically favour readers with secondary school
qualification who show the keenest interest in new books. The readers with
secondary school qualification constitute the most active group of readers in
libraries through tthe attitude of whom we can draw conclUsions concerning
the quality and attraction of every new bOok. Their relatively correct evaluation is A significant link in the reading and reception a literary works since
their opinion plays no inferior.. role in the personal contacts of readers. Literary criticism lags behind and plays no leading role on reeding. Readers are
outside the sphere Of literary criticism in consequence of Iwhich criticism is
still unable to perform one of its roles - the propagation Of literary works
and the active .direction of reading. Criticism still only registers literary
phenomena, it is not the active and objective propagator of the works.
In consideration of its size the second grotip is formed by students,
i.e. the readers on the way towards secondary school qualification. Also
readers with higher qualifications show greater interest in contemporary literature. Readers with primary qualification constitute the least stablegroup
of the readers of belles-lettres still their pioportion is not, low.
The analysis of the results of our survey enables us to draw conclusions analogous to the conclusions of other surveys: the educational level
4 an important factor in the reading of contemporary Bulgarian belles-lettres.
Interest grows concomitantly with the rise in the educational level. It is most
interesting among those with secondary school qualification and a certjin' fall
. may be observed among those with higher qualification. This result encour:
ages us td suppose that the instruction of literature at the secondary schools
and the whole aesthetical education of the young generation ought ,to be raised
to a higher level. The future citizens must acquire comprehensive reading
culture already at school in order to let them establish a- correct system'of
,aesthetical and literary values:
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5.,READING OF COlOgMPORAR,Y BELLES-LETTRES
D8PENDING ON INFORMATION CHANNEI/S

In our Survey we inCrestigated the effect of eight basic sources of information, some of them in a complex way. Our idea
formed of their effects
will 'enabie us to draw conclusions concerning the propaganda activity of libraries and to plan measures with 's view to their improvement. The classifiCation of individual information sources in absolute and relative numbers is
the following /the readers selected the books to be read on the basis of
theseh°
-

Inf Ormation sources

No. of readers

Open access
Librarfans
Friends
Teachers
Exhibitions and shopwindows
Select bibliographies
Other sources,

Press, television, radio

Percentage

20,733
12,990
3,056
1,115

50,7
31,8
7,5

999
744
739
530 .

1,8
1,8
1,3

2,7
,4

The results of the survey show that
access established as a
result of the democratization Of the services open
rendered for the readers /open
access system/ is of the greatest importance in the selection of the books to
be read. Its dominant character applies to all the genres. Its effect is most
prOnciunced in the ease of belleis-lettres and those genres the contents of
which allow of the quicker orientation of readers- short stories, poetry,
drama, short novels. Its importance is more restricted in other genres, especially in theocdse of documentary literature. Depending on the types of libraries most works are selected on the basis of open access in county libraries which are followed by trade union, town and lage libraries. This order of. succession indicates the preparedness of th readers in these libraries as well.

The librarians a
e second important channel through which the
readers in libraries, are o ntated."Their effeceis much more extensive
since they influence reader through other library channels, too. The recom-

mendations by librarians influenced more readers in the case of documentary'
literature in percentile terms. The role of librarians is almost equal in different types of libraries which shows that every reader needs them. Friends
play a =Core modest role in the selection of books among the readers in libraries. Friends recommended more belles-lettres than documentary literature.
This information source is most fictive among the readers of trade unitartr=---braries and most passive in county libraries. Also this fact hints at the level
Of the readers.

Teachers as the channel of the direction of reading,
fourth,
unfortunately their result is rather poor. More is expected of stand
them since also
their possibilities are greater and school fulfills also the conditions necessary for this. The character of books recommended by teachers
that,
they were used on the occasion of anniversaries, quiz programs shows
and similar

4 5U
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programs. The effect of teachers is strong in village libraries and weaker
in other libraries.
1
The effect of exhibitions and shopwitidows "similarly restricted.
Their effect is nearly the same in every genre. According to libraries, their
effect was stronger in town and county libraries arid weaker in trade union
and village libraries.
Select bibliographies together with "other information sources take
the preultimate place. Their modest effect indicate the poor training of a
part of librarians and the poor "bibliographical culture of the readers: More
documentary literature was borrowed on the basis of select bibliographies.
This is so because publicattBris of documentary character are quickly included in select bibliogAphieis and thematical book list usually published
by county libraries for operative purposes on the occasion of anniversaries,
celebrations etc.
Mass media - periodical publications, radio and television take
the last place. We do not know, whether the activity they display in this field
is sufficient or not, good or bad, what works are included in it etc. But the
fSct that only 1,3 percent ,,df new books were seleCted on the basis of these
media exerting a tremendous mass influence on the other hand confirms that
they have not done enough or have not found the form most suitable to this

puyose.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS

On therbasis of the present survey the following conclusions may be
drawn and the following proposals made:

I. Contemporary Bulgarian 'belles-lettres are in their proper place
among the readers in libraries.
2. Among the readers a pronounced interest in literary genres novels, short novels, snort stories - may be observed and they will be liked
and respected for a fong time to come.
3. It was found that there is a growing tendency of interest in the other genres, too, primarily in documentary literature. This indicates the rise
in the level of readers, the many-sidedness of their demands, i.e. the widen ing of their range of interest. There is reasonable ground to believe that
interest will keep on growing and deepening concomitantly vrith the rise in the
cultural level of the whole population.
4. Among the woks read contemporary books take the lead. They are
read by students and the Manufacturers of material goods - workers and engineers as well as technicians - alike.
5. The proportion of the books which are hardly read at all is still
very high. This fact shows that the producers of literary value ought to be
more demanding as for the quality of their works, they ought to create works
valuable from the artistic point of view for their readers. The publishers
ought to select the best of these works.
6. Those with secondary school qualification are the most act
readers of the works of contemporary Bulgarian writers. Since the secondary
school qualification is the basis of the reading of belles-lettres, the instruction of literature at the secondary schools must be improved.
7. The library information channels play an extremely important role
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ixithe selection of contemporary books since they provide preliminary information for the readers and shape their 'interest. Their effect will increase
together with the improvement of their quality.
8. Mass media are not
eir proper place as far as the information
to be provided for readers in the s ction of new books is concerned. Their
work must be improved by finding the ppropriate forms of the propagation of
contemporary literary works and, the information of the reading clientele on
these works.
9. In the interest of the direction of the reading of books, appropriate
from the ideologital and artistic point of view; cooperation betw.een the Bulgarian Writers' Association and the Bulgarian Critics' Associatioh on the
rthe }Ia lA. and cooperation among libraries on the other are needed. Libraries
are in need of the timely qualitative evaluation of literary products so that
they could provide objective and active. information on new literary works
quired for the readers. This will raise the level d the work of libraries acwhich will promote the rise in the artistic-ideological taste of readers.
ADDITIONAL STATEIVENT

MITOV, Zdravko
Our investigation started by en idea published, in a weekly magazine. Each year the magazine asks its readers to vote to the most successful book of the year. The so gained list was put to the readers' disposal. So tar 'we knew only about the success of books read in the libraries. Cooperating with the publishers, we can gain information from a wider
spectrum. In our work we proceeded from the book towards the reader. We
are Analyzing the book read and the opinions of the borrowers. We limit
our investigations to the first publications, because the readers answered
with their juvenile experiences when confronted with the question: "Which
book did you like the best"?

4
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GAL Agnes

PORTRAITS OF YOUNG IFSADERS FROM THE
ERVIN SZABO MUNICIPAL LIBRARY OF BUDAPEST
The municipal library network with a past of already 60 years has
investigated the nature and the methods of the development of-literary taste.
following
These works a e interrelated and both the prewar ones and those
interest and the changes in the
them examined primarily the manifestations offor,
and to determine the relachoice of boo s. They tried to offer reasons
tionships between them on the basis of these data or from the point of view
revealed by questionnaires.
Investigations and talks with readers during recen.tyears warned
of literary taste and the library
us that deeper and chore intensive knowledge,
necessary. Also
manifestation of the results of literature eduCation were
the plan of the search of reader types was outlined, .
In the investigation of the relationship between literature and the
of certain motives ofAieeds reader we sought to proceed by the search
habits - and effect". It was not our aim psychologically to,investigate the reception of a literary work but to explore thle type marks and tendencies by
the comparison of the nature of choice, the motives of expectations, certain
influences and reading habits.
In our work we have mixed methods of several kinds, WeJiavew
sketched the portraits of readers on the basis of two interviews using Tiestionnaires, a booklist and the observation of reading matter for hall a year.
Between the interviews there was a time lag of about two months. The firstone surveyed the history of the reader' s library attendance, books read
during the last month with the exception of those borrowed from the library,
the method of the individual choice of reading matter, talks about the reader's reading matter, book acquisitions from other sources and demographihowever, we could
cal data. / Some other question4yere also touched upon,/Concomitantly
an
here.
use them only partl,l so they are not enumerated
alphabetical list of 1.20 books was compiled, The combination of old, modern,
valuable and Valliele-31-/TettliKet-literattrre-wes-proportion,e1.

The second interview was partly to control, partly to deepen the
needs, features of taste and
first one. It surveyed certain manifestations of
the effects of bogs and it dealt with reading habits, too, in sufficient detail,
It also inquired after the date of the beginning of reading.
During this half-Year period every borrowed book was recorded,

by way of ilin the portrait, however, titles are cited only as exampleS,
those contained in the

stration,,the,whole amount of titles together with

to the
lis was converted with the help of a key of conversion according
literature/
date
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the writing of the work /old literature - contemporary

and its value as well. ',
The numerical data obtained in this way as well as the information
gained on the basis of the responses in the questionnaires were summarized
on the basis of a determined sketch, and used to form the reader portraits.

Material was collected for the portraits of 15-60 readers from the
given age group chosen at random in 15 libraries belonging to the municipal.
network, 322 portraits will be summarized and the features by types on the
basis of some main data will be evaluated.
48 percent of the sample was female while 52 percent was male. The
distribution by occupation and age ,was the following:

secs school industrial university unskilled skilled other wprkers
student
Apprentice student

44%
14-16
28%

15%

12%

worker

0,5%

17-18 19-20 21-22 23-24
38%
16%
10%

worker
12%

16,5%

8%

In the processing of the material demographical breakdown within the
individual types was neglected because it could have caused fragmentization.
Also Ern5 Gondos+ referred to the fact that interest is more changeable in younger days and alio the experiences gained in the course of our
survey showed that there were,iruiumerable possibilities of variation beside
the fundamental direction. It must be emphasized that we have observed unsettled tastes and a number of uncertainties in expressing one's opinion amoneyoung people, `mainly under the age of 19. These reasons moved us to
search for the essential direction of interest instead of the great variety of
variants. For this reason these types manifest themselves in remarkable
tendencies observable in reading culture, which imply also the directions of

development.

In the light of the numerical data the following five types were formed:
A. / Those persons belong to this group who regard reading as mere
killing t'tme. They expect of literature exclusively to amuse them. In this
sense amusement is regarded not only as psychological notivation but also a
sole aim. Accordingly they have a liking for stories full of surprige turns.
Their favourite literary genre is the novel - in which only the plot absorbs
their attention -, they need hardly any other literary genre, if at all. They
read the end 1n advance and if it seems boring, they skip certain parts or
stop reading'. These demands they make on books and the effects'a the book
_..on.lthem-alike--show.that they do not regard literature as art and are unwilling
to make efforts to understand it. /At most up to the level of logiftil play in
the case of crime stories, though it is far removed from the sphere of artistic
reception., /

In this outline this group is rather homogenous, though there are nat.-,
urallyonore or less deviations here, too. Numerical data conceal individual
characteristics, on their light the general "symptom" which corroborates the
+°
Ern5 Gondos: Izlestipusok a magyar olvas6k kOrelpen. /Types of taste
among Hungarian readers/. = ValOszig, 1972. no. 7.
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'former may be seen. 31. percent of them read alsapophiar.science"works
of fiction
..frequentl,- which shows that in their case primarily the evaluation
of the type may be
is
a
great
trouble.
This
part
and not of the role of reading approach the next type. The distribution of the
mobilized most aild supposedly
female and 28 percent male.-Characterisgroup is the following: 73 percent
the,
readers is under the. age of 19, in this
tically while 66-percent of 75
all percenre-Reaching
the awkward age and the
group their proportion isstories,alsp.account for it
To have a look at the eduattraction of adventure
the proportion
cational level is more suggestive - it'may be concluded from
primary studies -apprentices
have
finiShed
their
of occupations. Industrial,
by age - and an extremely problematical part
as is shown by the distribution
the
human studies, with literature included.'
of this form of education are
to measure the coinAccuracy was tested by the question which soughtquestionnaires
and
difference'between
data
gained
from
cidence as well as
deviations
spring
from
errors
in
exborrowed books. We may suppose that
in the librapressing one's opinion and also the reader's wish to find favour
In comparing the data of the five groUps a mixed
riari' s sight may play a part.
deviations
shown by type A may be regarded as expicture is obtained but the
the reasons for deviation, the
cessive. Though the portrait does
not reveal
confirm
that
our.data
are accurate at a rough
data indicating the coincidence

guess.

Also the extent of book acquisitions outside the library is connected of
with the needs and consequently it varies by types. The little extentisof9use
perof all the groups. The great extent
other sources is characteristic
to the other categories. The procent in type A, which is low in,comparison
high, that of other fiction and poetry is low.
portion of crime stories is very proportion
of Popular science and profession In comparison to other types the
in
conformity
vritthe before-mentioned inforaL literature is high and this is
other libraries, hence this can hardly be remation needs. 3 percent goes toacquisition.
We may think of purchase - 40 per_garded as a possibility of book
workers
but
the
responses
to the questionnaires incent of the group are
far
the
greater
part.
dicate borrowing from friends by
of reading
We have sought for interrelationship between the beginning
of reading.
and the date of the beginning of library attendance and the levelthe.age
of 18
higher proportion of those under
Taking into consideration theduring
the
complethe
upper
classes
or
later,
at
and those who began to read
is.not long library attendtion of the primary school, the matter in question frequentation
of children's,
proportion of the
ance neither in spite of the highdefinitely
ascribe a role to the library in the
;libraries. /However, we must
regularness of reading. /
are
In the manner of the -choice a reading-matter-several possibilities.
also search
indicated by the reader. In this type mainly eventuality prevails,did
not occur
by authors is relatively rare and search by aesthetical aspects
at .all.

of literature
The group of questions eawnerating demand's expectations
of type
and-favourite literary genres contains a characteristic element
the reader consequently differentiates or not
forming and it indicates whetherliterature.
The data indicate the decisive
in liking valuable and valueless
bookshould
be humorous, a ldve-Story,
dominance of naive expectations'- the

a thriller, etc.
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In the regularity of reading habits only the niost closed group ID/ has
exceeded the proportion of 80 percent - nearly 80 percent is characteristic
Of the whole sample inclusive of type A ap well. This shows that the majority
of the person under survey really read all the time. It may be characteristic
of the age group that a few of them read several books at the same time. /It '
was more frequently hinted at only by those who read on a higher level. In
this case this may be brought into connection with age, too. /
In borrowing the Vroportion. of Old literature is the lowest in the
group, however, in Consideration of values the situation is just the reverse.
Lecture /less valuable fiction/ and crime stories constitute the'greater part
orthe reading matter. This naturally influences the proportion Of all the
books ,but also here the romantical novels and historical thrillers read in
children's libraries result in the dominance of old literature.
.

B./ The main characteristic of this type wasutitat.both the responses
and the reading matter reflected cultural needs,
e young people belonging
here regarded the acquisition of knowledge as the ain function of litefature.
Also their prOportion in reading popular science teratureis the highest
/50 percent/. The highest proportion of them /1 rctiit/ goes to other libraries and also it is they who stand first as regular readers after having
learned to read. Only 2 percent shows deviation between the books read and
the responses given to the questionnaire. Also the number of those who read
everything through is ahead of all the categories.,93 percent goes to libraries regularly. These data indicate deliberate efforts to get information.
Individual portraits give evidence of frequent interests in documents
and factual reformation, choice of boqks by subjects and authors and the consideration of aesthetical aspects. The psychological motives of this type of
need belong to the subject area of the psychology of,reading. It is a fact that
the extensive spreading of docurbentary literature,. the addition of,the pragmatic method to the stock of literary means and this reception need are inter.
related. A contribution to what' has been said above is the lower level of in-

terest in poetry and theatre as wet.

C. / The readers in whose group the occurrence of deliberate needs
was of a lesser extent but there were more valuable w ks among their readingmatter"than in group A were included in a transiti hry type. The choice
is zovplanned and deliberate but mostly a matter of me chance. The decisive majority of readers is under the age of 18, 48 pe cent goes to secondary schools. Hence also the effect of the school on the
ges in the i'ead-

ing matter may be observed. The proportion of valuable Wqrks among borrow.a
Peel books is relatively high. Also required reading'may be found among them,
however, individual-interest definitely plays a role in the choice during the
half-year in question.

\

ly

,,

The or_sider bly lower proportion of naive expectations and the nearequal le
9n the outaneity of the choice of books, the greater preference

for poetry
theatre and the high proportion of crime storie also throw
light on the^tm ettledn ss of the members of the group. The skipping of details
is reduced, th re are re people'who read through everything, however,. '
the proportion those is the highest who do not differentiate between valuable and valueles works.

The proportion of children's library attendance is als the highest in'
this group." The number of th se who go to other libraries Bede the district
0
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[Ibrarir,the proportion of acquisition from other sources is high enough, and
ere liOrrowing is-meant again, considering the high number of students /lack
of earnpd, income/.
-".

o

.

the proportion of thoSe who pr efer reading on weekends is insignifir,
cant, nsideridg the whole sample, it may indicate occupation with Study,
D / The high level of the choice and receptfon'of literature is charac-N
teristic cf this grouP. In addition to the-composition of the reading matter all
the data point to.it. Also'in the course of the interviews the libraries gained
experiences. of this kind and.formulated thernin the portraits* The evaluation
of books, the delibetate choice -- from aestheacal point of.14ew,in high-proportion - and concomitantly the insignificant incidence of negative p,henemena,
the high proportion of preference of poetry aid theatre 4404 literary genres
and the high, propOrtion of reading all the literary genres are in-conformity
with these statements set down in writing.
In type A the high proportion of thins group in rending several books
simultaneously wps indicated. At the determination of pesliminary conditions
the opinion that the reading of a single book at a time was more possible for
it ensured abriorptiOn in a book and more concentrhted reading came up. The
numerical data seem to contradict this opinion though the portraits do'no/
confirm the advantage or drawback of either.vifsfon beyond any shadow of
doubt e

Type 'D is characterized by closed,iliterattire,centred interest. The
proportion of every literary gene is high, the poetry and drama maye

emphasized. In thek developed state the more adyanced age characteristic of
the category an& the culturallevel, foilowt4 from the distribution by occupation /uni+ersity students and,pthers,intelligentsia/ play a decisive role, 2
percent are young people who temporarily work as unskilled workers after
the final examination at the secondary school.
,
E. / Ttrose readers are included in this "open type" in whose group
attempts at amusement and the acquisition of knowledge together with the
high level of aestheticaVneeds are Sound alike, however, in the estimation
of values consciousness plays a Lesser trole than in the former group.
60 percent of the category is wider the age of 19, the prOportion of
se ondary-school students,is high. Also this fact corroborates the role of
ag and the dcgiLive effect of studies. Those who occupy office posts not
re airing any professional knowledge after the final examination at the secon ary school are predominant here. A high proportion of all the works read,
1.e 98 percent contain old literature, the proportion of valuable works is
equal, hence they belong to classicalikungarfan and world literature. In borrowing odern literature ranks in prilzority here, too, the results tire good
considering values, too.

CONCLUSIONS

*

.
.

.. The freuewark of the press estudy does not allow thA analysis
of types With full particulars, oeith the accurate des
moments
of the' hulking Of the portraits. The tter subject is amply tree of the
by the col!action published "N'o' years ago which contains data related to
readers at,
other with the presentation of the course and the aids of the
Attei
the outlines of the .qs the theoretical and practical conclusions .the
whole work must be drawn in short.
. It is a very energy and time-consuming work the pre dition of
Which is based on the longer contact between librarian and the eider.
'At
the same time it is its main strength and therefore it can be d
than the
single 0. erviews used in extensive public opinion research. Also rits
eon is !trent for the main aim ef the library, ,also is, research, is functry .
to
e e needs and tastes of readers concomitantly with getting totoknow
them,
ore a great number of librarians are required by investigations
Of this
. \A number of difficulties are met which. render re difficult r
hinder
din research which are more-complicated than
simply ba
upon
stical measurers ts. However, library peilegogy ose
th.
need for the better 'molded e tof individual readers sndothe propounds
ormation of their
to
rim".
If
ere are no elaborated reamer
tYPP1 Ex'
sults sup.ported num
(We, en typology of a sin le kind re to from the
practice f the
ti,cmal or of the library,
g en the individual

.

"Mt' charact ristics" ,.th
e.g. "beginnning reader", onew reader . etc. And thedialeeti reader,
I balance applies to this area, too, Inas-.
much as the advancement
ploratory work and "search has alermetitive effect interlmrsonal con-D.'
tacts titithin the libr

.

.

. .

Th control of portr'aits from time to time is
importand tor4 the
to perform. This may result in the observe
of the individual's.
and the collection of the general experience3 gained in taste
education
most
developm

Be use of the abore-mentioeed obstacles

this could not be carried
ouCextensi
The,librariexamined how many people under the survey re, 'maiited readers., From amon the 15 readers some moved off ,or
did not
borrow
g during the of the control, The reading ma sr of six
peop was recorded
some questions put concerning th personal

fit

of interest. Instead of trying to generalizteon the basis of e cases
we refer to their development as readers in some
s.
"belonged to e transitionary type as an industrial tippreatics is
ie locksmith and
hes the fourth class of the secondary school
for wor
field of int ea has widened and he became more receptive
to 'poetry
t he regards as favourite, literary genre. He reads literary
periodicals regularly. Ile
ass his reading matter from the aesthetical '
point elf..1 air,.

j
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became a medital sttladat.
The be; who had gone to a secondary school
and simultaneously natural sciinvariably
in
science
fiction
He is interested fiction his'taste has not developed.
ence. In view of
in fiction became
The university student who had interest extensively
sociography, his field
he
turned
his
attentions
towards
a political economist,
of interest has grown narrow.
became a regular read,'
A woman clerk who continued economic studies
She takes part in the literary.
her
mathematical
interest.
er of poetry beside
evenings of the library, moreover, she plays parts.
of institutions by
In general, it may be wanted out that the system
contribute
greatly to the
conditions may
fulfilling the personal and maIerial
taste may be
development of those who are attached.to the library ana'Whose
described
above.
methods
is
the
investigation
e of its keys or
moulded.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT

rtrat

work.
Let the any some words about the clifficultico of our
Grouping into
u d like to hine at the drawbacks of typifying.
of all, 1 oho
the cases of pornonalities and of books.
categoric° to sco problems, both indifficulty,
because aevoral obnllarltloo and
Determining g oupa moans another
mainly on Library
dionimilarities i'must bo takon Into conalderatIon. We rolled Literary (bellotrlatici
readore
fa
being
made
through
practice, who,* educating readers' portraits on the beats of two queollort.
worts. *We debcrlbod the
to be undernaires, a 114 'of j700i113 (the pleasing books approved of had
linc4, and an , analyalc of half a. yearn readlngo.

*ik
^
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STELMAKH, V. D.

STUDY OF THE R`ADING OF BELLES-LETTRES

Man's aesthetical opinions form one of the most impoletant parts of
the communist ideology. Together with social-economic and political convictions as well as ethical norms they exert a tremendous influence on every
side of everyday activities and are connected with the object of independent
analysis. It is our task' to explore the contents of aesthetical opinions and
to perfect the purposeful influencing of their form and method.

'

In the performance of this task the study of the reading of belleslettres. plays the most important part which is connected with the general interest shown in artistic reading matter. It is this sphere where the tremen-dohs attractive force of the printed word manifests itself.' "

Mass interest in a certain work of art is determined by social influence, it is of sociai character and shaped by the channels of propaganda.
Their str ngth is coriloborated by the great rise in the interest in the works
adapted t
screen.
,

The spectator gets from the film to the work for very different reasons. But the good impression made by the film is by far not the absolute condition for the interest in reading therwork in question frequently the active
rejection of the film is the motive force: "I did not like the film, it is hotly
debated anyway. I should like to be clear about it." /on the ,film entitled
"Anna Karenina"./
The effect of the channels of propaganda is clearly observable in the

analysis of readers' interest in the periods of the celebrations of anniversaries. E. g. S. Jeszenyin /t//his anniversary was celebrated in 1965/ occupied one of the first places in the investigation "Soviet Reader" as far as
Ms popularity is concerned. 30 percent of works reading belles-lettres
named himas their favourite poet. Not more than one and a half year before
our present investigation this proportion turned out to be 9 percent. At the
same time interest showed in other poets remained stable.

Let us quote another example of the factors influencing reading- the
ty of the works published in a novel newspaper /a cheap publication
of periodical character, the number of copies printed ceeds two million.
It 'was Lenin's ingenious thought to publish cheap novels the fora of a
proletarian newspaper for the people. / In the investigatip the works published in novel newspapers were the mostly read books in all to
pop

At the same time it was not confirmed that the structure of jives
in reading is primarily shaped by the centralized influencing of the eaders'
selection. According to the data of the overwhelming majority of investigaiFP7,9,
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ends, acquaintances, Colleagues, ..."'
tions the motive "recommended by my Mcontradictionls
only seeming from our
stands first in this structure. But this
reason
point of view. Even if the motive of "recommendation" were the only
internal\giotivatidn is
for selecting a work, the supposition that it hides some
have interc -arse day by
J-77 justified: the group of people with whoni we strive to
.k....2- day corresponds regularly to our actual value orientations, norms and atti-,
tulles. This small group appears as only the retranslator.of, social informaLion, at the same time it gives individual colour to it and rises its effectiye-

ness, too.
7It must be added that reference to others' opinions and advices is Most
often accompanied by the assertion of one's own interest in the literary genre
and the subject of the work: "My fried said this is a good adventure story and
as fpr me I like adveniure stories."
From the point Of view of selecting the reading matter the genre.

thematical characteristic of the work is the senconO most important Motive for
the'majority of readers. If we examine the motives in turning to the most
science fiction and war
various works /historical novels, dectectivethestories,
same two groups i.e. the renovels, the biographies 9f famous people/,
commendations and the genre-thematic.al charaCteristics of the works remain
unchanged despite all the differences of the literary material in any case.
There is a definite leading idea in rending -which is indepefident of the characteristics of the original work. As may be seen, it is a rather universal phenomenon, in principle it is characteristic of the reading clientele the way to
the selection of the reading matter from the point of view of its genr.e-themat-,,

Jolt characteristics,o
I

In the study "Book and reading in the life of small townS" historical
and revolutionary novels short novels, short stories, works on the Great
Patriotic War and detective stories took the lead. ,These amounted to half of
aU the books named in the process of Study.
What can account for such high concentration of readers' inclinations all the more so since it has not been-observed at all so far? It may be
supposed that mostly historical novels,. books on wars and detectiveostories
correspond to the fixed system of readers', expectation. We sball elucidate
this idea.
For many people the cognitive function of literature is of great sig- nificance. The relation to artistic reading matter, as a universal source,book, promoting the new knowledge of the different sides of life and providing information on the ideological moral'etc. problems of the past, the present
and the future is vary characteristic. A similar tendency may-Se observed
well, but in its entirety it is
in the evaluation of books on other' subjects
apparent only in reading historical works where it achieves lasting success.

Interest in books on the Great Patriotic War does not slacken with
the passing of years. There are a number of facts whicli favour this. Some
people understand reading clatter connected with the *ar on the basis of their
own experiences. Others look for examples incarnating moral power. Others
again are absorbed by the sharpness of conflicts, the tension of the plot and
the dramatic character of the situation.
The fact.that works on war clearly represeint the ideological-moral
function of Soviet literature serves as a unifying moment. Human mission and
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responsibility, heroism and cowardness, faithfulness and treason - the
whole" artistic literature is devoted to these problems.
These are especially
clearly emphasized by war fiction since at the front
so great stress is_ laid
upon the character and the moral attitudes of
men that they are not observable in similar depth in peace.
And finally, the detective story that has been the invincible
bestseller formany a generation. In recent
years contempt for the whole
literary
School took root. At the same time the indisputable
success of detective stories shows that readers need them. Literature
crimes and the hunt for
criminals similarly tackles social problems but on
the complete prOblematique is
expressed in a highly action-packed
form. It requires the solution

of logical
probiems<of the reader and in'volves the imaginary
modelling of situations all this makes detective stories very amusing reading.
Therefore it is un.Ase to wage war on this genre. -The task is to divert readers
from poor/bad
books and to let the best works of
adventure literature serve the
ideologicaldesthetical education of the people.
'We must mention two criteria which determine the
attitude of the macirity of readers towards artistical
literature. One is the complex of great
'patriotic and'aidrab opinions which are
represented regularly by literary
heroes, thus expressing the ideological mobility and purity
of the works4 A
similar measure of value is the socialist idealism
of works of art, their re7
Iation to the socialist reality.

Still another requiretnent may be formulated: the truth, the
ticity of the work: "I like it fol. it .treats
real life." This attitude to authenatistic
works has been created by the Soviet way
of life and literature which propagates high moral values. Thus, the attention readers
and genre-thematical features of the works is obvious. give to these sides

However, also the other side of the problem must be examined: in
some cases readers' interest in contents
ideological disposition indicate
defective detfands.and one-sided approachand
to
titeratiire
for these readers
are unable to understand the work in its' ideological-aesthetical
complex.

Irwe, regard understanding the organic unity of thoughts and
emoti s, we see also that a momentasoLthe
reader's relation to books which'
ought to be considered only too much is expressed
most poorly.
distinguishes among works on the principle of "like-dislike", The majority
either lacking or restricted to geheral truisms, the repetitionmotives are
and the summary of the foreword. Beside; the shortcomings of the contents
of the book are
'analyzed more easily than,the values inherent in it.
The evaluating element of
the dependence of the relation to the book on only the subjectunderstanding:
and action without payilig regard'to its
aesthetical values. A major feature of understanding is
often lacking: the
mutual connection between the content and the form.
At the same time these general
do not reveal the characteristics of, the reader's understanding observations
and do not account for the regularities
of the study of reading in different social
strata. Neither the main eluestion
can be answered: what are the regularities behind the 'success
order to be able to answer question of: this kind it is obviouslyof a work? In
necessary
to look for the deeper sociala and
individual measures of the evaluation of
works of art. The connection between
individual, works and the

met by them must be.fatutd.

social needs
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The system of aestherticaI and social criteria necessary for the performance of this-task is still Very poorly elaborated yet. Inasmuch literaryartistic interest is organical connected not only to the group and individual
characteristic of readers b aalso to the spehific features of a group of works
/intellectual content, genr -thematical, artistic characteristics/, the d ossification of interest and literary material must rest on a general methodological basis and examined in its unity. .
't Starting from the basic functions of. artistic literature we may distinguish four units of this type formation of characteristics: 3.../ Characteristics
9f those works which primarily, discharge educational informative function
and promote the htowledge of society; 2./ Characteristics of those wo
which primarily dibcharge emotional-compeipsatory functions; 3./ Charaeteristits of those work which discharge especially aesthetical functions; 4./
Characteristics of those works which discharge the entertaining functions of

literature.
The tleoretical intricacy of the task is due to the fact that the struc-

ture of a worK of art is many-sided and cannot be traced back to the abovementioned units. The complete description orthe work of at together with
the emphasis on every indicator of the reader type is irnposible today. At
the same time the generalized approach proposed by us is completely acceptable in connection with the reduction of the reader's understanding and depending on literary experience and the stage of aesthetical development readers lay stress upon different sides of a work through the .stereotypy of their
own comprehension.
.
E.g. the readers orientated towards the side promoting the knowledge
of society are inclined to see the layers of ideas, "opinions", social situato
tions. They loo or eesthetical information on the sides of life unknownnotion
them. /I like'b s am which I can learn something new, I can form a
stoms and way of life. /
of some peoples the
4,
The readers who appreciate a work becaithe of its emotional-corripensatory characteristics they see mainly the source of their ,emotional experiences in it /"I ueed: to cry terribly while reading"7. The relation to naixey
realistic literature may be often found when the reader does not distinguish
hetween,the imaginary from the real and regards the characters as living
.

10.

pelople.

The reader seeking entertainment is characterized by the attention
,e-pays to highly action-packed books, comical and amusing situation's.
Ccrily the aesthetically oriented reader can)comprehend the work in
the complex of its form and contents.
0 only one pOssible way of the social-psychological
We have discussed
classification of readers. Now this is the main and most complicated task
with which the everyday needs of library workers are connected.
Until now we have grouped readers above all according to objective
demographical and socialcharacteristics, sex, age, educational`level, the
content and character of work performed, etc. But with the accumulation of
our knowledge and the increased complexity of needs this principle cannot
satisfy the specialists and practitioners of librarianship /though its advantage
is its relative accuracy/.
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On the one hand -the significance of
factors is changed. Thus
the beneficial effect of school
qualification objective
hardly gave rise-vrscepticism
investigations related to art and 'belles-lettres.
in
At the same time the abovementioned data show that thiS factor is not
teristics of the content of a work are -in "almighty" yet. When the characquestion, the differences are significant only in the extreme groups, i.e. those
with primary and higher qualifications. In our, opinion this is'the manifestation
of the complicated phenomenon
of modernity, the definite independence
tified with social strata less and less. of cultural groups which can be idenequalization of the material and
cultural' co'hditions of We, the'increaseThe
of geheraLt.raining,
the increase of I
the level of informedness
owing
to
the
developmentW
ledge of literature lead tO the cultukal integration
mass mediA, the knowof society. The man with
higher qualification loses his previo
one-man leading role in artistic life.
On the other hand differentiation of readers
on the basis of social ,demographical characteristics.neglects
ing and readers' interests which, take those actual characteristics of readon an independent., meaning in the
direction of reading. Many research workers
strive to sketch reader types
in the light of the content characteristics
of reading. In the last analysis
establishment of the typology of the readers
the,
of
artistic literature will make
\possible the more effective realization of
the
aesthetical
education
"ers as the direct participants of artistic
of work life.
Besides, the present extension and generality
of interest in artistic
literature progress must manifest
in the rise of the
level of reading
culture, This is one of the central itself
tasks of library
work which is directly
connected with the effectiveness4of cqmniunist
education. What is needed is
planified and deliberate work of every ins
and ideological front, based
on the knowledge of the complicated proc sstution
terests. In addition to this also professi nalof the evolution of readers' incriticism will play a major part
since it is destined for the development
f the understanding,of artistic
in readers. Today the critic
values
in every c entry rather
registers literary events
and primarily speaks to the narrow
circle
of
The reading masses are outside its sphere professionals and elite readers.
of influence. Besides, the possibilities of today's
critics are limitless, may
Work,irk the case of reading
culture by defining the essence of works he
of art through the press,
or the television.
radio

The library must-participate in earnest
in the shaping of readers'
interests. At present,
however, sometimes even the readers' 'needs
satisfied,
are not
.
At the time of the investigation "Book and
reading in the life of small
towns" more than half of the
readers were unable to
Obtain a wo'rk they alked
for during the survey. Partly this is due
to the fact that the number of certain bestsellers is low. But thd refusals of
subject requests was also 40-50
percent /according to
subject in questioh/. This is connected
fact that many people are unable
to look for what they want on theirwith the
'the lack pf the librarian's very important
own, i.e.
advice.

Literary-artistic interest and
taste is the personal, individual
characteristic of every man. But on theartistic
basis of the development of individual.)
tastes the aesthetical tastes of society are
accumulated. While we are developin& every man' s reading culture
are rising the general artistic level of
the.Ptople at the same time, we are we
shaping the true aesthetical ideas acid
opinions as well.
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Mos - KAMARAW Ist

RECEIVING OF A CONTEMPORARY
HUNGARIAN SHORT STORY

1. OBJECTIVES AND METHODS OF RESEARCH

The international researah carried out by the Centre for Library
Science and Methodology examined,the chances of short stories written by
Hungarian literature, F erenc
. writers belonging .to the best of contemporary
short
stories
deal
with general human probSanta anM"stvan Orkeny. Both

lems, where direct moments of the plot and the real meaning deviate to a
readings.
certain extent, more so than with the majority of our everyday
that deterFrom among the utaerous and only relatively independent factors
emphasized but a few:
e
,present
research
has
mine acceptance
labour, b. /
a. / the pla e of the readers in the social division of

racteristics, c. / their system of values, d. / their
cultural behavior, e./ effects of their national linguistic-cultural environthe procesment. Since research-ls still going on /fact-finding abroad and
topic.e6f
our
present
investigation
is the short
sing pf data in Hungary!, the

their demographic

receiving
story of Santa /See Appendix/, and from among factors influencing
we deal with the role of social-demographic position only.

The examined persons represented certain strata of the members of
libraries as well as professional
the fpllowing composition:

sign
of the
group
A
B
C.
D

E

+ Sex

Employ/mak,
locksmith, turner
locksmith, turner,
textile worker
textile worker
agricult. worker
,

G

secondary-school
student
librarians

H

critics

F

readers /"literary agents"/ as well, in

male.

male
female
female
male 50%
female 50%
male 30%
female 70%
male 30%
female 70%
male 80%
female 20%

Age

qualification

Num- '

ber

Budapest
classes Budapest
classes Budapest
classes Budapest
classes village

100
50
100

Budapest

100

40-50
20-30
40-50
20-10
40-50

8 classes

16-17

10 classes

8
8
8
8

Domicile

50

80

35-5q1Sriversity towns

50

towns

40

24-40 liliver!ity

2. THE INTERPRETATION OF THE SHORT STORY FOR THE
AIMS OF RESEARCH

Our presupposition was that froth' among the three stories this one
will be the most confusing for the reader who expects a literary work to be
clear and to have an unambiguous moral and consistency. Santa's story
namely enigmantic and lacks the explanation of the plot and references toisthe
antecedents and outcomes of the dramatic situation. Moreover, it is the reader himself who has to draw the conclusions and the moral message from the
images of the story.
.

After the introductory part the dramatic situation is unfolded in four
units. The meaning is to be unravelled by the reader
on two levels a lexical one /objective-notional sphere as we call t/, and in a series of- situational motives which are based on the former. Since the author uses relatively few elements and a form of repetitions and variations in both spheres,
the receiving of formal elements also belongs to the complete understanding,
thus also its analysis is needed:
The story is of a twofold symmetric inner structure. This is referred to by the twice two persons and the structure of
the plot: the two questionings of the twd shepherds and the surrounding objects /those of the .*
stepherds' life and the instruments of power/. All fundamental objectivenotional motifs appear with a schematic simpleness and a mythical accent.
The author deepens the twofold meaning of the situations, and though
it is always the a. died men who begin all actions and determine the course of
events, the passive role of the shepherds, their silence, and stubborn resistance are a very essential factor here.
Thus, behind the aggressive, inhuman main part, t4 second voice of
positive human behaviour that unfolds in the back-ground gets more and more

definite, too.

According to our presupposition, the degree of receiving the mes4c
sage of the story can be best measured by the understandings of this polaray,
the battle of positive and negative forces.
Another problem was to decide the extent to which the historic sitUation - not concrete, mvely hinted at by the title "Nazis" - gets connected
with historic and ideologic notions, how the "unexplained stylization is completed with concrete interpretationslIThe author does not say whether the
shepherds really hide partisans or not. This question is answered by the
readers and groups of readers in different ways. Many readers answered
with the stereotypes provided by adventure films and historical novels. Others interpret the short story not as one floating between reality and symbolism, but as some "historical mord' or "parable of thepast".
--Considering the viewpoints of calculation, we have compiled a stock
of key words consisting of 33 units on the basis of the above viewpoints of
analysis. The words were selected in order to help selection partly according to the basic textual understanding, partly to the supposed directions of

9

generalization. From among the words the reader had to choose first 11 considered as st charaateristic, the next step was to choose further 3 ones
The composition ofpur key-word list with the connected viewfrom the
pool

ajobj-ective-notional sphereThIe'basicilimensions

of the events without any gener, lization on the level of lexical, syntagmatic
understanding!: armed men, old man, little boy, shepherds /characters/, 4
goat, dog,"ime truncheon /objects and surrounding!, questioning /basic situation/

b/ the meaning of the situation /the unfolding of the plot,

the background content of actions/: resistante.r.refusal, secrecy, defenceI.essness /on the shepherds' part/

terrorization/onthe Nazis' part/
ations war, peasant misery, partisans, servitude /historical notions!,
goodness /emotional factor!, mopping up, tyranny /concrete interpretations/
meaning /the most critical notions that,red/ the totality
inhumanity, suspection,
c

/misinterpretation of the situakion; remote associ-

fer to the behaviour of the shepherds/ bravenes$, human deportment,, heroism
/positive notions/ submission, cowardness, subservience /negative notions/

e/ formation filmic, repetitions, paralells,

The interpretation of the short story, however, was not measured
with this stock of key Words only,, opportunity was given to the reader to
verbalize himself what the story was 'about, i.e. what the author's message
had been. This textual material - considering the disadvantage otvrritten
composition - could be used partly as a control to our key-words, partly as

a mirror of spontaneous 'reactions, i.e. acceptance of the short story.
*b.. Thus, the acceptance ofiitie bhort story "Nazis" is a task that reclans great mental fort of the average reader, at the same time it is a good
opportunity to activ te creative abilities and acceptance. This work cannot
only be misinterpr= ed in differ TA ways, it can also be interpreted various.

ly.

a

3. ACC

rANCE OF THE SH

STORY

ong"the eight groups the first five c ain,`4kich strata of
From
readers which meet short stories and modern literatur f this ,i5ind very
seldom. For any of them this was the first occasion to meet such writings.
Therefore it s remarkable that neither of the groups did collectively reject
Santa' s wor
The' ifferent sentences of the statements of approvaPand.disapproval
were marke y 5-4-3-2,1, thus the average marks of the groups could be
calculated, just like the scatter diagradi indicating the intensity of the con--'
currence of opinions in valuation.
All the groups evaluates the story ratter positively than negatively,
and it was better evaluated by those with higher qualifications, and from
among workers men liked it more. Accordance was the greatest with official
literary agents /librarians and critics/ and the smallest with young workers
and workingmen. Beside the determinative role of the place, occupied in the
social division of labour, we can feel also the effects of both age and sex.
9
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librarians
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The most common among explanations of approval and disapproval was

the me s s age - centred. In these certain moments of the author's message
come up, i.e. the interpretation of the work. /e.g."Because it described the
struggle between the violence of power and the simple people"/. Similar in
number are the explanations stressing accordance or the opposite, the
in s rr u c t iv-e character of the message and the truth of the story. The
second group reasoned by approval or disapproVal of the way of formation,
-those who mentioned the emotional effect were less in number. Be-.

p'

tween message-centred'and emotional.eXplanations there are intermediate
ones mentioning the characters in the story. In this case the readers were
connected with the message by their likes and dislikbs of the characters
personifying the author' s message. A transition between message-centred
explanations and those that mentioned the way of formation isthe group of a

o

few who explained their approval with intelligibility. Also in this re-

spect the most deviating groups is that of the critics, where the ratio of explanations referring to the message and the way of formation is reverse. The
important role of the truthfulness. of the story is remarkable with elder
workingwomen, similarly remarkable is the rather low numbek of explanations
referring to the method of artistic formation in the case of both groups of
workingwomen, and the surrtrisingly grpat propprtion of. the emotional effect
in both prpfessional reader groups. This latter fact is especially striking,
at the same time easy to understand, if we consider that explanations "I was
shocked" or "It was.upsetting", which indicate a cathartic effedt, too, only
occur in case the. message was solved and we may assume that this happened
most frequently in the two groups of professional readers:
189
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the role of the two factors most strongly determinigg approval and disapproval was analyzed also by asking the questions "Do you agree with the
author's message" and "What literary value-do you attribute to this short
story". Both questions had to be answered by underlining the answers conveible into five marks, and also these answers had to be explained. The
foLlowing diagram, contains the average marks of approval, aeshetic.evaluation and accordance with the message for the eight groups.

approval
A4

liking
evaluation

3fit

tit

A
B
C

4

elder
young
elder
Young

workers
workmen
workingwomen
workingwomen

E, elder Peasants
secondarY-school students
F
G librariane
H critics

Fig. 2

'

Accordance with the message was fairly great in all the groups, this
presumably contributed to the fact that the thort story was accepted by the
majority. On the basis of the average marks given by the eight groups the
differences are minimal in respect to accordance with the message, and they
are maximum in approval, this refers to the t'a'ct that beside the two factors,
approval is influenced by others as well. Op ions mostly differ incase of
approval, and less in the case of literary evaluation.

On the basis of the acceptance of the short story "Nazis" first of
aLL the two professional reader groups can be divided off, the behaViour of
the group of young workingwomen was rather special, but also the groups of
otherwise similar behaviour differ in some aspects at least.
4. INTERPRETATIONS

. What is it, after all, that has captured them, what do they reject,
what do they agree with, and to what texts do \they react in the :vay mentioned
above? This survey was doubtlessly themost exciting and, at the same time
the most' complicated task of our investigation.
190
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As mentioned above,
first task in connection withinterpretati4
was tdescribe the "message"the
of the short story.
The textual material-Of;
5-15 lines given as an answer was
analyzed from different
points of view.
since the story provides a rather
objective
series
of events, their
meaning, however, can be unfoldedconcrete,
by abstraction
notions of the material in the readers' descriptionsand generalization; the
were divided into objective and ideal groups. The

terica of objective notions
plot op the two sides of themharacters/
scence of the
divided into two, the generalization
with a moral sense is also t o-directionalisand
ethically
represents the oppressive, uble-meaning vibration of sharpehed, the story
the two. The mate,
rial was divided into the foil wing groups:
/T/ and iadal 1.1/ as well
as ideal-objective betkireen the two /10/, thisobjective
ical generalizations /e.g. faScism, war, poorlatter containing certain histor,
peasantry', etc./-. The two
latter groups can bplaced id a positive-negative
scale of Moral values, .
and can also be modelled. The ideal- type of the model
will be the definition
that to the question "What was the story-about"
gives a sign of the event that
had been told /TY and its generalized meaning alike
moral instruction, speaks. about the tension of the /I, 10/ and-as regards
humadgood /G,/ and bad
/b/.
.
The most concrete definitions were given by
the groups of elder
peasants-and young workingwomen.
These groups provided 35 and 30 percent
of our relevant notional

Naturally the experts are the most responsive to the message and material..
general
moral;
cent of,concrete ements. Ideal notions"their description contain only 5 per- the results of'the readers' spontaneous activity - rut the highest percentage
in the groups of professionals
/critics, librarian / and in that of young workers.

For the ma er the association of ideal-objective
- mostly
historical and social - is also
of the choice categories
of
the
groups:
elder peaSants and young malecharacteristic
workers connect the plot with the same learned
or head nations just like the students, probably under
the influence of their
recent studies.
The positive and negati e ideal notions have 5 formations
of possibility: exclusively j, exclusiv, ly
E,
E, G>
Ea < G. It is the young
,age groups that evaluated the eirentS
most gloomilY, i.e. in their negative
"aspect, none of the young workers! deicription
ended on a positive or rather positive note. ;Thethought the story "Nazis''
answers of secondatir-L
school students are almost the 'same in this
ppsitive or negative note of the story is Lessrespect. Thus, it seems that the 4
tiorkin the social diyision of labour than. on dependent on the reader's postage and experience. /11esidetha,
demand of thyoung,people ror unanimity and
romantic heroism, the Valueof
the behaviour model of "passive resistance" is-not
observable.,/
'One' of the most interestipg lessons of the
from 33 key words'
was that irrespective of sociodeMographic positionchoice
6 words got alinost the
same number of votes from various groups:
humiliation, inhumanity, terror, armeddefencelessness',
men,and little boy.
The
first four notions deserve separate analysis since
the
latter
simply Mt the
plot. It refers to the relev
terpretation of the story that with the excepr
tion of peasant readers d e
e 1 e s s nes s ranked first in all the groups.
This fact is remarkable beta secthe
word, refers to the positiire characters
of the story and by this word expressing
suffering the readers manifest their
sympathy. It was'chosen mostly by Students,
librarians and critics.
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The next three key words iri'fact form one group /humiliation,

of the situation
terr/6r, intrumanit Y /and Uwe
referconsider
to the interpretation
these words as the synonyms

n tt 'selart of the armed men.
resuits;of the analysis
of the samollting /the actions of-the armed/, the
ood-b04:are seen againt....tlie short story was experienced by the readers
as he Presentation of EVil.
If the eight' groups are compared orrthe basis of the_inost frequent terr.":
words, we can find and register characteristic differences. In the two professional groups. the following two words referring to form can be found:
of the type
" repetition and filmic. The appearance caltwo key words
"misinterpretation" is rdmarkable, i.e. o be die nc e and sub s er
A, C,1), E /with the
en c e. in a particularly pejorative sense. Iii groups the
most important keyexception of yourigmale.workers/ they appear among
%fiords, professionaLreaders attach less importanCe to them. On the basis
of the comparison of the order of sequence of the most frequent 19 words
"given the highest average markt it is first of all two professional reader
strata that can be separated from each other. The other two similar groups,
were those of elder peasants and workingwomen, relatively, separated from
all the other groups was also that of elder workers.
,
,..
,,::
..,
the
OmPlktionjof.
...
It
would
be
WO-rash
i6di"avi-ithy
conclusions
before
. .
the proc'esiinkivorks, in particular if 'bnlythe effect of:socioddapgraPlifc
thp case of only one a
', position from among the factors was analyzed and. ii
the three test storien. Nevertheless trusting that our results so f e point in
the direction' of the whole aimed at- some conclusions 'can Ise adva ed: -;
1/ We hope to have succeede in 'Proving that tha.eiteryclay Word
"approval" simplifites the cOrnplex rec 'villa Ifieckanism only twofactora a , 4
which we have stressed /aesthetic eval ticm-and accordance with the anthors message/.. Furthermore we hope it i clear from the above that the ac-.
.
ceptance of a litetary work does hot tel nzuk abon't its receiving even if it
.o,
such
is approached from the sis'Of
,
.- -r-. approval
,t
, . a notion lipprovaLi.a.
1
.I.- withal* ilterpretatton.
\7
illustrated
the
im2 ...Even in The cise of one 'story1W,e hope to have
'1
ortanee or- telotiginvO a group either chosen, /position iethe division of
-.
,i.e.:'
about./ or detertniap4 /ex, age and sodlal,position Of the karentiti
of
a
litenarY
and interpret tion
'ociodamographic faSiti. in both acceptance
scattering hidden by average marks ,
ork. At the same time, by:uncovering
have also shoved that her vies:still ample space :for otlier eXplanatory;
.
4
attors, too.
II:,
3/ Recommendation of books-and reader InstructiOn belong to
is
based
On their role as
rsriane activities and% the role of recointheitdation
eaders. We Could have seen that the distance between.librarians and the di!to
rent groups was not the same in all the cases. Librarians are inclined
however," the librarian's...
se the notions of the 'kneader" or "worker reader",
"reader receiver" operates similarly in the case of certain, strata of workr; and dissimilarly in the case of Other's. Thorough self-knowledge is not
..
nough- to hake this conscious, thorough lcnowledge of readers is necesinry,
,. .,
Z." ['he strength of connection -betWeen approval antNnterPretaiion
context
'as well as the presence of the outer world" /i.e. how historical
cAti-ifig_red,.$ the chances of modern p"rose/ ,caQbe proved by the, results of a
short story, more exaitly a'
,. fde:Mer inVestigation...The acceptance lf this library
readers. The alteration.'
.-ersion of it, was investigated among worker,
meant the ommissiorl of- one word onry,./the title. .tae average mark df ap'the present 4
proVal was 2-.0 then and the proportion of refusals 9 percent. Inworkers,
investigiitiOn a complete short storyqras read by four grOupsof
;
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the average manic of approval was,.12etween 3,1 - 3,7 an4 the percentage of
.refusals 21-25-25-37 percent ,onli...72e
change followed from the author's
message suggested by the title a
as
join& d-in of historical experiences and information evoked by the title.the
Reason got a fixed point and imaginatipti could "dross up" abAract characters and consequently
take a firmer stand in the struggle .between Good and Evil, fascis aders could

ilhd human-

Ism.

o

" ADDfrLObIAL STATEMENT

,:1<amareis Istvan
Tho investigation month:mod in my papqr connects two
researches;
COO dealing with the workers' eddcation,
the other is a taste-test....We were
in 'IaCt' investigating the reception of saphislidated
works. In each
case modern Utorature, and the attitude towards it, modorn
water:.shed between readers., This research is of proved to 'be tne real
Donal character: the
,archievoments\...wer& made possible by the holp of S
Kip), colleagues. Bel:labs the Common research work et, Bulgarian and .
provides a Tot of
methodological experiences, too.
...

....

.

There Is 4 division of work among reading research, literary
sociology and "'art sociology. In the library-socialogiCal
ind pocio-psychologiced
ewes ation we could not be irrespective
of
the
,authorts
or
thel
work
And
Itself
this question I
upon my literary colleagues to speak; the paper
is p seritpd by the twocallv
of us.
-i,

,..

Fogareissy Miklos

!,

\

a

.,
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,

The cont t and the massage' of works
surveyed are generally
considered as tonal
and determinable (actors. We were trying to detect
the immediate effects as emerging V the miment of reception.
-The massage
of the tested .short ory itself develops In
dons, Its understandi g and reception req.-tire'a contradictory system or relay
a relatively high level of intellectual activity and absti;acting txruirer. This activity
was surveyed by a twofold method. We put the quesition: "What is this short
story all about?" For
4.4helping the answer, we gave, like a web stretched under
some acrobat, the
system ,of clue \words, and, besides, we created the possibility
fpr a free
and informal definition, of the information.
,,
The text gnalysis was made in various sections and dimensions,
and later, on we intend to. complete than with further surveys. 'Possibly
we
shall gain further valuablq, data about the motivation of reception.
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DISCUSSION
Leader of disaissicrn: DOBRYNINA, Natalia

.

I

a'

DOBRYNINA, Natalia E.

Introducing a diacuosiort, I me have some remarks. Cloaca tion
than is the case of pop er
of pieces of fiction is, if possible, more difficult
scientific Works, the reethodalogical uncertainty being much greater. We o
terms
we
use. The dialectics of the
to agree in the exact definitions of the
relation between the reader and the work road ought also to deal with we
must define thd concepts of attitude and mentality.
The extensjyo phase of surveys has come to an end; at
present it is the sociological components a reading that most be dealt
farewith. We must get to know the effect of the surroundings, the must
ity and the school. The significance of interpersonalthatrelations
people havinik
be weighed, too. The Bulgarian statement makes clear

received intermediate education read more keenly than graduate people.
'a certain 'level? The
it possible, that education affects reading but up to
connection between the ever growing leisure time and reading must not be
neglected, slither. At the same time, we ought to find exact instruments to.
when confronted with
find out the "favourite" writers. There are people who, wich
are good man that question, answer ,in stereotypes, mentioning names

ners to know or to like, or perhaps they give that work which they read
last. We ought to find out, furtheternore, those effects, which are exercised
the mini:anal feelings by active reading of fiction. Finally, the connection
between the reception and the verbal valuation of literary works must be
explored, too.
KAIVI.A+.RAS 'Istvan

A question to colleague Mitov: Have you got any data about the
literary taste of people belonging to various social layers, expressed at a
rate per cent? Another question:,How did yeti interpret the genres? That is,
what is the difference between reading novels, stories or tales?
My question to colleague Stelmakh concerns the interest towards
readreality. As for myself, I am not much afraid of the phenomenon when
ing means the turning away from reality; after all, iturnight mean claim for
lwrong books. I wonder
changing the reality. Stolmakh Made hints at certainbooks
of low standard.
whether we could join forces in the battle against
My colleague Sieklerski, having enrolled the motives for reading
fiction, mentioned a claim for gaining knowledge and for aqualntance with
erienced besides these?
various forms of behaviour. lAhat values has he
ent, relaxation, pleasure,
How can he fit into his system the following: enj
he dealt with the
amusement. and the reader's attitude towards These? as
further possibilities for the typifying of behaviour m els? Where does he
put in his system these "who read 'fiction with the claim of (riding an anto live?"
swer to the question: "How an
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FROHLICH, Lothar
I should lap to know from colleagues Kamaras and Fogareissy 11
their research results:- could be used in tibrary practice. Heim do 'they work
together with other partners? After all, investigation of the effects of literature is equally interesting for both educators and psychologists. I agree
with latvifin hamar:is in the utter importance of the function attributed to
fiction. Besides its teaching and educating role 'as medium for giving merge,
its entertaining function is equally important. The aesthetic qualities of literature reflect those al the reality.
S

SZENTIRMAI Leficizlo/

If we accept the manyfold character of literature in its effects and
functions, then let me nsk my Hungarian colleagues whether they found or
not any kind., of escape effect tn._ their research.

/

WALIGORA, Johanna

It is clear from Stoireakhics work that the connection
between the
content of reading and the reader must bo found. The question of the
typifying of readers Is of utmost importance; and this regards not only ,to
fiction readers but to readers of popular scientific and technical literature
as well. Border cases may not be neglected, either. A clarification of the
question Is Important because we would like to make use of our knowledge
when suggesting books to the readers.

NAGY Attila
I direct my question to colleague Slokierskit HaVing spoken of the
fundtion of the TV and ' the wireless, he defined TV as a mass medium
conveying sots of information. What is his opinion on programmes like the
"Great Battles"? The series is about the battles fo
in the 2nd World
War; it shows original documents and the comment of the survivors. One
may say, the series made a catharsis effects; th effect Itself being
stronger than that of feature films, due Just to its docum
value.
"Books are Means of the strongest off ". T s definition aloe.
needs acme clarification, potence there are some all --too riot insignificant
social layers on which the TV and the wirplesa- have much greater Impact.
Ao for questions concerning 'terinthelagy, I suggest that everybody

should make clear the terms .used in his dr her survey.
CCCHINESCU, file

In Sartre's opinion, publishing a book in a socialist country, unlike to capitalist countries, moans in itself suggestion of the same book.
Contrary to this, researchers have to have some method for quaifying
book good or bad. Which method should i( b.? In a book's Gusset's an
important role Is played by the reviews and the public's literary taste.
MITOV, Zdravko

Establishing the value of literary works is no doubt 'delicate problem. To avoid oublectIvism, one has to recline on literary critique, but, as
often happens, critiques lag behind the pace of publishing, or do not contain Indeed valuable sentences, instead of this linger on the level of reviews, and what is more they sometimes neglect certain books, first ofcIall
these of young authors.
4'
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DOBRYNINA. Nat

Sartro is a bit t o optimiette in judging socialist book publiChing.
Umfortursately, thoro aro many writers who increase the category of "wrong'
busks. Tkieao writora db. not start from social needs, they Write irmincerelyi
they, obs6rve the initial atago of tho readers' intorost, and they are trading
upon it.

The Bulgarian colleague is sight in demanding objective criteria
1.
for book valuation.
Literary criticism aloe has* Ito numerous subjective factors, strengthened by the equally subjective readers' and rilticiologiato' taste.
The most obAketive factor, it Dooms, is time itself, but It is hard
to use it because of its long range process. Contents analyses of Literary
wdicia, or analyses of their mescaso can be of borne help.
SIEKIERSKI, Stanielaw
Another difficulty. In evaluating works is caused, 14:',y the differing g
tonnes used by scholars and aregieur readers. Their observations also differ,
care,h1 to abandon the so far- used categories and find another hierarchy
of values, now fit fir defining the values of books, and the value claims to
be domarvied. Readers react upon a given book according to their group
position.

As for the TV's role: TV can give such values which cannot be

ensured by books, yet it does not mean a more essential effect to be attributed to the former. Results of descriptive experiments differ from those
'of theoretical ones.

'

M1TOV, zdravk.

I have got charts icontaining the appropriate data; I shall place
them at cofteague Romanis's disposal. The terms of novel, dory and tale
may be clarified by. a common terminology.

ItAMARAS Istvan
Colleague Dobrynlna has hqlped mu to answer comrade Cochinescu's question. We took these factore into consideration, since the Control
group of our international sury y consists of reviewers. We do not forget,
either, that the sociologist's taste has a role even, when analyzing data.
Answering to colleague Fri:Shiloh, I may say that results of the
survey of reception oan very well be utilized by the theory of literature,
pedagogy, and perhaps even by mass media.
Our research team consists of. sociologists, psychologists, reviewers,
literary men. The role played by literary advisers is-, equally important. There
are aestheticians, literary sociologists, art sociologist b. marl feting exports and
socio-psychologirsts among the fellows of our research team. We co-operate
with our partners In a pleasant, discussing atmosphere.
.

DOBRYNINA, Natalia S.
.

.

.

a,

As stated by several Of us, the Literary work bas got three Wale

functions, namely, the cognitive, tho idealcigical-ethical and tho aesthetical
functions. From a methodological point of view, a sharp distinction 'would be
disadvantageous. The aesthetical function permeates the rest. This however

Is very hard to gauge. The co-operative research of Bulgarian, Polish, Soviet and Hungarian experts- offers a helping -hand in clearing up the problem. However, a question arises: What role does the language play in the
reception 'of a Literary work? The aesthetical effect of the text in the case
of a native language group highly differs from that of,,,a foreign language
7up. Translations, especially rough translations, "thoudh relleCting some
I think, a sandier common
search will help in finding the best methods ensuring a reception through
various languages but at the 'same level.

a esthetic value, limit the possibility of reception.
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IpATIONS

The conference stated that socialist library policy long-range planning and development, methodological guidance and library practice alike
could utilize the results of research into reading and library use done by library research institutes, moreover also the different institutions and organiiations of cultural policy and the dissemination of reading /school, publishing, mass communications etc. could rely on them.
1. The participants of the conference consider it Important to make
the exchange of information more regular, to extend it over research plans,

aids and even studies containing partial results as far as possible.
2. It is desirable to elaborate a factUal, informative study of the research institutes of reading, their major results and perspectives in every
socialist country before the end of 1975. The studies presenting the reading research done in socialist countries could be published in a. collection of
one of these countries undertook publishing but they could be

--

published also
in tht journal of IFLA starting in 1975, other international journals
as well
as the library journals of socialist
3. The participanti of the conference recommend para1141 investigations by mutual, identical methods of the same subject'in the following fields:,
a/ The reception of literary works
There is a possibility to join the present Bulgarian - Polish - Hungarian-Soviet investigation of ttie reception of short stories.
A well-known work of world literature translated into every language
Could be investigated in this *ay.
The secret of the success of the most popular literary works of the
70s and the characteristics of their reception could be investigated.
b/Research into children' s reading
By way of preliminaryagreementthe popularity and reception of some
..

children, s books known the world over could be studied intensively..

E.g. Robinson Crusoe by Defoe

Winnie the Pooh by Milne
Tiniur and his group by Gaydar
The little prince by Saint-Exupery

as well as classical tales

c/ It would be 'important to investigate' the library Profession froms
the sociological and psycholegical, points of view; the exploration of the
motivational system of librarians, the choice of profession, the knowledge of
4.the subjective components of tlietransmission of culture.
d/ It would be interesting -.and usefulto analyze histbrical novels most
popular among teenagers, to study" ...erti.--affects. The aim of investigations
carried-on in individual countries iaently and concomitantly - on the
basis of some. harmonized important Viev.gpoints - is to gather information on
such works that may play a-vital role in becoming a reader and the formation
of the view of history alike. On the basis of The juxtaposed studies the +Ina(
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lytical'examination of common traits and national specialities would bp possible.
e/ The sociological research into the professional literature demands
of various social-occupational strata would render library work extremely
effective.
f/ The longitudinal sociological-monographic study of the libraries
and their social environments of similar settlements would be novel and rich
in interesting experiences.
g/ Studies of the reception of works of fiction and their film versions
would yield results useful at the national and international level alike.
4. In the more sucessful implementation of further research, the more
effettive utilization of their conclusions, the development of socialist cooperation and in the interest of the comparability of results and methods of research the first indispensable step is to pay more attention to the use of terminotVgy on the part Of the research workers. It would be the precondition
for the later pdssible coordination of terminology that the research workers
always define concepts used by the research question.
5. The participants of the conference should urge their superior
,3
authbrities to organize the work - conference- of libraries 'engaged in reading
research in social countries regularly:. the next ought to be held in 1976 or
1977 when the questions of the unification of. .terminology, reading by Children
under 14 as Swell as mutual researches started on the basis of these recommendations could be on the agenda.
6. The conference considers it desirable to publish the results of the
conference. With this end in view Natalya Dobrinina Jadwiga I(oioziejska
conference
and Johanna Waligora were entrusted with the editorial tasks.
acknowledges the readiness of the host country to undertake techn cal and
typographical preparations and Istvan KamarEis was designated as the secre,tary of the editor-1 committee.
.

s.

Budg:Pest, October 17, 1)974.
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